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CHAPTEH I 
THE PROBLEM, ASSUMPTIONS, AND DEFINITIONS OF TEHHS USED 
I. 'l1HE Pl10!3LEM AND I'l13 IMPORTANCE 
The aim of this thesis is to d.iscover useful measures 
and worthvlhile lessons in increasing _fl~_v_tnr:;s __ :CQ_!'_C~p_it_g,l 
formation to promote economic. growth in underdeveloped 
countries. 
In order to accomplish thj. s goal, the following steps 
11.rill be taken: 
1. The var1.ous kinas or concepts of savings, i.e., 
voluntary saving (including saving from utilizatJ.on of 
under·~employed labor), compulsory saving through taxation, 
and forced saving from inflation resulting from deficit 
financing of investment by means of bank l;)ans 01~ fiat 
money will be examined, analyzed, and discus sed with the a5.m 
of finding useful measures for 1ncreasing savings from them 
to promote capital formation. 
2. The ideas of various writers on economic develop-
men.t that a.re directly related to the problem illill be ana-
lyzed to discover worthwhile lessons from them. 
). The relevant experiences of certain developed 
and underdeveloped countrtes ldll be lool<:ed lnto, and Emy 
useful measures or lessons discovered from them will be 
presented and their significance indicated. 
2 
The problem of increasing E1avings for capital forma-
tion in the less developed countries is lmportant in view of 
two main considerations: 
1. The need to secure adequate savings which are one 
of the several important requisites for economic growth. 
Scarcity, or the low rat<-1 of saving ln underdeveloped 
coun·IJries is a primary hand-icapto:i.ncreased-oapfta:l-forrrta-
tion and economic growth. In most of these countries, the 
lack of s~ving to finance investment restrains increased 
investment. Aside from the fact that many private indi-
viduals are willing to invest if they could find the 
finance, the govel"nments are overwhelmed t'ITi th oapi tal 
projects such as roads, water supplles, flood control, 
irrigation, electric power, factories, schools, houses, 
hospitals, etc. 1 If saving· and investment at the rate of 
12 per cent of national income can be fruitful, but the 
people are willing to save only L~ 01 .. 5 per cent not much 
invest;ment could take place out of domestic savings. 
In addition if population is grol-Jing, current saving 
may be sufficient only to maintain the present amount of' 
capital per worker. An increase in saving is necem;ary to 
be able to increase oapi tal per '!.'lorker. 2 A considerable 
1
w. Arthur Lewis, rl'hft rrheQ.rU. of ]?co.ngm1c ~ 
(Homewood, Illinois: Richax•d D. Irwin, Inc., 1955), p. 216. 
2 Gerald M. Meier and Robert E. Baldwin, Ecop,o.m.:t..u 
Deyelqp,men:t.: ~rneor'J:', Hit:rmcr_, ]?oJ...ic.z (New York: John \Vi ley 
& Sons, Inc., 1957), pp. 338-40. 
3 
amount of saving is also necessary for improvements in 
technology to bring about significant increases in output. 3 
In cases where savings may be abundant, but are being used 
unproductively, they must be redirected into productive use. 
2. The need to p!'omot;e savtng. through democratic and. 
voluntary means. The means used to promote savlng for 
capital formation are also important. It is a primary con-
cern of free peoples that the presently less developed 
cotmtries be able to achieve economic growth by democratic 
and where possible voluntary means. 
The problem becomes all the mor•e important when one 
considers the Communist message to underdeveloped countrtes 
that theirs is the only way of achieving rapicl economic growth; 
and that a Communist dictat;orship which is able to force 
minimum consu:nptlon (maximum saving) upon the people without 
opposition is an utter necessity. 
The Communist dictat;orial regimes make virtually no 
use of voluntary savings. Their system for getting savings 
is to center all production in the hands of the government, 
producing little more consumer goods than bare necessit:lc~s. 
All the rest of the nation's labor and resources are directed 
to the making of capital equipment and mili t<:n'y instruments--
----------------
3Henry H. Villard, ~Qpn,g_rq:l,_Q. .1l.fl.Y..?J:.2P...llWll-.i (New York: 
Holt, Hinehart and VJinston, 1960), .PP· 109-10. 
.,:;:--
which may be cons:Ldered saving and capital formation at the 
same time. In real terms private persons do not voluntarily 
consume less that capital productj.on may be possible. The 
government has taken care of that in its plan. In money 
terms, the ordinary citizen gets only a subsistence wage and 
is not expected to save money although the elite do get more 
above the price of subsistence is quickly recovered by the 
State as it is spent for vastly over-priced non-essentials. 
A relatively very small voluntary saving from the elite is 
~;ecured through their pm:•chase of government bonds. They may 
be able to achieve economlo groTtJth, but not without the cost 
of freedom. 
In a free soclety, an individual is free to accumulate 
and own wealth or money voluntarily without coercion or 
molest.s.tion. Great reliance is placed on voluntar•y savings 
to provide the wherewithal for capital formation. It is, 
of course, true that a free society cannot entirely dispense 
with compulsions. All laws say taxes, drafts, and traffic 
regulations illustrate this. But without the voluntary being 
preserved, strengthened, and exercised v1here possible, freeclom 
would be meaningless and. would slowly die. 
It is not being argued here that the free and demo-
cratic way is necessarily super:l.or to the CommU'n.ist way in 
economic production. But the experience of democratic nat:tons 
5 
of the Hest has shown th.at ~.t free economy can expect a good. 
rate of economic growth v.rith its democratic institutions. 
Ii'urtherrnore, rtJe want fl'•eedom and we must be prepared to 
forego the extra gain that forced draft methods might yield 
because they would not be co~patible with freedom in peace-
time. As Wallich puts it, RThe ultimate value of a free 
not at a profit, but at a cost.n4 
It :ts therefore essentietl for the preservation of a 
free society and the perpetuation and. glorification of its 
ideals that economic gro-vrth be achieved by democratic and 
voluntary means. Savings for ca1-:>i tal formation need to be 
promoted in underdeveloped countries, through democret:i.c and 
where possible by voluntary means. 
II. ASSUMPTIONS 
This study is made under the follmd.ng assumptions: 
1. Capital formation hJ an lmportant ancl essential 
element for increasing income. J~conomlc growth as used here 
refers to growth in income in real per capita terms. 
~Phe developed countrii.<H1 are able to 1nve}:~t het~iTeen 
10 per cent and 15 per· cent of thelr ru:ttlonal i:rlC ames, net 
of depreciation, and they are able to increaGe incomes 
--~---·--,-· 
!J.Henry c. Hallich, The Co~..t. Q:( .~Q.Q.m (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1960), p. x. 
betHeen 3 per cent and L~ per cent pel' annum. 5 If the less 
developed countries are going to achieve growth, one neces-
sity is that they increase their saving and investment rate 
from its current low level of 5 per cent or so of national 
income to levels compr;"rable to those of richer countries. 6 
2. Sav:tng is necessary to investment or capital 
formation. There ca·n be no capital formD.tion save as-Ghere 
is an equal amount of real saving. Real capital requires 
real and unconsumed proc1uctj_on. Unconrmmed produc~tlon may 
be defined as sa.ving. Thif.:; suggests the baslc equatlon 
important even in its utter slmplicity for those who would 
increase saving, namely 
Saving (S) =Production (P) -Consumption (C). 
(Under certain circumGtances the saving might be unplanned, 
e.g., through an unplanned increase .in a harvest.) Savlng 
may be incr•ease<l ej. ther by increasing P or clirninish:i.ng C or 
by both. Nege.tively thts may be stated: there lB no new 
saving without an increase in production in e~cess of con-
sumption. 
). Hhile saving and capital formattori are important 
aspects of economic development, they are not a sufficient 
condition for it. 'rhis study is made under the ansumptton 
5 Lewis, .Qll • .9JJ! .• , pp. 201-02. 
6N.eier and. Baldwin, QQ. _gi i{_. , p. JL~O. 
6 
~ -
7 
that the factors affectlng eco:oomic g:cmvth are rna:ny and 
closely interrelated. Saving and capital formation are 
a~mong these factors. Other equally im:Qortant factors that 
mieht be mentioned_ are ent,repreneurship, natural resources, 
technological progress, institutions which give incentive to 
effort, attitudes which value economic efficiency, and other 
4,. It is also assumed that there :l.l> no one general 
solution to the problem of increasing saving for capital 
formation i.n d:i.fferent underdeveloped coJntries. 'I'he pre-
cise problems in each country are in m~st cases different 
from tho}3e tn the other countrles. Each n:.;.t:i.on has j_ts ov-m 
peculiarities and set of problems or obstacles that are 
retarding the increase in the rate of saving for capital 
formation. Some of these obstacles .o:md pecul1n.rlU.ea m<~y 
take the form of social, cultural, and political factors or 
the ::;upply of human and naturHl roe::>ourccs. '.rho .solutlon;:> to 
tl'lese probl2ms for each nation in vim11 of the diffe:r'ences 
betviTee.n them vwuld mor::;t pr•obably be different. ~)uch solu-
tions in order to be effective should be carefully fitted to 
the peculiar needs and cortd 1t j_cm; of each twt lon D.s ·Nell at> 
lts potentlalltles for econow.:i.c growth. 
III. DEFINII'ION3 Oli' 'J.'i,'HIL> U':JED 
Savings are, as inJioated above, that part of the 
flov.r of income not Bpent on consmnption in the sarne perlod. 
8 
Saving and 1.nvestment or capital formation may be either 
gross or net, the difference between them being accounted for 
by depr•eciat ion allowances. 
Deprec1ati on allowances are the sums that businesseE'J 
set asid.e in any per:Lod to make good the wear and tear, 
caused by the production of the period, to the capital which 
was available at the start in order that the stock of 
capital shall be as large at the end of the perlod as it was 
at the beginning. Only l'Ihen there is a net saving can there 
have been an addition to the capltal stock during any par-
tlcular period. 7 
Voluntary saving, ls that saving by the individue.l in 
accordance with his free and voluntary decision, gener•ally 
in the pursuit of his own interests. Voluntary saving, as 
in v~artime, may be for patriotic as well as narrow personal 
It may be useful to give certain exam~)les of v:oluntary 
saving which come under the definltion used here. The most 
common notion of voluntary saving is money savtngs of indi-
viduals placed in banks, saving and loan associations, 
corporate securities, government bonds, and undlstributed 
profits of corporations (tncluding money hoarded by individuals 
for precautionary, speculative or transaction motives). 
7 Villard, .QQ • . c1t., pp. 98-99. 
9 
Another example of voluntary saving is the voluntary dona.tion 
of human labor for public improvements or public capital 
projects, lncl uding the voluntary use of labor for the 
creation of personal capital goods. Both of these can be 
considered "di:r•ect capital format:i.on" as contrasted with 
saving money t'Jhioh is in turn spent for capital equipment. 
Capital forme.t ion means creation or production of 
wealth which assists directly in further production of goods 
and services. It might mean the creat1.on of new power sup-
plies, the building of factories, the development of natural 
resources or the training of personnel which enable. a country 
to produce more.8 
Underdeveloped countries refer to countries with 
annual per capita incomes of roughly $500 or less (approxi-
mately one-fourth of that of the United State G). 9 The 
United Nations designates as less d.eveloped all countries 
and territorl8s in Africa, North and South America, Asia and 
Oceania, with the exception of the Union of South Africa, 
Canada, the United States, Japan, Aust:t"alia, and New Zealand. 
Mainland China, North Korea, and North Vietnam are not mem ... 
bers of the United Nations and submit no statistical reports 
8Paul G. Hoffman, .9ne H!<lns'!r~g. .Qmw.~, 9.Jl<:i and .OJlSl 
~wart~ Billj,_g_u P~~., fi9W j!..Q. ~.rul ::P.h~:l-1: EcoUQ.ill.lQ. Growth 
~ ~ .1n thct .1260 1 s (\~ashington, D. C.: Albert D. and 
f•1ary L13.~::1:ker Foundation, 1960) , p. 16. 
9Be:njamin H. Higgins, Economic :lli;:..2Q.l.9Qffi8JJ..t. (New York: 
VJ. VJ. Norton and Company, Inc., 1959), p. 6. 
10 
so they are generally omitted from the deflnition of developed 
and underdeveloped countries. 10 
Economlc development is a process comprising capital 
formatlon, increased productivity, and more nearly optimum 
utilization of resources, and its yield is {in addition to 
important poll tlcal and social changes) higher pel" capita 
10 
Hoffman, .Q.Q. ~.J..t.., p. 19. 
CHAPTER II 
VOLUNTARY SAVINGS 
The aim of this chapter is to discover possible use-
ful measures of inoreas irl,;q; voluntary savings for capital 
formation in underdeveloped countries to help accelerate 
economic <Zrowth oc__ ____________________________ _ 
I. HHAT IS VOLUNTARY SAVING'? 
Voluntal"Y saving, as mentioned previously, means the 
foregoing or ')ostponing of consumption by an lncU.vldual of a 
portj.on of current income in accordance with his free and 
voluntary dec:i.sion to do so in the pursuit of personal 
interests. It may take tlle form of money hoarded; money 
deposited in financial institutions such as conmercial 
banks, saving banks, and building and loan associt:ttions; 
money used to buy life insurance or e.nnui tte s; r:1oney accumu-
la ted in pens ion funds; or money used to buy ~1eourl ties. It 
may also refer to savl.ngs of businesses in the sense that 
th~y do not distribute a certain portion of their profits 
to the owners of capltalJ but save them wlth the intention 
of reinvesting or plowing them back to the businr;;ss. They 
are voluntary savings--as far as the business is c.:oncerned 
though perhaps not for certain stockholders (who would pre-
fer to receive their share cf prcfits through dividends); 
12 
they are the results of the free and voluntary decisions of 
individuals to refrain from current consumption in favor cl 
future consurnption, or for investment or creation of cap1ts.l 
good.s for the sake of greater productlvi ty in the future and 
better and greater consumption 11'"1 the future. 
·!~uslness sav:\.ngs also include depreciation reserves, 
but th.is would be part of gross savings. Gro::1s savings 
m:lnus deprecia tl on allowances lfrould be net sav1 ngs. In the 
more advanced economies, where they have already accumulated 
large stock of capital goods, a large portion of their 
(gro:: s) savings consist of deprecia tl on alloNances. 
In addition to the above, one form of voluntary sav-
ing that irJ presently becoming popular ln less developeCl. 
countrj_c~u is the voluntary donation of labor• for public 
projects or improvements, or the employment of unemployed 
or underemployed labor in "direct capltal forrna:t:;lon. 11 ']~his 
forrn of voluntary saving in the aggregate can be significant, 
especially if a large army of underemployed or unemployed 
manpcMer exists TJ'Jhioh can be mobilized at low oo:::Jt for 
publ:i.e capital projects fo:C' promoting a country's b-:?,sic 
economlc developm~=nt or for the improvement of the incH-
vidual's farms or homes. This will be discussed in more 
detail later on. 
II. IJ.ViPOHTANCE OF' VOLTJN':CiiHY ,Sli.VING IN A FFiE.ii: ~.:iOCII~r:c•y 
Voluntary saving is important in a free noctety for 
the followi.ng reasons: 
1. Voluntary sav:lng fosters capital forme.tio:n and 
progress without inflation. This is clearly a significant 
feature of voluntary savings. In most underdeveloped 
countries, the scarcity of sav1.ngs is an important l:tmiting 
factor to increased investment. In developed countries, 
'planned 8aving may exceed planned investment a.nd scarcity of 
sav ingB is not a serious obst~1cle to increclst::d 1nve::;t;ment 
If voluntary s~.J.vlng in underdeveloped countries can 
be increased, the wherewithal or the real saving needed for 
capital formation can be increased. It Nill malw the crea·-
tion of Etdditional money for investment less necessary and 
will diminish the dangers of inflation. 
2. A substantial increase in voluntary savings can 
r:1ake the r·aish-:tg of tax rates or promulgation of n(~tt>r taxes 
less pressing and less necessary. If people v;rlll reduce 
their conmunption they create real savings and :tf they use 
their money savings to buy government bonds, the goveJ:>nm.ent 
acquires firut the money and vrith it the J:>eal sEwed. resoUJ:ces 
needed to f ina nee cap1 tal forma t:l. on or a country 1 s bas lc 
economlc development. 
Taxes, hry;rever, D.re never popular in tmclerdevel oped. 
col.mt:el~>,S. ~Phe polit.ical condJ.U_ ons s.re such t~1e~ .. t larJ'1rne.1<ers 
are less inclined to pass legislation that will raise taxes. 
\rJhere many, perhaps most people are already :recei vi:ng income 
close to the subalstence level, any further reducti.ons of 
----
14 
income by means of taxation becomes extremely burdensome to 
the people. In the agricultural sector, records of transao-
tions are not kept which could be used as basis for the 
com:put~tib'Jh.<:;of income taxes. Furthermore, the cost of col-
lecting taxes might be so great that lncome taxes might not 
prove worthwhile. ~rhus, it; becomes a necessary I>9.rt of 
development policy to exhaust all possible means of promoting 
voluntary saving. The matter of taxation is treated 1n more 
detall in a separate chapter. 
3. Voluntary saving also eases to a certain extent 
the pressures upon government budgets and upon monetary 
controls. As Ellis remarks, any results achieved in trying 
". • • to bring investment within the vlew and within the 
limited means, as well as making it interest:l.ng to, the com-
mon people . • • ease by so much the pressures upon govern-
ment budgets and upon monetary controls." 1 'J~he accumulation 
of' more voluntary savings among thG c;omrnon people 1~orlll make 
poss 1 ble their increased. partieipation ln productive actlvi ty 
needed for fostering grOV<lth through democr:~ltic means. 
III. CONDITION OF' VOLUN'I'i\RY SAVINGS IN 
UND1:!:'RDEVELOPED COUN'l'HIES 
Voluntary savings exist in underdeveloped countrles 
but the 1•a.tio of such savings to income may v~;ry \V'ell vary 
·----~---
l Ho\'rard :3. Elli8, £1onetary Polley as an Instrument of 
Progress, from "Economic Progress,~edited by Leon Duprlez 
(I r n ., i 1 19_';_' 1_-;) • . ouvaj_n: Instltut de Recherches .~conomiques .c.t ::Joc. a. es, , , 
pp. lt3~2·~33. 
-
----
-
=== 
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from one country to another due to differences 1 n policy. 2 
r.rhere is a wide range of sav.ings efforts. Hovmver, even in 
the absence of effective incentives given by the government, 
j_t is reasonable to assume that a meaBure of saving still 
goes on. It may be saving for the security of the individual 
or to satisfy· his own needs dU1"1ng bls own li:fetj.me called 
"hump 11 saving or savlng for the future of his children or 
for inheritance purposes called 11 1nheritance 11 savi1'1g.3 
In some underdeveloped. count:r.•ies, scarcity of saving 
may not be the problem or the whole problem. 1rhe problem 
appears to be the :l.nc:tbiltty to channel current and potenttal 
savings into productive invc?stment. In certaln Latin-American 
countr:i.es» for exan1ple, like Braz:Lt., ChU.e, f.'l.nd f1exico, sav-
ings rates compare.ble to thoc e of developed countries are 
said to prevail. 4 Pl"Oducti ve investment is apparently small 
in these underdeveloped countrles not bc·wause of the lack of 
savtn.gs, but because the savings a:ce being used unproducttvely. 
Some of the un:prod.uctive uses of current or potGnttal savings 
in underdeveloped countries are descrlbed below: 
1. Hoarding is unproductive sJ.noE~ the money hoarded 
:i.s not being used in the creation of useful e.ssets or capital 
2IUggins, ..QJ2. • .P1..t.., pp. 1+91-92. 
L~ 
Normans. Buchanan an.d HO't'Jard s. Ellis, AP.l)P9i.Wb.e.§. 
to I~~ P.~~v.elOR!llli..t.rt. (New York: ~:rwentieth Century Fund., 
19.5;6), p. 41. 
----
16 
goods. Hmvever, hoard:l.ng v-muld have a virtue in t:tmes of 
inflation, because it reduces the pressure of monetary demand 
on the sum)ly of goods and servJces available for sale. To 
' ' 
the extent thD.t it red.uces lnflH ti onary tendencies, hoardi-ng ------------- ------
is doing some service. 
2. 'rhe purchase of land, whose quantity is not 
:l.ncreased, is another unproductive use of voluntary savlngs 
ln und.e:t•developed countries. Land ownerBhip 1 hm·wver, is 
preferred in these countries. It enjoys high prestige. Land 
taxes are often low and likewise politically difficult to 
ralse. Land cannot be lost, burned or destroyed o:rdinarily. 
Its v:J.lue gotlS up as population increases and as economlo 
improvements such as roads, bridges, and comrne rc:1.a1 centers, 
are made in loc<:ttions 'tAJhlch benefit the land d].rectly or 
incUrectly. It is also an effective hedge against inflat1on. 
Land is thus highly preferred as the object in which 
savings should be spent or invested. However, if no improve-
ments are made or capital goods created on the land, WH3 of 
savings for land purchase fails to increase the procluot;ivity 
of a nation. 
3. Jewelry (a consumer durable) is another preferred 
use of voluntary saving. It can be eas:tly sold or converted 
into cash. In add 1 ti on, it has ornamental value to the indi-· 
vldual buying and using it. It is also a good hedge agalnst 
inflat.i.on as its money value goes up with x•ising prlces. 
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However, it does not increase total productivity in the 
sense that it can-oot be used for further production. Probe.-
-----
bly 1 if a nr.-;,tion manufactures jewelry for export, it can do 
some service as any export does by provid.lng a source of 
foreign exchange for the importation of essential capital 
equipment. 
1~. Some savings are being spent on durable g,_..o.._o'-'"d,.....s"'------'l.,._,:t""'k.._._e"'----------
temples, shrines, monuments or publlc bu:U.dings which are 
unproductive i.n the ordinary sense. Probably the culture of 
a country may place value on such durable goods. 'll1e produc-
tion of these goocls requlres large savings, but they do not 
fulfill productive economic purposes.5 
5. Some funds are loaned on Ghort-term basis to 
farmers and trajers, etc., at high rates of interest. ome 
funds are attracted to speculative galns from hoarding of 
:lnventory, say r1ce, as is the case in the Phj.lj_ppines. Such 
uGes of savings could aggravate the danger of inflation in 
underdeveloped countries. 
6. Some r>avj.ng or money ca•Jital flows out of the 
country or is used in foreign trade for the sake of security 
and possible earnings abroad in more stablo Ctn'Y'Emcies. 
;.rhe above unproductlve employment or uses of savlngs 
or idle resources in less developed countries exist not 
----
~ 
.:>Neier and Baldwin, .Ql2. c.J, t,. , p. 308. 
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because the people are behaving lrratl.onally and unlike the 
people in advanced countries, but because under the pre-
vailing circumstances, they are the most safe, liquid, and 
rational Btores of value or> forms of investment. Poll tical 
instabillty, unsettled monetary conditions, systems of land 
tenure, imperfect maintenance of law and order, lack of 
expe r 1 e no e with mod el"n t e_e_hnLcpJB-B-1-laok-Gf-eeB-t--1-na-i-t-y-hi. 
economic life, anc1 llml ted markets might be sotTle of the 
explanations for the failure of these savings to be used 
productively. Apparently, these unproductive channels are 
the fieldH in whlch the investor can find securlty, profit-
abili ty, and liquldi ty 1.-.rhich justify his investment. Under 
such conditions, savings are not performing their more press-
ing and urgent ,job of expanding and increasing over-all pro-
ductivity to achieve economic growth in a free society. Sav-
ings need to be attracted or made available or eonsciously 
direoted into productive channels in order to promote pro-
ductivity and accelerate economic growth. Obstacles which 
direct savings to unproductive uses need to be identified 
and removed. 
It is not • however, within the scopG of th1s th'esi$:; 
to conslder whlch inveBtment channels have pri orl tJr over or 
are more productive than the others. But in general it can 
be said. that the followin,g channels of investment have more 
dynamic effects in creating the preconditlons to growth: 
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building of pu.bl:lc utili ties--roads, bridges, eleetric power, 
·water supplies, schools, irrigation system, and improving 
agricultural p1~oducti vi ty. Tl1e building of basic social 
.. , 
capital gooo.s certaJ.nly must be given preference over the 
use of sav1ng;3 in speculative channels, luxu:r.~y Hpending, 
purcha:::-;e of' jewelry, or impressive tempJ.E.;s, ehurches, and 
trial or mining sectors must acoomp<-.my or follow immediately 
that in social overhead capital for this latter ls largely 
justified not in itself but as a means to industrial develop-
ment. 
IV. ·nrE EXPERIENCE IN :301'1E COUN'JIYUES 
A br•1.ef discussion foll.o\!·JS of relevant experiences of 
some eolj.ntrles in regard to the problem of increasing volun-
tary savings for oapiteJ. formation. 
'£h,J2. ~x.pe.r~elli:}.§. .1n Japa,n. Bauer and Yamey I•elated that 
in nineteenth century Japan, the great bulk of new invest-
ment resources did not come from the coffers of the State, 
but lncreastngly from personal and business savings. Hany 
indi v :lduals both rich and. r)Qor contri but eel to capital forma-
tion. 'rhe process of accumulation vms bo osterl by the r!Jiden:tng 
6 
of the marl{et and the presence of 1nducements to save. They 
6Peter ~r. Bauer and Basil s. Yamey, The !~.Q.Qll.Q311.l.:~s 9L 
UnderQ.~yel~ CQ.\ill.t.rl~ (Chicago: The Uni ve:rsity ·of Chicago 
Press, 195?), p. 133. 
--
=~~ 
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SUKgest that 11 The decisive d.ifference bettrveen Japan and most 
of her il.slat:to neighbours • • • was not so much a g:r~eater 
dispositlon to save on the part of Japanese as it was the 
more effective inducements to a high rate of tnvestment in 
produetl ve enterpr· ise. Everywhere the 9rocess of capital 
formD.tion has hJ some degree this boot-strap oharacter.n7 
That 1s, 't'Jher(~ there is will, a deslre, a demand, a way may~'----------
be found. 
It seems that the appearance of savlngs :ts of'ten 
contingent upon the availability of recognized lnveGttuent 
opportunities. If there is expectation of reasonable 
compensation for· the :risks tha.t a private investor has to 
undertake in the underdeveloped country (which risks arise 
out of the economic, political, social, and psychological 
elements of the country in which the investor has to function} 
1 t is J:>easonable to expect :l:nvestment and ;::~aving to come 
forth. 8 'rha t is to say, investment not only depends upon 
the availabllity of savings, but that sav1ngs, ln part, are 
dependent upon the availability of investment oppor•tun:l.ties. 
What is needed probably is the searching of invest-
ment opportuni t:les or the expansion of markets ox· finding 
'? 
.. :l'QJ...Q.. 
8 Hilliam Diamond, .R?-velo:nn\ent £3.@llk§., the Eeonomic 
Development Institute, International Bank for Reoonstruction 
and Development (Baltimore, flfaryland: 'J:he John Hopkins Press, 
195?), pp. 11-12. 
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new markets and new goods that can be produced domestically 
and can be sold profitably. T'he search for new goods and 
-
----
new markets are problems that are well-recognized in the more 
advanced nocieties. It maybe added that the Bearch for 
markets by the g:r.~eat trading eompanies wa.s a very important 
factor in bringing the English Industrtal Revolut1.on to 
~----------Pa~s •. ~9 __________________________________________________________________________ _ 
encour<"lged to contribute to the fund of sav5. ngs if eircum-
~3tances are favorablE~. 11 According to Gregory King in 
seventeenth century England, though the mobility, gentry, 
and large merchants were, individually, the largest savers, 
the large~;t contri butl on to resources carne from thrj_fty 
freeholders and farmers who in 168(3 made up the bulk of the 
middle classes, while 'lawyers, dealers, officials, shop-
keepers, and tradesmen also added to the fund of savings, 
and even the artisans and craftsmen contributed their 
mites.'"1!0 
1:he English experience like the Je.panese exnerience, 
shows the need for creating favorable and attracttve cir-
cumstances for the accumulB.tl on of lon.n :ftmds as a for•m or 
direct use of savtng;s. It also proves th'J.t large 8.mount;s of 
9E. A. Johnson and Herman E. Krooss, :~b.Q. £1.m~\~Q.Qll 
EconoulY.., Jtfi Or.1.g_l.,ns, DftYelopmen..t., fu:fd 11:!.3-Qsfor.rrt<a.ti.Q.!l (Engle-
wood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1960), pp. 50-52, 76-7?, 
and 93-9'-J.. 
10 
Bauer and Yamey, .Q:Q. stJ.!;;., p. 133. 
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capital can be accumulated from the savings of farmers and 
thrifty freeholders,. If the savings of the middle classes 
and farmers in underdeveloped countries can be mobilized, 
it would probably contribute a sizable share of the capital 
needed for fim:mc:lng economic development. 
In connection Y.Ji th the need for cre:J.t1.ng o:i.r•ct.unstances 
favorable to the accumul<:-).tion of loan funds, mention mc:.ty,____b"-E_·} _________ _ 
made of Diamond's idea that enterpreneurs (hitherto con-
spicuous for their pauc:lty or timidity) can be expected to 
emerge quickly given the e.pproprlate cl:l.ma te. ~)uch an 
ap~ropriate climate includes access to oapital, labor and 
skills, opportunity to enter an industry, and generally 
aceep+.;ed go~J.ls which can be EtttEJ.lned. by <:.:conomic Ctct:lvlty. 
He cited France in the middle of the 19th century, Mexico 
during World War II, and Turkey shortly after the second 
world war as cases wherei.n r:.m "approprio:t<"J cllnaten has 
favored the emergence of enterpreneurs and the grovJth of 
saving and 1nvestment. 11 
1.rut exner..,i&nQQ .ln Yugoslavia. .lln :lnterest:i.ng and 
relevant experience of Yugoslavia ls partly reprinted here. 
According to the Yugoslav Monthly Hagazine, 
"···- - -· -·--· 
11D:l.amond, QQ. Q.,tc., pp. 11-12. 
~ --
----
The l1FJ.J.f-yel3.rly report of the Natj.onal Il'l.nk of 
Yugoslavia told a gratifying story-~savings had nearly 
caught up vd th consumer credits. ::Javings (together 
with the premium reserves for life lnsurance) have 
re~:-whec1 about 90,000,000,000 d.inars, only 500,000,000 
dinars short of the totEd sum lent to ci tj.zens for the 
purchase of consumer goods. In practice it means that 
loans to individuals can almost be covered by the 
deposlts in private savings aocounts •••• It seems 
that the recent growth of private savings accounts is 
itself partly connected wtth expencUture. 
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It goes on to <>ay that lt may seem parac1oxlcal at'--------------
first glance, but Yugoslavs began to save when credits and 
loans T/Jer-c; made avaJ.l~J.ble for even the mm;t expensive lterns 
as for buLLcUng a horne or buying a car. 
'I'he explan'1.ti.on ls th;-:Jt to r[~.ir3e a crad:i..t or loan, one 
ht::l.S to lay dmm a perc.entage ln cash--25 per cent ln the 
case of cars. Until the prospective car owner has 
ra.ised thts amount he has to save up and usually he 
keeps the money in the bank. 'Itlis j.s not to say that 
nobody saves unless he wants to take a credit. The 
pr£-·wttce of re;z;ula.r savtng is, in fact, beeomln{s 
fir·mly established •••• For the National Bank and 
the st<:tbllity of the dinar, tt ls, however, very 
important under these conditions, th.;;t savings should 
continue to cover consumer cred:i.ts .lt--
'rhis par'tlcm1ar ex"tJerlence;lillustrates. that requiring 
reasonably EJUbstantial down payments plus the extension of.' 
crec'Ji t on the 3a1e of des iro.ble durable eom>UrN'Jr' goods, say 
houses and cars, might stimulate the Bav:tng habtt on the 
part of the prospective buyer. The experience shows that 
the growth of Pr:i.va.te savlngs was encouraged or more or 
12Anonyrnous, 11 :'3avings on the Hee1G of f~xpendlture," 
)~evj,_e,:w.:, Yugoslav monthly magazine, published by· Borba, 
Beograd, Yugoslavia, I (March, 1961), ~~. 
leGs in.itiated by the des1re to own expensl ve durable con-
~:;umer goods and·-~·in this case--by a liberal extension of 
crcd it. 'rhe inducement talt:es the form of deslrable dur-
able goods plw3 ·credit to bring them within posGible reach. 
~ll1e requLr.ed 25 per cent down payment coupled with desire of 
the individual resulted in an act of saving. 
sumer diJ.rables can be a poi'Jerful incentive to setv:lng and 
inveGtment. It could stimulate lnvestmont or capital forma-
tion ln lndu:::;trles product:ng nuch durable conr.::urner goods 
including those who furn.L:.;h raw or :processed rnater:i.FJ.ls to 
the produeer of the end product in view of the increased 
clemtlnd. It can .<:J.lso promote the emergence of enterpreneurrJ 
in view of' the expandl ng market and opportun:i. ties for makj_ng 
money. 
Poosibly in the course of development when the basic 
preconditions to growth have already been built, gradual 
stimulation of de:nand for durD.ble consumer goodu oo.n 1)0 t.u>e-
f'ul not only in prov lding gre1::>.ter incenti V0.."!S for enterprise 
and investment but also to enable the '.~1 tj.zens to share in 
the fru:its of savtngs and en,joy the bless:'lngs of fPeedom. 
It may even be asked whether a good minimum housing (a form 
of dur:.::tble consumer good) where health and stren,gth of 
spj_rit may be generated and regenerated cannot be cons:l.dorod 
as partly capital EJ.nd partly a consumer g.ouQ.. But this 
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duallty will not be pursued here as it vvill destroy the 
distinction between consumption and investment. It may suf .. 
fice to say that in the course of growth the stimulation of 
demand has an important contribution to make in promoth1g 
savlngs and investments. r:I:his is particularly true if the 
developm.ent of private bus:inesr; is clesired. 
sumo their way into economic development? The answer is 
11 not by consumption alone. 11 1rhe sterner answer is progress 
through production less consumption or saving, They must 
produce! And thoy must save! 
V. r1EASUB.ES TO PHOI<10'J~F: VOLUi'J11/\HY SAVING F'OH CAPEL'iU.J 
In view of the s i.gnlficanee of voll..mt::J.ry sav:i.ng in 
pr.·ovid:lng the funds needed for caoltal form1cttJon without 
resulting in inflation and D.t the Bame tj.me fostering the 
democratic means to economic d"~velopment, lt becomes qulte 
importcmt to :f :l.:nd ways and means of promoting voluntary 
savi.ngs :for capital :for;r:aUon <'J.nd D.l3o raeans of d1rect:i.ng 
current or potential Bav:i.ngs it~h:i.ch are be:tng spent unpro·u 
ducti1 vely into productive channels. It is saj_d that 11 11. t 
any given level of disposable income, several factors 
affect tho relative propensities to consume and to save of 
various individuals, 1113 
13
nalph H. I:3lodgett 1 0!-A..r. ~®ill"U.€& ];':CQllil..illX.t An .ln.trQ.~ 
.Q.JJQ.tJ.f2.U ,!'-Q. £i;_cpu..Q.m:i_q._ ?r.i nc inl-~S:3~ and PrJ.lQ..tJc~.lil (Ne"!I-J York: 
Rineha:r•t and Company, Inc., 195~ pp. 520-1~1. 
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'rhey are : 
1. Foresight. 
2. Strength of will and self-control. 
3. '.rrend of income. 
4. 11isk. 
5. 
6. 
?. 
B. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
f~ge. 
Desire to provide for dependents. 
'rrend of prices. 
Past accumulations. 
Availability of outside provision for future 
needs. 
1\.j[_Q,_i_labi litv of des i-"'r_,e,d.._. __.,c"-"o"'t"'m""-nc.,..)r~l~l_.,t-""i""'e'-"s_,_,· • .___ ____________ _ 
'J:he rate of· lnterest .obtai.nable for money :saved. 
The desire of individuals to have power, status, 
or the ability to save :nore later.l4 
It need.s to be saic1 that the above factors (affecting; 
.the relative propensities to consume and to save of various 
indl vlduals) we:r.•e mentl oned here not for the purpose of 
showing their individual relationships to the various measures 
for promot:tng ·voluntD.ry savlng. These factors t'.rere mentioned 
here only to c::erve as a reminder that forrnulstion of measures 
to promote voluntary savlngs must in general be related to 
the factors that more or less motivate the individual to 
save or to consume. 
Most governments are convinced of the merits of 
voluntary savlng:-3. But they find it di.fficult to increase 
the percentage of natlonal 5.ncome that is saved voluntarily 
or made available for capital formation. Thls si.tuA.tl on :ls 
attrj_butable in part to the ex:i.stence of obBtaclE;s to 
voluntary savings which greatly hlnc1er lts growth. Such 
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obstacles may be dtscovered in the existing unfavorable 
climate or lnappropriate circumstances as they affect rela-
tive saving propensities of individuals. If the effort to 
promote the growth of voluntary saving as well as their 
availability for productj.ve in.vestment iS. going to succeed, 
these obstacles must be recognized and possible measures 
formulated. Hhat folloTtrs is an enumeratlon of obstacles and 
brief discussion of some useful measures. The measures pre-
sented below are general in character and when applied to 
actual situations need to be fitted to the existing pecultar 
circumstancE3S of the underdeveloped country to which they are 
to be applied • 
. Lmm:ovi:n.g, 'QOllt.ic..!ll. Q.QD..d.i ti ons. Politieal instability 
is one prime obstacle to voluntary f~aving as well as invest-
ment. '11he government must devote a large pm•t of 1 ts energy 
in trying to gain the people 1 s confidence and cooperat:ton. 
The maintenance of' law and order is very important. The 
security of persons and property must be consoientiously pro-
tected. Promoting honesty and efficiency in public service 
is considered primarily essential. 1rhe behavior of leaders 
and people in the public service can be an j.mportant influence 
in setting the recognized or accepted modes of behavtor for 
the masses of people in underdeveloped countries. This, how-
ever, involves adequate compensation to people in the pubJ.i.c 
service. Most underdeveloped countries do not have enough 
~ 
========= 
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tax revenue to be abl~~ to give adequate compensation to 
people in the public service. This is a problem to which the 
government needs to devote great energy in trying to discover 
possible solutions. Possibly, this is one problem where 
strong and 1nsp:1:ring leadership is greatly needed and where 
such leadership meets its toughest challenge. No solution 
is offer?d here; it is something which most unclerdeveloped 
countries have to solve by themselves if they are to be 
worthy of economic progress. Probably, outside aid or loans 
are nece:::sary say from the· United Nations Agenc.ies or other 
international organizations, or even loans and aid from 
other governments, in helping solve thls problem and dimin-
ish the bewtlderment of the people in underdeveloped 
countries. In this connection, there is a need consciously 
to gulde such outsHI.e aid or loans in a manner that will not 
intensify inflation where such a condition already exists. 
Its effect on expanding income and spending unaccompanled by 
productivity increases can intenslfy an inflation • 
.Q.Qnj;;_:r.9.l. gf ~ion. Effective measures have to be 
used. in controlling or preventing :tnfla tio:n, poss tbly through 
appropriate monetary and fiscal and related polio:l.es. Unset-
tled monetary condtti on. is one of the causes of capital 
fights, speculative activities such as land buying, exces-
sive tn.ventory accumulatlo:n, and high rates of interest. 
This matter of del5.berate lnfleltion throue:h bank credit or 
-
----
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other money creation to generate savings for cap:ttal forma-
tion will be treated in more detail in a separate chaPter. 
!?uU.9.i:t'JS .:.t.1:llt country's soc ta.l overn~a~Q, capita:}.. While 
it is possible, in the course of economic development, for 
private voluntary saving to gradually approach the levels of 
Western Europe or the United States, it seems unlikely to do 
so until a broad base of public utilities and services have 
been provided from other sources. In the early stages of 
development, the government has to perform the task of saving 
and investlng on public utilities and gradually gl.ving them 
up to private enterprise later on when private enterprise is 
capable of ·taking over. rrhis would help remedy the lack of 
oontinui ty in economic life s.ncl help orea te an environment 
favorable to the growth of proa.ucti'tre investment. 
Furthermore, the sight of such oap:ttal goods as public 
· utili ties, roads, bridges, darns, can make people feel more 
confident of the future of their country and can encourage 
them to save more so that individually they can reap more 
fully the benefits that go \'11th economic development. It 
seems logical that where opportunities for the profitable 
use of capital becomes apparent, people can be motivated to 
save more in the hope of being able to malre profitable use 
of their capital in the future. 15 
15 c 4 4 EllL;, .QQ. cit., p. 2 • 
-
----
-=== 
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~mprovin.e;. ill2.Ctgl §jjii tudes. In some cr:wes 1 scarc1 ty 
of savings may not be the problem. Savings exist in large -----------
--- -------
quantities, but they are not being directed to capital forma-
tion. Tho difficulty lies in the mischannelling of savings 
j_nto unpPocluct:\.·17e lnvestment. IJ7his may fi. nd some explanf.l.- tion 
in the prevailing social attitudes, culture and values of an 
it is difficult to shift the use of savings or real resources 
from unproducttve :l.nto productive employment. Old values 
and attitudes persist whj.ch rnake current practices, customs, 
cmd behaviou:r•s reasonc.ble and recognized as the right forms 
or modes of human behaviour•. 0oc1al attitudes, v::J.lues, and 
concepts of what is right or wrong or what is good or worth-
while are necessary for the unity and harmony of a society. 
Behaviours and practices or customs and beliefs to which 
they perslstently adhere <:md which a soc:tety h<:?.ve J.D common, 
make thEm feel secure as a group~ Common values are part of 
the es se.nce of v.Jha t makes a gr•oup of' people a nation. '.rl'wy 
ms.y be unfavorable to economic development, but such atti~ 
------
tudes ·0.ncl vc-1lues are esse:attal to nD.tlonal unlty 1-:>..nd soli-
darlty. This is not to say that such values cannot be 
modifted and serve the needs of eeonomic gro1::vth. 
If values and social attitudes are Guch as to make it 
difficult to channel current and potential savings from 
t.mproductive to productive capital goods, t:~H:;re .is need to 
)l 
modify these values. If people want to achieve economic 
development, they must first of all want j_t and must learn 
----------- ---
to adopt values and attitudes that are favorable to economic 
development. 
Not all ~:1uch VEJ.lues ::md attitudes need be modified for 
some of thene mlght be fEJvorable to economic development. 
modified for the better. 
But the modification of values and the changing of 
sociro1.l ::~.tt1tudcs cannot lx:1 achieved overnight. It is neces-
sary to motivate and educate the people on the meritst use-
fulness, Emd practicallty of adoptlng 11ew values and attitudes. 
People must absorb, learn, and adopt them gradually. They 
must have the feel:'Lng. that they a.re abr,;orbtng trwGe new 
values and new attitudes freely at their own volition and 
llking. 
It appears, therefore, that part of the r>olutl on of 
the problem of promoting voluntary savings for productive 
capit<:>.l formation lief.:.: outside the field of econom:l.cs and 
------
touches the fteld of sociology. Nevertheless, it lvould be a 
vvorthwhile project of research to study the aoo1D.l attltudes 
and values of a particular country, the causes of particular 
p::J.tterns of behaviour, and to recommend t'IJ<).ys th:xt m1ght help 
improve and modify it to make it favorable to economic 
development. 
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One example is pointed out by Buchanan and Ellis 
It 
• • • adverse folkways and religious beliefs, such as the 
Islamic objection to interest, must be modified or compensated 
ftor. 1116 Possibly, the extended family system involving the 
obligB"tion of a successful individual to provlde fen"' even his 
r( :i~ote kinsman, thus draining his resources and stifling 
lf------------'pe-P-G-e-na---::l------:.i..-n--;i-t-~-:1-a-t-l-v-e-rna-y~no-ed-t-o-be-:rnod-i-f-ied--•. -------------
People should also be made to understand that in a 
free enterprise society gaining a profit may, and properly 
should imply service to, not exploitation of, one's neighbors. 
Profit is the payment for services, the reward for economizing 
and tal{ing r:l.sks. The people of the underdeveloped_ countries 
should be taught th11t reasonable profit j.s justified and as 
reasonable as wages or any price even in the case of trans-
actions between friends or relatives. Unfortunately, it 
E>eems to be that case that sellers in underdevelope<l countries 
still prefer h:tgh unit profit on small volume to mnall unit 
profit on a large volume • 
.§..:!;;J.ff. .J_uxwo.Y. j;;~ax~..fi. Another possible means of inoreas-
ing voluntary savlngs and directing them to more productive 
investrnent is the use of stiff luxury taxes on imported con-· 
sumption goods. This purchase of consptououn OX' luxurious 
~-··-~ 
16Buchanan and Ellis, .911· .QJ..t., p. 322. 
~ -- ----------------
consumption especially of imported consumer goods could be 
restricted or discouraged by means of stiff luxury taxes. 
To the extent that people are led to save instead of to 
spend as a result of stiff luxury taxes, savings ·woula. be 
increased. This kind of savlngs is different from tax-
collected, called compulsory savings. It :l.s at least par-
1!---------'t"-'i""a..,._l"'l'""'.Y "voluntary" and can be :renumerat:LVe if 1 t lnduoes 
the custome1• to save rather than consume. In cases where 
the conf3umer pers:tsts ~n buy·ing goods subject to the stiff 
luxury tax, the government's tax-generated savings can be 
increased. 
It could also lead to reduction of imports on non-
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essential consume:(' goods and to the conservatl on of for(e':ign 
exchange Nhich is needed for the importation of es8ential 
oapi tal equlpment not produced at home which ~all contribute 
greatly in :i.ncreasing the country's productivlty. Purther-
more, the existence of' domestic effective deman(l and the 
import restrictions could lead to the growth of infant 
industries to produce those go r)dS locally needed to replace 
those whj.oh are subjected to import restrictions. 
Gr:9JCLth .Qi. lEta.&ru~ llii~· Gro1tJth of profits and 
voluntary business savingscan be made possible by the growth 
of one or more of a country's leadJ.ng sectors. If these 
savings are invested in other industries a more general 
1ndustrialization process TfJ111 result. rl'he importance of 
stimulating and encouraging the growth of certain leading 
sectors of the economy producing more goods for the local 
market and the export market has been stressed by Rostow. 
Growth of these sectors would help immensely in increasing 
productivity and profits and hence the country's savable 
34 
surplus above mass comsumption. Such profit or surplus, in 
ora.er to be fruitful , must be mad~_8}.yai la b_l!L_f_or iny_e_~_tment,__ ___ _ 
and not spent unproductlvely. They must be plo'ttled back to 
the business or invested in some other industry. 17 
That is why there is need for the gr.ot'lth ir1 the 
number of enterpreneurs who v.till plow back t:l subrJtant:tal 
portion of the profits in building productive capacity, 
improving their products, searching for new markets, and 
expanding old ones. 
'rhis does not mean that balanced growth is less 
important. Whichever type of capital formation appears more 
productive and can contribute more t;o general economic wel-
fare in ·t;he long run, according to the prevailing peculiar 
conditions and circumstances of the underdeveloped country 
should probably be given priority. But this is a matter 
which each underdeveloped country has to o.ecide for itself. 
In Russia, the state is the en.terpreneur, and of course, most 
of the saving is not a matter of voluntary indiv:\.d.ual action. 
----------·------
17\v. \•1. Rostow, The S,tages of Economtc SJ.r.9.Jf.J'th. (Net~J 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1961), pp. 57-58. 
-----
3.5 
.:Utilizing underemplgye,d l.S\.!Jor in tt Q.irec..t. capital 
.f.prmat1Qn." Another potential source of voluntary saving 
in unde~~~veloped countries can be realized through the more 
effective utilization of labor which is in a state of dis-
guised unemployment or underemployment. In view of the fact 
that the utilization of idle or underemployed labor can be 
{1----------'o,___,n...,.e=----o'"'-"f t_he_b1'iB_t_b_Qp_e_s_of_unde~deJLel_oped_na._tLons_1n-PI'-Omot1ng, __ _ 
savlng for capital ,formation and economic growth, it appears 
useful to give this section a more extensive treatment. 
Underemployment may be defin~?¢1. .. at3 ... {L.§l.~JJ0J;J_pn,_ir.t whJch a 
Nithdrawal of a certain q_uantit;y of labor to other uses will 
•··•'~~-,,~_..,.~•·-'~"'"'''~'• ··•••*•·•·•••··· ~·~·~•••••• , .. ,,,, ,, ·• • .--···'"'''' -··•• :~-···••-•••·••w~•-~"-- _, __ _........._...._.., -......,..........,...._ ______ •~--~•' 
not appreciably diminish the total output of the sector from 
which 1 t is withdrawn. rrhe marginal productivity of these 
units of the factor labor is close to zero. It is a charac-
teristio of baclnvard economies in the process of development 
that a more or less conslderable part of their labor force 
is always ready to increase its productive activity at exist-
ing nominal 1,vage rates (though at decreasing real wages) if 
jobs are ava1lable. 18 
\llhen one considers the sizable amount of disguised 
unemployment or under•employment in underdeveloped countries, 
18 Alfredo Navarrete, Jr., and Ifigenia M. de Navarrete, 
"Underemployment in Underdeveloped Economies" from !}1e ;§.Q.onom-
j.os .Qt. Ynderd~ve,lgpmen.t,, edited by A. N. Agarwala and S. P. 
Singh (London: Oxford University Press, 19.58), p. 341. 
----- --------
~---
-----
it seems reasonable to presume that this potential source of 
saving might be large. As Nurkse points out, according to 
various estimates in different countries, 15 per cent, 20 
per cent or as much as 30 per cent constitutes disguised. 
unemployment, or underemployment. It is a common character-
istic of the densely populated peasant economies in the area 
{f-------r---'a~nging from south-eastern Europe to south-eastern Asia. 19 ____ _ 
A word of caution seems necessary, however, not to 
overestimate the actual extent of underemployment in under-
developed countries. In a stucly made by Higgins, he claims 
that 11 ••• as knowledge of agriculture in underdeveloped 
countries has grm'-ln, easy optimism about transferring 'dis-
guised unemployed' from agrj.culture to industry has dis-
appeared; in r:nany underdeveloped countries, static disgutsed 
unemployment in agriculture is at a very low level. Hith 
present techniques the entire labor force in the rural 
sector is needed at planting and harvesting time. 1120 
If it is so that there may not really be as much dis-
guised unemployment in underdeveloped countries as was once 
commonly held to be, and if an underdeveloped country wishes 
to be able to release labor for capital projects, the problem 
19 Ragnar F. Nurkse, Problems Qf. Can1taJ. Fo.rmat;i_QJl .irt 
1Jnderdevelopfi.cl C91Jn:tr~ (New York: Oxford Univer•si ty Press, 
1957), pp. 34-35. 
20Hlggins, ..QJ;?.. ill,. , pp. 460-61 .. 
------
that needs to be solved is how to increase productivity in 
agriculture in order to release manpower badly needed in 
37 
other sectors. Nurkse's ideas might be useful in this con-
nection. Probably, changes in the mariner and organization of 
tt.Jork, including possibly a consolidation of scattered strips 
and plots of land. In addition, better techniques requiring 
{f------~J.ess-oap.i-taJ.-cou-ld-be-1-nt:r•Dduo ecL_Al;Lhe_f_ut'_ther-_de_olat'es_, ____ _ 
'tThere is the possibility of applying impr-oved knov1ledge in 
seed selection, soil conservation, crop rotation, the use of 
fertilizers, livestock feeding, fighting insect pests, 
t u21 e c. 
The combination of the above measures might be use-
fully consj_dered in an effective effort to increase agri-
cultural productivity as well as releasing surplus labor 
that is greatly needed elsewhere. (The matter of increasing 
agricultural productivity is considered further in the 
chapter on Conpulsory Savings Through Taxation.) 
To the extent that labor surplus can be released from 
agricU:l tural employment in which its marginal productivity 
is low or close to zero and employed elsewhere in direct 
capital formation, saving ls real:tzed. In this connection, 
what seems most important to encourage and cultivate are 
voluntary cooperation and leadershlp. 'l'hey are major factors 
in realizing saving from the existence of underemployed 
21N k ur se, 2!?.• .Qll. ; PP. .51-54. 
----
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manpower. If through the exercise of leadership and voluntary 
cooperation this underemployed labor is employed in "direct 
capital formation, 11 say through local self-help projects, 
which benefit the individual and the community as a whole, 
social saving in the form of capital goods produced is 
thereby increased. In ad.di tion, local self- help projects are 
in the countryside and because they encourage the· village:~: .. r:. 
to feel that they can help themselves--a sentiment which may 
yield cU vidends in many other direct;j.ons once 1 t is aroused. 
As another writer holds, "A society can also acquire 
capital through the spontaneous efforts of people coopere.ting; 
to create useful assets for t~he joint benefit of all. 'J.ihey 
add to the capital equipment of the country ,just as much as 
they would have done if they had paid more taxes to the 
22 government to enable 1 t to build these th tngs for them. 11 
Some examples of local self~help projects which bene-
fit the community as a whole may be cited here: 
1. In India, communities have their own development 
projects. Two good examples of these are the 11 Roadbu:U.d.ing 
in Etawah" and the "Housing in Gorakhpur. 11 In filayer's vivid 
22 r. G. Patel, "f1obilization of Domestic :Resources 
for Economic Development," from :Und.e.rd§yeJ,o:ge.Q, A;r:Q.as, edl ted 
by Lyle H. Shannon (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957.), 
p. 210. 
=- ------------
.-'---
-----
account of the community development efforts in India, he 
points out that the two examples above 11 ••• made use in 
39 
agrlcultural off seasons of idle or underemployed manpower, 
the great untapped resource of underdeveloped countries, 
.whose employment not only creates wealth, but also energizes 
the otherwise frustrating, corroding, and ineffectual unused 
23 
1:------'hour-_s_. " ln_India_t_o_o_:_as_p_o_inted_ouJ;_by_j3uchan~n,_v olunte~e..,_r __ _ 
labor is to supply the basis of the National Extension Service 
of India. 24 
2. In Greece, an agency known as the 11Communit~r Devel-
opment Employment for the Utilization of Idle r1anpower 11 was 
mentioned by Buchanan as having successfully engaged in road 
building, irrigation, flood control, water supply, and serr1er 
projects t'llth small incentive payments being supplied by the 
government. 25 
There are two additional advantages of community 
development as a means of incr(~asing capital formation in 
underdeveloped countries. {1) In some instances less 
capital might be required since t;he expense of relocation 
will be saved. (2) It would be possible also to utilize the 
seasonally unemployed wtthout wi th<lr•aNing labor needed for 
planting and harvesting. An example of tht s is Puerto raco, 
23Albert May~r and Associat~s in collaboration with 
McKim l1arr1ot and Richard L. Park, gj.loit froject;, lnd1! 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1958), p. 172. 
24. 25 Buchanan, .QJ2.. ill· , p. 304. · 1..1219.· 
:..! 
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where small, decentralized industry can provide employment 
for both the seasonal and chronically underemployed without 
. 26 
the expense of relocation. 
In addition to community development projects, self-
help projects for the benefit of the individual also have an 
important place in increasing voluntary savings. In Iraq$ 
f<Y~e-xample--,-------sarYfa-d:wel-n:rrs-are-a:bJ:e-to--bu_i_l_d-tn-e-tr-own--mud=---­
houses with some help from the government. 2 7 
. rrhe example g1.ven above (housing in Gorakhpur, India) 
is another case of self ... half projects for ·the benefit of the 
individual. Individuals were helped to bu:i.ld thelr own homes 
by the government. "The government supplied most of the cash 
cost, which covered skilled labor$ roof beams, doors and 
windows, and transportation. n28 
Ellis' idea in connection 1dth stimulating ind:tv:1.dual 
initiative and savings habit is worth~v-hile repeating here. 
He points out that in order to nurture the habits of thrift 
in the broad strata of the population, governments in these 
areas must seek to bring investment within the view and 
26Adamantios Pepelasis, Leon Mears, and Irma Adelman~ 
.BconotJ!.lQ. Psnreloument: Arfl.ysiJ! f:lllSl Case. ~?tufllru?.. (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1961 , pp. 80-81. 
2~1 . Buo ha nan , .Q.Q. .Ql,.1;.. , 
28 . !"layer 1 .QJ2... cit., p. 
p. 304. 
171. 
------
within the power of those limited. means, as 1ftJe11 as making 
it interesting to the common people. 29 (Local self-heJ.P 
projects), local industries (particularly food processing) 
village handicraft and inexpensive agricultural tools with 
demonstrable high productivity may spur the pearmnt or 
manual laborer to 30 save. 11 • 
as well as educating them on the virtues of productivity and 
dignity of any ktnd of honest labor, both manual und mental, 
are :important :\.n lmproving and changing the attitudes of the 
common people in underdeveloped countries and in mEtking them 
favorable to economic growth. As Patel poirrt;s out, the 
rejuvenatlon ~cf small scale peasants and ar·tisans has its 
unique cor..tJ:•ibut ion to make in a free society. Jl 
rrhe importance of voluntary cooperation and leadership 
or organizational ablli ty ln re ut:UiZI:ltion of unde:r•employed 
manpottver and increaslng voluntary saving by means of 11 d1rect 
capital formation, 11 may be better understood, 11 ••• when one 
remembers, 11 as Patel points out, 11 ••• that a great deal of 
oapi tal needed in rurF.).l areas will have to be o:f the social or. 
communal type. If each peasant and artisan we:ce to try to ovm 
his means of production by himself, the process of :nodernlza·-
tion carmoii go ver~/ far-;-he cannot afford to have a harvester 
2 9Ellis, .9..P..· cit., pp. 432-33. 
3°Buchanan, ~9.P..· cit;.., p. JOL!-. 3lpatel, .9..2· .Q.U., p. 210. 
-~---
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and a tractor, and i.n any case, his tiny plot of land cannot 
utilize them fully."3 2 Efficiency can be increased if a 
group of farmers anc'i artisans are encouraged to own such 
implements jointly. He goes on to say that "There are a 
number of things a group of £anmers can only do in coopera-
tion with each other--e.g., plant trees to increase rainfall 
in the areas, build embankments to Prev_S~n_t_land_fJ:>_om_beLng-----
washed a.way • repe.ir roads, tanks, etc., and 1 t 1 s only by 
leadersh1.p of a few that the hidden energy and enthusiasm of 
the masses can be released,for such joint activities. 1133 
He stresses the point that "· •• To rely on the 
government for such activities would be a total denial of 
the spirit of d(~mocracy and self-h~elp. It may be necessary 
for the government to provide some technical advisers to the 
rural communities; but the technicians would have to be lead-
ers too in order to be really useful. If the young democra-
cies Ni th the uphill task of economic development are to 
provide an adequate substitute for the totalitarlan techniques 
of forced labor and complete abolition of private proper·ty, 
it t'liould be largely by exploi tlng to the fullest their 
resources for leadership and voluntary cooperation.u34 
32 Patel, QQ. ~it., p. 213. 
34.llU.Q.. 
a-- . 
In a free society, men are free to behave in anyv.ray 
they are accustomed. to, subject of course to the laws that 
it has promulgated on the regulation of society. If the 
traditional behaviour and attitudes that they have developed 
through time results in the ineffective utilization of labor 
or in a state of disguised unemployment or underemployment, 
there is nc other group of people or society that can cha:rJge 
-=-----
these behaviours and attitudes fr•eely except they themselves. 
To be able to change them, they must have leaders, people 
with or•ganizational ability. r:I'hese leaders must be o~bh~ to 
inspire or to encourage the rest of society to cooperate 
)---' 
voluntarily in such community development pro,jects or to 
get them to learn to help themselves. rrhi s is not an easy 
task. rrhe cost may be great in terms of :r-ersonal efforts 
and sacrifices on the part of the leaders and the people to 
be led. But it is a cost that they have to pay since it is 
the essent:ial means toward increasing voluntary saving· and 
capital formation fi-lom underemployed labor, in order to 
help promote productivity and achieve economic growth i:n ctn 
atmosphere of freedom. 
Financial institutions to encourage and mobilize savings 
need to be perfected and expanded. According to Louis 
Duquesne de la Vinnelle, 11 The complete or partial creation 
of a capital market is a means of influencing the propenslty 
- -- - ------ -- --
-------- -
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to save; in the long run, it is probably more effective than 
a modifi.cation of the income structure. n3.5 
Diamond claims that a capital market implj.es not only 
. '~ . . ...... -·. 
intermediary institutions such as banks, insurance companies, 
investment trusts, issue houses, and stock exchanges. "It 
also implies the existence of savers (including business 
ir------c~o=r~n"ora ti ons )_____N_i_l_Ling_t_o_e_nt:r•us_t_their __ saJti ngs_(or_SJlr•plus 
funds) to others in return for interest or profit, and of 
potential .investors willing to borrow or otherwise to obte,in 
the savings of others for a pr:lce. u36 
He emphasizes the fact that a gover•nment which wants 
to promote economic development should be prepared to encourage 
the grm'Vth of institutions necessary for such development 
(say.financial institutions), to provide the kind of legal 
framework they require and to pursue policies wh:tch will 
induce the volume of savings and the kind of investment it 
is seeking to bring about. 37 He is a"t-Jare, however, that 
adequa:l:;e institutions and laws are not sufficlent. There 
must also be enter-preneurs who are willlng to make use of 
such insti tutions·--for example, the corporate form and in 
large enterprises to permit the distribution of equity. 
3
.5Louis Duquesne d.e la VinrJelle, 11 Eoonom:l..c Policy as 
an Instrument of Progress, 11 in Economi.Q. .P..r.og.res.§., edited by 
Leon H. Dupriez (Louvain: Institute de Recherches Economj.ques 
et Sociales, 1955), pp. 405-06. 
36 37 Dlamond, QJ2 . .Qi.t;.., p. 9. l.bid,., p. 18. 
=- -- ---------------
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'rhis he says may not always be the case, and rarely is, in 
underdevelopecl countries, where tradition of individual or 
38 family ownershlp is very strong. 
The significance of a comprehensive system of credit 
and savings institutions according to Pepelasis is that it 
will increase sav1r1gs mobility and will bring forward--within 
a changlng cultural environment--more saving~,_pB.rticularly, ___ _ 
from smaller enterprises and households. He indicates that 
the prerequisites that will have to be met for the establish-
ment of banking and other financial intermediaries through 
which savtngs and investment funds will be channelled pro-
ductively will depend on the partlcular conditJ.ons of a 
country. In general a common prerequisite is increased 
confidence in tl1e safety of small Sf2Wings entrusted to 
public institutions.39 The experience of pre-Communist 
China on the value of keeping people's confidence in public 
institutions is particularly relevant here. 
In view of the crucj.al importance of financial and 
bbher institutions in helping induce a high rate of voluntary 
82.vlng as well as in making such savings available for invest-
ment, they will be discuss(!Jd brief'ly in the :followlng orcler: 
savings banks, commerclal banks, developme.mt; banks, security 
exchanges, and. agricultural cooper•atives. 
38lb;LQ,. 
39Pepelasis, Mears, and Adelman, QQ. £11., pp. 110-12. 
----
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a. Savings Banks--Savings institutions designed 
especi.ally fo:r. the small, po~ential saver, who ls typically 
a farmer in the underdeveloped areas as pointed out by 
Buchanan vvould be very useful. 40 'rhe United Nations recom-
mended the extension of savings banks to small communities, 
economizing on overhead and p~rsonnel by utilizing post 
{l-------O-f'-f'-1-ces-or-any-s-y-s-tem-of-f'-ede~val-1-ocal-of'-f'_j_ces .-'J.lhe-Un-1--ted..-----
Nations inqu:t:l."'Y also recommends that higher mter~~S!.t rates 
be paid on savings deposits, partly, no d.oubt to evoke more 
capital for public lending agencies and thus to break the 
monopoly of the local money lender :l.n certain primitive 
economies. 'l1he report note~ several further measures 
especially designed for· the small saver: government sponsor-
ship of building societies, of industrial risk and old-age 
insurance schemes and of lotteries, whlch curiously enough 
have been successfully operated in conjunction with savings 
L!-l banking in Hex:i.co, Israel, and India. 
b. Commercial Banks--Buchanan mentions that thus fe,r, 
commercie.l banks have played a role in underdeveloped a11 eas 
largely limited to the financing of exports and imports and 
to a somet-Jhat less important extent, domestlc trade. The5.r 
significance in gathering up funds for long-term investment 
has been correspondingly slight •1-"2 
40Buchan.an, o it 30c .QQ. .Q.......:.. J p. j. 41Ibi_Q.., p. 306. 
L!- 21..12..1.d • 
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Ellis seems to have arrived at a similar conclusion. 
He claims that 11 'rraditionally the needs of economic develop-
ment have, in many colonial areas particularly, not been well 
served by the commercial banks. In the Orient generally, 
they were originally founded by Europeans to serve the needs 
of foreign trade or of export industries or plantation agri-
rnent projects for oth(:-'Jr purposes say for other industries or 
public utilities could. scarcely look to the banlcs even for 
short-term working capltal needs, to say nothing of their 
fixed capital requirements. Latin America has been suggested 
as stlll having some of these orig:lnal character:tstics of 
banking, though progressively less so. Commercial banks 
intimo.tely associated with industry like those in Japan 
~-Jhich t'lere strongly influenced. by Ge:rman models could prob ... 
ably be more widely emulated in the economically backward 
reg tons of the t-Jorlcl today. Since industry~·or•iente<l banks 
are a part of deposit-creating banking, capital formation in 
industry can be facilitated if firms are able to resort to 
banks in place of draTJiing upon their own cash balances or 
.. h l}L~ upon the open market and the secur:'l.ty exc anges. 
It might be necessary to exercise cau.tion in connec-
tion with long term fh1ancing for industry by commercial 
L~L~ 
.IQiQ..., PP. l-1-26-27. 
-- ----- - ------
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banks. Long-tE~rm financing of investment can be too risky 
at times and can endanger the liquidity of commercial banks 
especially those V.J'i th great demand obligations to depositors. 
Heasonably adequate l:tmi tat. ions on this kind of commercial 
bank loans can permit long-term fine,nclng of investment 
while at the same time safeguarding the l:i.quicli ty of com-
~---------~me~QL~l~b~uks •. ________________________________________________________ _ 
c. Development Banks--Diamond's study of develop-
ment banl-rs is particularly interesting. He points out that 
a development bank is intended to do more than Bpeed up 
economic development by making capital, enterprise and 
managerial, and technical advice available to the private 
sector of the economy~ They are also a reflect:\.on of the 
growlng urge for rapid econom:i.c development and of the 
search for machinery to use wher(-? development does not 
appear to be proceed.ing of itself with the desired speed. 
He defines a development bank as an institution to promote 
L~5 
and finance enterprises in the prlv~:'lte sector. He points 
out that this is not a new device because institutions to 
promote productive investment have existed for more than a 
century and they exist today in countries as diverse in 
background. and circumsta,nces as France, Chile, Pw~rto Rico, 
Turkey, India, Great Bri taln, and Ind.onesia. 'I'hey are also 
. 1+6 popular now in Asia, La tin America, ancl Africa. 
----
45 Diamond, QQ • .Qj.t., pp. 4-5. 
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It might be said that for underdeveloped countries 
that have not yet made use of thls kind of institution, they 
can profit greatly from the experiences of other nations of 
comparable conditlons in its use particularly in making 
available for productive investment voluntary savings as well 
as loan funds from other sources. Possibly those nations 
!l------'f!lr-'tti-C-h-hEt¥-e-nl8 ..-de-u.s-e-o-f-t-l-1-i-s-i-ns-t-i-tu-t.-i-or.t-a~l-J?-ead-y-cEt-n-r,~-o-f-i-t-----
by making logical compc1.risons of the effect:1. veness of their 
operations, practices, and policies with simllar institutions 
in other comparable countries. 
d. Security Exchanges--Buchanan says that at some 
stage in its histo:r•y a developlng economy will find an 
organized securities exchange to be a necessary institution 
in the process of evokirJg savines and allocating capital 
among competing uses. Very few underdeveloped countr•ies 
have e:m~r semblance of security exchanges and 'L'ihere they 
exist, their significance is usually limited as ln Mexico, 
Chile, Colombj_a, the Philippines, and Brazil. ~rhis is the 
r•esul t of lack of confidence of the public in, or their 
complete unfamiliarity with, corporate securities, the 
close hold.ing of stock by ·Neal thy familie r.1 and a preference 
for investment in real estate. Various tax ancl other impecu .... 
ments to the corporate form of organization ln some countries 
according to Buchanan also account; for a dea:t~th of security 
offerings to attract savings. 47 
47 Buchanan, QU. ~., pp. 306-07. 
~--- ------------
-
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To popularize this institution, people need to be 
educated as to its functions and significance in evoking 
savings and allocating capital among competing uses. Prob-
ably, as economic growth proceeds and part of the fruit of 
increased productivity are dist:t>ibuted to the masses of 
people through higher real income (at a level which leaves 
!!-------t ....·h'-"-. e=m~e~:-.xt_:ea._f_unds_hAy-_ond-the-su.bs-1-stence--le-veJ.-}-,-they-ceu-ld----
be able to achleve some voluntary saving or to increase 
their voluntary savings. They can channel part of such 
savings towards the purchase of corporate securities of 
their choice thus increasing the contribution of households 
in promoting capital formation. 
The government can also promote the functlons of 
security exchanges by eU.minating o:f." reducing tax deterrents 
and existing impediments to the corporate form of organiza .... 
tion which inhibit security trading. In addition to the pro-
motion of the sale of private securities, it is also essential 
to expand the market and promote the sale of government 
securities. 
According to Buchanan, a broad and receptive market 
for government bonds affords an 1ndispem3able bas:ts for 
dome,stio finance without inflation. He cont1nues to say 
that in some countries lj.ke India and Egypt, the '11reasury 
can tap the savings of the public while in the case of sev-
e:r.'al Latin Amerlcan countries, the prospects of borrowing 
-----
from the public are negligible due to the distrust of the 
native population of the p611cies of the government due to 
51 
past inflations and fear of inflation, defaults or postpone-
r.oents of interest or principal payments, and lack of o:r.•ganized 
markets for government securities. 48 
He suggests that a well devt~loped securlty market is 
, ____ ____.,e~ss_e_nt-ial--tG-een-t-ra-1--barrk-op-en market operations, for mone-
tary control purposes and to Treasury debt management for 
monetary and fiscal purposes. t\lhile compulsory bond purchases 
like those imposed once in Brazil might promote sale of 
government secur.lties, they can undermj.ne receptivenef3S fOl'' 
other bond issues in other quarters, and mlgl1t hinder· the 
growth of private security exchanges indirectly. 
Lending to the governme11t should be made a ttractl ve 
to potenttal savers and to groups as far down the income 
scale as possible. 49 rrhe following suggestlon:::> me.y be con-
s:tdered: (1) a variety of issues su:l.ted. to va:ry:'l.ng needs 
and financial conditions of the public, (2) propaganda to 
acquaint them with the advantages of govm•nment sec uri ties, 
(3) competitive rate structures of bond issues, {l1-) develop-
ment of well-organtzed security markets, (5) oontrol of infla-
tion, and (6) diligent fulfillment of the terms of bond 
48 lDld., pp. 307-08. 
4 9Meier and BaldtATin, .Q.:Q. • .sll.,t., p. 341. 
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50 issues. These are important considerations that cannot be 
overlooked in promoting the sale of government securities as 
a means of promoting regular sa·vings habits .. 
e. Coope:('a ti ve Agricultural Savings and Credit Inst1-
tutions-* .... r:ehese institutions w:l.ll help :l.ncrease savings for 
capital formation in the agricultural sectors particularly. 
tion may be: 
a) To promote thrift so as to increase the supply of 
funds especially in the rural areas, 
b) Promote the effectl ve use of loans a:ncl minimize 
the r•isks of lending •. 
c) To extend loans at reasonably low interest rates 
or to keep the cost of lending low. 
d) r.ro reach farmers who a:r•e unable to get loans from 
the commercial ban!-cs. 
e) It can also dra·N upon outsj_de bankh1g rr::;Bources. 5l 
Some of the countries that have achteved a conslder-
able measure of success in the use of these ins t;itut:i. ons are 
Cyprus, Egypt, rrurkey ~ Ceylon, and India. 52 
One important prerequisite for the achlevernent of 
success ln thts kind of institution is to rnalntatn canfldence 
---------
50Buchanan, QQ. cit., pp. 307-08 • 
.5ln 
.t epelasis, Mears, and. Adelman, .QQ • • Q..l.t· , pp. 110-11. 
52Buchanan, 22· Qll.p p. 305. 
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in the safety of both small and la:r~ge sav.tngs entrusted to 
such an institution. According to Pepelasis, governments 
have often times, on one excuse or another, dipped into and 
dissipated the meager savings of the J. ower-income groups. 
In Greece for example, he claims that 11 ••• one of the 
deterrents to ~)Dpular small savings has been the unpleasant 
memory of what appeared to be a harsh poliQy_QLf_X'B_E:;_zing 
small sa.vlngs which eventually were wiped out by chronic 
inflation."5J 
It is essential to reach the rural or farm sectors 
and organize institutions which they can proudly consider as 
their own and established for their 01<1in benefit;. ,~3uch an 
institution can encourage the farmers to deposit their 
savings, large or small, and provide them w:l.th easy access 
to credit facilities at low cost. Purposes for which loans 
may be extended may be for enla.rging farm product:i.on, buying 
.new equipment, 1mprov1:t:J.g f~rm methods, and other wm:•thvJhile 
purposes. The preserioe of an institution which can channel 
savings from those who save to those who :l.nvest ls especially 
significant in the rural sector. Lack of easy access to 
credit at low cost ls a prime hanclicap in enlargtng and 
improvlng productlvity especially among t;he poor farmers. 
A strong agricultural sector is essentlal tn promoting 
53Pepelasj.s, Nears, and Adelman, .QQ.. git~ .• , pp. 110-12. 
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voluntary real savings needed for increasing cap:'Ltal forma-
tion ancl productivity further for economic grO~<'lth. 
VI. SUNMABY 
The problem of this chapter has been to discover ways, 
means, and measures of increasing voluntary saving for 
saving: is of partlcule.r importance in a free society. It 
provides not only money but also the real resources needed 
for capital forrnation 1.1iithout resulting in :i.nflation, as might 
follow the creation of net>~ money, makes raising of' tax rates 
less necessary, str•engthens :tndi vidual freedom, Etnd fosters 
the democratic means to development. 
Its importance in a Communist dictatorial regime is 
limited.. Individuals do not have to save volurrt;arj.ly that 
capital formatton may be possible inasmuch as the :::>tate has 
already taken care of t11.:1t ln its plan and method- of extorth1g 
automati.c non-voluntary Bavings. 'rhe Sto.te tEd·ms care of the 
saving function as well as the capital forr~t1on. The 
voluntary element in saving and capital formation is weak 
and economic growth is achieved at the sacrifice of indi-
vidual lni tia ti ve, (::lnterprise, and freeclom. 
In many underdeveloped countr•ie s, soarci ty of sav lngs 
is a primary he.ndicap. While their governments r::tre over-
whelmed with 5.nvestment projects such as buildJ.ng roads, 
- -
"-.--.-... - .. 
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bridges, publi.c utillties, irrigation, housing, schools, and 
hospitals, its ability to create these ca.pite.l goods is 
limited by the availability of savings. An injection of new 
money to finance such projects can be inflationar•y. Hithout 
the real :::;avlngs needed for ca:91 tal format ton, inflation can 
without inflation. 
In cases l'Ihere current and potential sav1.ngs are 
large (or where savtngs rate comparable to i·Jeste:Pn countPies 
exist), but are being directed into unproductive uses such 
as specuJ.ation, hoarding, luxury spendlng, build:lng of large 
temples, churches, and monuments, it would be of great value 
if moans and measures could be employed to make :.mch sewing 
or surplus available for productive investment. 
l·Vhlle :1. t may be true that the factors affocting rela~ 
tive propensities to save and to consume are more or less 
similar in both developed and underdevelop\~d countries, 
underdeveloped countries are handicapped in that they are 
confronted with great obstacles to the growth of voluntary 
savlngs for capital formation. Developed fr·ee co mtries 
on the other hand have very little, lf f·nw, d:i.ff:lcul ty 1n 
promoting voluntary savings. These obstacles to the growth 
of voluntary savings in underdeveloped countrles ought to be 
recognized or identified and posslble policies formulated ll'l 
---------
order to increase the real saving critically need(?d for 
capital formation. 
The experiences of England and tJapan as well as other 
advanced countr:ws illustr>ate the value ancl need of creating 
favorable circumstances or appropriate climate in order to 
promote saving for capital formation. It would seem that 
'------t·he-ge-nera:L-c-at:un; of-fhe :i.naclequacy of voluntary savings for 
capl tal for·ma.ti on in underdeveloped. countries is due to their.• 
unfavorable economic circumstances. 
Vqrious measures have been suggested vJhioh can be use-
ful in improving the economic cllmate and elim:l.nating obsta-
cles to promotion and growth of voluntary savings for capital 
formation. Briefly, these measures consist iln: 
a) improving poli tj_cal stability; 
b) modi:fy:tng certain attitudes whleh are unfavorable 
to economic growth; 
c) controlling inflation; 
d) developing and :pepfecting financ.iEtl lnsti tutiom3 
whlch will channel sav1ngs from s$vers to ----
investors; 
e) este.blishing or perfecting legal instltut ions 
which. will promote investment--such as the 
corporate form of organization; 
f) encouraglng the development anc3. increas1ng the 
numbe.r of enteeprenaarr-J who will take advantage 
of investment opportunities and existing 
financial and legal institutions; 
g) building the country's basic social overhead 
capital; 
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h) promoting the utilizat:ton of idle and underemployed 
labor say ln "direct capltal :formatton" either~---­
publio or personal; 
i) further developing coope:ea tl ve agricultural sav-
ings and credit institutions; and 
:l) supplying the need for strong, com3tructive, 
ded.icated and inspiring leadersh5.p to guide and 
lead the country on the path to economic develop-
ment. 
Before giving ;serious consl deration to any of the 
above measures, it would be worth11Jhile for ee.ch under-
developed country to exert great effort and energy first, in 
discoverlng and reoognizlng existing obstacles. ':Phis will 
enable the government ·to pick out and apply the measures 
that appear to be most appropriate and effectlve :Ln solving 
its peculiar problems to improve its economlc climate. 
Han ls more or less a rational being. If the induce~· 
ments and motiv&J.tions are strong enough and the cl:tmate and 
circumstances appropriate and favorable, he will be led to 
the act of' voluntary saving for capital formB.tj.on vvhile 
pursuing his own i nte:r•ests. 'rhe task is not easy but 
--=--~-
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history, past and cur:raent, shows that it is not impossible. 
Free men can save voluntarily. Free men can prod.uce more 
than they currently consume and dedicate the difference to 
capital formation. 
Private savers save for themselves but they may say 
in full sincerity with economic truth 11 we save a,].so for our 
l------sGe+c-15-y-.-New-m:rp-r-t-al makes more products ava:tlable and at 
lower price for all of our• people. 11 
----
COMPULSORY SAVINGS ':PHB.OUGH TAXATION 
/1 
The aims of this chapter are: 
1. To examine taxation as a means of realizing 
compulsory saving needed. for increasing oapltal 
-----
formation in underdeveloped countx"ies; 
2. To survey suggested measures for increasing 
compulsory saving. 
ThiB chapter is divided. into the following sections: 
1. I"ieaning of compulsory saving through taxation and 
its importance. 
2. Difficulties and dangers of taxation. 
J. Extent of capital formation thctt can be financed 
out of compulsory savLngs. 
L1-. dome explanations for the low r<'te of compulsory 
savings through taxation in underdeveloped 
countries • 
.5. Various measures for lncreas1ng tax revenue or 
compulsory savj_ngs in underdeveloped countries. 
A.~ Incent 1 ve taxation 
,, ..• • 
B. Specific measures deB1gned to increase 
compulsory (tax) savings by 1.mprovtng enforce-
ment: and collections from different types of 
taxes. 
= 
=-=--=-~----- -------
~----=---~ 
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C. Taxa.tlon of agricultural income. 
D. Some general measures "vhich mlght be helpful 
in lmproving the tax adminlstrat:ton and tax 
structure in underdeveloped countries. 
6. ~3ummary. 
--------'.r.he rea.der is reminded th~1t this is n_o_t~_-fl-0Gillln·enen8lve 
--------------- ~ 
' ~i~VJ~.;y:___.g:f'----mr:ro:-sures that would be useful for promoting com-
pulsory sav1ng for capital formation ln uncl.erdevE?lo~ped. 
countries. The materials included herein (especially on tax 
administration) is not offer2d by one who fancies himself to 
be an expert in the field of public. finance. 11he chapter may 
be better regarded as more or less the product; of a desire to 
survey_and evaluate various measures for increasi.ng compulsory 
savings to meet the common objection that no significant 
revenue can be gotten from taxes in the greatly underdeveloped 
countries lacking any advanced industr:i.es sueh as mining Ol" 
oil. 
The ideas that will ~e presented were selected mainly 
on the basis of the:i.r apparent relevance and applicabili.ty 
to the; concH ti ons prevalling in und.erdevel oped countries .. 
Lil{ewi~'>e, not all of the above ideus may be applicable to a 
s 1ngle underdeveloped eountry. It will be the :Problem of 
individual countries to choose the measures or combination 
of measures vlhich seem most promising for promoU.ng compul-
sory saving :from this and other possible lilcely sources. 
.. I 
=--==I ~
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----1 
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I. NE:ANING OF C0r1PUL~>ORY :SAVING THROUGH TAXA'riON 
AND ITS IMPOB.TANCE 
Compulsory saving through taxat1.on as used here means 
that por·tlon of income of taxpayers which is transferred 
from them to the gover·nment, not for the government •s general 
support or operation, but to be used in flna.noing the 
country's soclal overhead capital. It is characterized by 
compulsion--in the sense that taxpayers are obligated by lmv 
to pay their taxes and hence to be thrifty, to consume lese 
or to save in the social sense, when they transfer a portion 
of their income or v.real th to the government J.n payment of 
tax obllgat].ons. It is savings forced by govE~r:nment fiscal 
policy. 
~Phere is also usually no exact correlation between 
amount paid in taxes and the value of servjces received in 
exchange for such taxes. In fB.ct if oap5. tal :form~; tion is 
the aim~ there would be no present service to the taxpayer. 
Compulsory saving3 through taxation ls impoi1tant 
beca~uH~ of the followlng reasons: 
1. There ts a need for govermnent capital formation 
and hence source of funds (to,finance the same), of whj.ch 
taxation :ts one. Borrowlng from people~ borrovd.ng from 
banks, use of o1rm printi-ng presses are others. In the early 
stages of economic development, lack of saving is a primary 
hand~. cap. vJhat liml ts capital form:-"ittion is not lack of 
----------
------------
------------
-
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investment opportunities inasmuch as the governmen·t is almost 
overwhelmed with numerous capital goods projects such as 
roads, bridges, railways, irrigation, communication, and 
electric power. It is the lack of saving that limits invest-
ment. 
Likewise, profits as a percentage of national income 
/}---------,-.. ·rrh:rh-o-oai-d-be-rehlve-sted-to-pr•omote-cap:t-ta:l--~ormat-ion-are----
still small. Per capita incomes are also low. As Higgtns 
remarks, "The sheer poverty of underdeveloped countries makes 
the raising of the propensity to save as well as of the 
.... ·----. .._,, _____ •. ~-·-'•-,..,.-········~···h· ...... 
. -----.......................... , 1 
1nducement to invest a necessary part of fiscal polioy. 11 
It may thus become desirable for the government to impose col-
lective thrift through taxation and use such funds for build ... 
ing a country's social overhead capital. Thereafter it can 
encourage private enterprise to go ahead in broad channels 
marked off by government especially in industries that produce 
external economies providing tangible advantages to other 
industries and segments of the eoonomy. 2 
2. In promotlng pri ve:t;e investment the government 
could also extend loans out of its resources secured by 
compulsory savings to private ent1 .. epreneu:rs whenever scarclty 
of loan funds is a handice.p to them. 
J . 
"Higgins, .QD.. Q.l.t.., pp. 474-75. 
2 Donald. S. \va tson, Ecor}.Qrnl.Q. Pq,.ll,QX, fua,:s ltle~s.§.. a,ng. Gov.§.r.n-
men~ (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1960), p. 793. 
-------
~-----
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6) 
.3. Taxation may also be useful as an instrument for 
maintaining 11 ••• reasonable economj.c stability in the face 
of long run inflationary pressure and short run international 
price movements, • • • to reduce, where they exist, the 
extreme inequalities in wealth, income, and consumption 
standards which undermine productive effiotency, offend 
"L__ ___ jus-tb:re-,-and-errd:anKer-p_o_l-.rt-n~H.l-s-tahrl-rt-y~1;.3. ___________ _ 
The government, therefore, has in its hands a multi-
purpose instrument of economic policy which if properly used 
can promote the ends of economic growth. 4 It must be pointed 
out, however, that over"-"aill soclal savtng requh'•es that the 
government be a productive and enterprising saver and 
investor. Taxes may reduce total savtng tf sums are taken 
from the people which otherwise would have been saved by them 
and then used for current expenses by the government. 
Any taxes collected by the government ax•e a reduction 
of the citlzens 1 resources or income and it is logical to 
say that waste occurs if the government uses them in ways 
which are less productive than the ways in which they would 
have been used by the c:l tizens • .5 
If taxation is going to promote, rather than retard 
capital fqrmation, great care should be exercised in the 
~\val ter Heller, 11 F1isoa.l Policies for Underdeveloped 
Economies, n from ... ?tudie~ in Econom).c ]&v~lo-g~, edited by 
Bernard Okun and Hiohe.rd \<J. Hiohardson (New York: Holt, Rine-
hart and Winston, 1961), p. 449. 
It 
'Lewis , ..Q:Q •• .Q.U. , p. 24·0. 
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imposition of taxes as well as in the disposition of the 
revenue. Compulsory savings should supplement rather than 
supplant voluntary savings. 
II. DIFFICULTIES AND DANGEHS OF' TAXArriON 
64 
Although taxation is a useful tool for increasing col-
formation, it is stlll worthwhile to be aware of the follow-
ing attendant difficulties and dangers of taxation as an 
instrument of economic policy especially in a setting of low 
per capita incomes. 
1. 1'axation not only makes people poorer, but also 
makes them feel poorer. When people are already living in 
poverty or at low standards of living, increasing taxes 
becom€'~s not only economically, but also politically more 
difficult. 
2. There is no assurance that the taxes collected or 
funds transferred to the government will be employed more 
productively the.n when they are left into private hands; 
there is even the danger that public officials will embezzle 
public funds. Tax money can be used in furthering political 
ends. For example, powerful lavnnakers or elect1 ve offi.c:J.als 
in democratic countries can make use of pork barrel funds to 
gain more votes to have better ohances of being re-elected, 
instead of using tax funds in more productlve public j,nvest-
menta. 
-------
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3. Another hazar-d in the use of taxation to secure 
compulsor-y saving is that it affects the relative attractive-
ness of various occupations and various uses of capital. It 
is through this influence that ·it affects the allocation of 
resources. Careful consideration to this effect i~ essential 
in order that taxation may not become haphazard or positively 
It needs to be remembered also that tax policy could 
lead to a misallocation of resources if it creates or 
strengthens monopoly positions (which is generally considered 
as undesirable in a. free society). It is important that the 
government examine its fiscal policy to see to it that it 
does not discourage the growth of desir&.ble enterprises and 
at the same time,that it does not encourage the growth of 
undesirable ones.7 
The disad.-wc~ntages and inescapable danger•s of taxation 
are, of course, dwarfed .by the significant functions whtch 
fiscal policy, if properly managed, can per-form in lifting 
a country from mass poverty into economic growth, in the 
absence of adequate initiative and push from the private 
sector. Taxation is considered as r:tn effective instrument 
in promoting such economic goals as allocative efficiency, 
economic growth, stability and reducing gross inequalities 
6 Higgins, .QJ2. • .QJ..t,., p. )08. 
7Ibid. 
----
of income distribution in underdeveloped countries. The 
necessity exists for these underdeveloped countries to 11 • 
8 
seek to tap practically every available revenue source, 11 
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At; the same time, of course, they must be constantly on guard 
against tax policies which could lead to a misallocation of 
resources or policies which 11 ••• by discouraging or dis-
-------
~-------
{,L__ __ ____ctor-t-i-ng-r>rcduc.-t-ion-,-wou-ld-sap-theh"'-econorrr:to-stl'"'ength--.-"9,__ _____ ---
It cannot be denied that "The higher the ratio of 
.total revenue requirements to the national income, the more 
limited is the freedom of choice among different types of 
taxes while every effect that taxes might produce grows in 
s1gnificance. 1110 It will be up to each fiscal statesman to 
select those types of taxes which will yield significant 
revenue, but at the same time do not dull incentives to save 
and inV!~st in the private sector of the economy. Great care 
and wise ,judgment are necessary. 
III. EX'l,EN'r OP CAPITAL FOHl'1ATION THAT CAN BE PINANCED 
OUT OF Cot1PULSORY SAVINGS 
'11he amount of capital formation tha.t can be financed 
out of compulsory savings depends upon the total amount of 
taxes that are collected and how much of these total the 
8 . 
Haskell P. Wald, Taxa):; ion .Qf. £1s,r~cu,lturgJ. J_ands 1n 
Und~rgevelo"Qed Econom~§.§. (Cambridge, Iviassachusetts: Harvard 
University Press, 1959), p. 181. 
9Ibid. 10112.1..9.. 
-----------~ 
government uses for capital formation. The greater the tax 
' 
collectlons, the grE!ater the potential amount of ca.pi tal that 
can be created. 
In advanced countries tax revenues form a high propOl"-
tion, about 30-40 per cent, of their gross national product. 
On the other hand, poor countries have a considerably smaller 
structure yields, on the average, not more than 7 per cent 
of the Indian gross nat:l..onal product. 11 
11 Taxable capacity" is offered he:re as one good indirect 
measure of the amoun.t of tax that can be collected. It is 
defined as the capfici ty to raise tax revenues Vli tr.out extreme 
tnterference with productive activity and the operation of 
the economy. According to Kimmel, since all taxes affect 
inco'me- and wealth-producing processes either directly or 
indirectly,. 1 t is not interference as such, but extreme 
interference that should be considered. Excessive taxes and 
unusual forms of taxation can have restrictive effects on 
12 
economic incentives. 
In a free enterprise society, if private enterprise is 
going to be encouraged and promoted, extreme care should be 
exercised in raising tax rates in order not to discourage 
11Pepelasis, Mears, and Adelman, QQ.. Qlt .. , p. 112. 
12Lewis H. Kimmel, ,:11axes an.Q Ec_Q..UQJ!liC .fuQ..e~i ve..§. 
(Washington, D. C.: The Brookings Institution, 19.50)• p. 5. 
---------
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private decisions to save and invest. Hhen raised to a 
certain point, taxes oan become unbearable. The point at 
which taxable capacity is exceeded, however, cannot be 
determined with rna thematical precj.s ion because it is influ-
enced by both economic and non-economic circumstances which 
vary from one nation to another and from time to time. 13 It 
is desirable, however, to keep the tax burden within reason-
able bounds in order not unduely to impair private incentives 
to save and invest. It can be said, in view of the preceding 
considerations, that an over-all tax burden well wlthin the 
limits of taxable capacity is one great challenge to most 
governments and the ultimate test of fiscal ·statesmanship. J.LJ. 
A better understanding may be had of taxable capacity 
by considering four essential elements regarded as necessary 
in a realistic examination of the same. They are: 
1. r.l'he national income--the greater the national 
income, or more specifically the per capita income, the 
greater·would be the taxable capacity. 
2. The SG:Jope and character of public expenditures--
As Higgins says, the share of income that people will be 
~1illing to pay out in taxes is by no means independent of 
the level and structure of government expenditures .1.5 
1 3i~id., pp. 5-6. 
15Higgins, QQ. Qit., p. 49). 
~-----
-----------------
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3. The nature and methods of taxation--it might be 
said that taxable capacity depends on the skill with which 
the tax system is adapted to the institutional framework. 
For example; it has been said that the experience of mainland 
China, Talwan, and Korea proved that more taxes can be col-
lected from the agricu.ltural sector if taxes are colleqted 
""--------
' ~ 
~,'----------'1-n-g-ra-1-n-r-a;-t-her--~tla.-n-i-n-merie}.,.-. -I-n-s-ueh-s-1-t-ua-t-i-OYl-,-th-e-nia-!!lre-t~.,____ ___ ---
ing function perform eel by the government increases the ;~oili ty 
of the producers to dispose of their output,· encourages them 
16 to produce more, and also raises their taxable capacity. 
4. The reactions of the people to tax burdens-·-It 
can be argued that current income may not be a satisfactory 
indication of taxable capac~.ty inasmuch as 11 ••• the imposi-
tion of the tax may itself provide an incentive for increas-
ing production and income. ul7 rl'his si tuat;ion is true of' 
certain Latin American countries where potentially fertile 
land is reported to be left unused by big landlords. Such a 
situation makes it justifiable to impose land taxes on the 
basis of potential rather than aotual yields. 18 
l.nle started by saying that the extent to whi.oh. capital 
formation can be financed out of taxes depencls upon tax ool-
lections. The gl"eater the tax collections, thf) more ca.pital 
formation can be made possible. The amount of taxes that can 
l6lb1g. , p. 1.~96. 
----
be collected depends, ho~v-eyer, upon taxable capacity. An 
examine,tion of taxable capacity reveals that there are no 
simple objective criteria for determining the same. The 
point at which the tax burden becomes unbearable cannot be 
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deterrnined. with rna thematical precis ion, since as mentioned 
prevj_ ously, it is influenced by both economlc and non-economic 
to time. 
Because of the very low ratio of tax revenue to gross 
national product in many underdeveloped countries, it will be 
necessar•y for their governments to exert great effort in 
trying to raise their t~xable capacity. To promote this 
objective, it may be useful to pay attentlon to each of the 
preceding 11 four eleme~ts of taxable capacity11 and try to do 
intenslve and extensive research work in finding out holtJ 
government policy can be made effectively to influence each 
of these elements. If taxable c~pacity can be increased, the 
extent of capital formation that can be and need be financed 
out of compulsory (tax) savings generated can be increased 
proport:i.onately 1n the course of a natlon's economic develop-
ment. 
IV. SOHE EXPLANATIONS POB. rrHE LOW HATE OF COHPULSOB.Y SAVINGS 
THROUGH rrAXNflON IN UNDEHDEVE:LOPED COUN'rB.IES 
Some of these difficulties facing underdeveloped coun-
tries which explain the1.r low rate of compulsory (tax) sav ... 
ings are: 
----------
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1. Low per capita incomes and also the absence of 
large business enterprises or mining firms from which the 
government could derive more tax revenue. In ad(lition, tax 
rates are oftentimes very lotr.r and exemption levels high. 
These circumstances partly explain why taxes as a percentage 
of gross national product are small in underdeveloped nations. 
are small and taxes as a :Y:::::·centage of the national product 
are also small, the government's level of expenditures and 
development efforts are heavily dependent upon the quality of 
the tax system's effort. The government's sequence of deci-
sion tends to run from revenue to expenditures. 'This is in 
contrast to conditions prevailing in more ad.vanced sooietlea 
where taxable capaclty is larger and where the sequence of 
d_ecis ion generally tends to run from expend:t tures to taxes. 
As Heller so aptly describes it~ "· •• tax policy tends to 
accept the level of expenditures as its revenue goal (modi· 
fied, of cot.trse, by considerations relating to the levels of 
employment, prices, and economic act~ivity) .u 19 
2. Political problem--in most underdeveloped countrles, 
it is 1mpoasible for the government to play the role it needs 
to play unless j_ t taxes s.ll classes more heavily. 20 rrhere 
19 Heller, 2ll· ~., p. 453. 
20 Lewis, QQ• ~.it., p. 401. 
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is a great need fat' educating the people regardj_ng the 
1.mportance of taxation j_n a free society and to modify their 
thinking and attitudes towards taxation. In this connection, 
it is said that taxpayer resistance is considerable in under·-
developed countr:tes. The moral climate having been oondi• 
tioned by long periods of oppression, is sympathetic towards 
realize that economic growth has :l.ts costs and they must be 
willing to shoulder these costs--either in terms of paying 
htgher taxes or maybe by voluntarily cooperating and con·-
tributing whatever spare time labor they could give say for 
public improvements or community development projects~ 
It is apparently true that most governments find it 
easier to tax those who oppose them and to exempt those on 
whose support they rely because those ln power t1Tant to pre-
serve their political strength~ This consideration plays 
as significant a role in determining the d\strlbution of the 
tax burden {as considerations of equity, of incentives, or of 
savings). The major political problem, therefore, is as 
Lewis stated, to persuade the people that for the government 
to be able to play the role it needs to play, it 5.s neces-
sary to tax all classes more heavily and to gain their con-
sent to the necessary measures. This is where strong and 
inspiring leadership has 1 ts important 1•ole to play in trying 
to gain the people's cooperation and support tn the effort 
-----~-~ 
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to increase 11 compulsorytt saving needed to finance a country's 
basic economic development. 21 
This i$. also where authoritarian governments have an 
advantage over democratic governments. The authoritarian 
government can push the governments share up to tt>Jenty or 
thirty per cent of the national income, and use half the 
~~------------'Pl?-G-Ge-e-d-s-t-o~-c-a-p,-i-t-a-l-~0r-r.na-t1-o-n-~A~~l-t;h-out-bo-t-he-P-i-l1g--c1-bou-t-l\'~a~!;----
will happen in the ballot box, if there is one. 22 However, 
the human cost involved, the loss of freedom, and weakeni:r1g 
or total loss of private property are too high a cost to pay 
and it is natural for a freedom-loving people to turn to 
othe!' workable alternatives which can promote economic growth 
with0ut the loss of freedom. 
J. International demonstration effect. It is often~-
times said that the attract1 on of advanced consumption 
standards is a handicap for the latecomers in economic devel-
opment. It affects not only voluntary personal saving, but 
also renders politically more difficult to use taxation as a 
means of increasing compulsory sa.vi.ngs, and to resist demand 
for government spending on current account. TaxNise, there-
fore, the international flemonstration effect appears to 
aggravate the difficulty of promoting compulr:Jory (tax) savings. 
---·-·---
21J..bisl. 
221.bi<i. 
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4. Ad.minis trt=tti ve difficulties. Some of the causes 
of the d:lfficulties in tax administration may be mentioned 
here: 
a. One is a poor system of public administra-
tion due to shortage of trained men. Poor pay as 
well as unattractive or inadequate other· employee 
inability of the governments of underdeveloped 
countries to attract tl~ainea. and capable personnel. 
b. Another administrative diffioulty is the 
presence of large number of self--sufficient farm-
ers whose produce may not be traded at all and 
hence for whose income the usual evidence is lack-
ing. This situation is contributory towards mak-
ing income taxation a very poor source of tax 
revenue. 
c. Presence of many petty trade:rs ~IJho keep no 
reoorcl.s of their transactions add to the adminis·· 
·t;rative problems. 
5. Tax structure may be unfavorable to increased 
revenue collections ... ~lilany underdeveloped countries rely more 
on indirect taxat ion--r3ale s taxes, import taxes, etc., than 
on d.ix•ect taxation. Indirect taxation can be difficult in 
certain circumstances. In India, for example, ~,-vhere output 
is not concentrated in a few firms, but is produced by 
~-------
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millions of small producers and sold through millions of out-
lets1 considerable tax evasion is difficult to prevent. 
Additionally, the cost of collect.ion can be high. 23 
It has also been claimed that the presence of many or 
a 'number of nuisance taxes--say slaughter tax or statistical 
tax--·may not be conducive to increased tax revenue. 
6. Difficulty of achieving an ap;.Jropriately anti-
inflationary budget plus a host of other difficulties like 
the need to conserve foreign exchange and attract foreign 
' 24 
capital. Host underdeveloped countries are forced to use 
deficit financing methods in order to get the func1s needed 
for their development projects. Since taxes as a proportion 
of national product are lovr, they would be inadequa'ce to 
offset the inflatiom.l.ry effects of Cl.efici t fi.nancing methods. 
' ~In addition, most underdeveloped countries suffer 
shortage of foreign exchange which they seriously need for 
importing essential capital equipment neecled to increase 
productivity. Their exports of prj_mary products are also 
. subject to the severe fluctuations in the vwrld markets. 
I~ost of them suffer balance of trade diffioul tles due to an 
inadequate export trade. To get the needed foreign exchange, 
they either have to bo1•rovJ from abroad or rely on foreign 
aid unless they could expand the lr exports. Likevl/1se, they 
pp. 398-99. 2L~ Higgins, QQ. P)t•t p. 5)8. 
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are faced with the difficulties of attr<:wtlng foreign capital. 
The~e problems or difficulties are not as serious in devel-
oped, as they are in underdeveloped countries. A serious 
study of the possible causes of low tax revenue in ~-.riX)indi~ 
vidual underdeveloped country can be an important step· in 
the direction of promoting more tax collections and realizable 
compulsory savings for capital formation. 
V. VABIOUS NEASUBES FOR. INCHEASI.NG rrAX HEVENUE OB. 
COMPULSORY SAVINGS IN UNDERDEVELOPED COUN~~HIES 
After discussing the importance of compulsory savings 
through taxation. its dangers and difficulties, the extent 
of capl tal formation tht;l t can be financed out of compulsory 
savings, some explanations for the low rate of savtngs in 
underdeveloped countries, it now appears appropriate to 
present various useful measure e for increas ln,g compulsory 
savinr;s (th:r.·ough taxation) in unrJ.el"•developed co1..-mt;ries= 
'J:hese measures, as enumerated in the beginn:lng, consist of: 
Au Inoenti ve taxe.tion. 
B. Spc'1cific m~;asures designed to increase compulsory 
(tax) sav111gs by improving enforcement and col-
lections from different types of taxes. 
C. Taxation of agricultural income. 
D. fJome gener·al measu:Pes which might be helpful in , 
improving the tax administration <::md tEtX structure 
in underdeveloped countries. 
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.In..Q~n_tlli, taxation. There are three forms of :incen-
tive taxes considered here: (1) tax concessions, (2) taxes 
to be avoided, and (3) taxes to compel output. The reader 
is reminded that incentive taxes are considered here not 
because they can be depend~cl upon to result in immediate 
increases in tax revenue and possibly realizable compulsory 
(tax) savings. Incentive taxes by their very name, suggest 
that they are intended to provide special inducements or 
incentives, 1.n thls case, to promote private sav:lngs and 
investment. Tax concess:\.ons (say tax exempt.ions for example) 
may mean foregoing of tax collections by the government. 
Taxes to be avoHl.ed also may mean lesser tax revenue in the 
short run espec:i.ally if the reaction of the people to the 
part:tcular tax is to avoid it. It is only taxes to compel 
output that could probably lead to more tax. collection by 
prov:i.cling effective inducements or motivation toV<Jards increased 
output on the part of the prospective taxpayer. In the long 
run, however~ it ls possible for any of these incentlve tax 
measures :indirectly to result in lncreased tax revenue. rrhe 
more so can this be true as the incentive taxes bear fruit 
by promoting private saving and investment. 
1. r:eax concessions-... Fi ve ki.nds of tax concessions are 
brlef'ly discussed here: (a) general tax reductions, (b) selec-
tive tax reductions, (c) tax allowances, (d) tax exemption 
of certain industries, and (e) tax forgj.ve:ness. 
------------------
' \ 
~--------
(a) General tax reduct:l.ons--A reduction in tax 
liability (say through tax rate reduction) increases the 
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share of income d:tsposable by private individuals and firms. 
As they acquire a greater Elhare of what they produce, their 
interests are better satisfied. It provides them with 
incentive:s for· increased productivity and increased private 
saving and investment. (Conversely, lt is possible for an 
.tncrease in tax rates to reach point where incentives and 
capaclty to produce and to save and invest will be seriously 
dim1nishe<1.) 
One problem related with tax rate reductions is its 
possible inflationary effect on the economy. As m.ore dis-
posable income is left in the hands o:f :r,>ri va.te individuals, 
:it L, often the case that the flow of spendJ.ng rises more 
than the flow of goods, t.vhich leads to rising prices. 2 5 Of 
course, if the government spends the tax yieldfJ instead of 
saving them, the resultj.ng inflation si tue:,,tion \!!Jill be the 
same. However, it is rc~asonable to expect that in the hands 
of a product:tvi ty -incl:tned government, a greater portion of 
tax yields 'I'Jill be invested productively. Nevertheless, it 
is st:i.ll advisable to use tax rate reduotlrms sparingly and 
with great caution in order not to aggravate any :lmpending 
inflatlon. 
251· r-14 I:!;!J.!l., p • ~ .• 
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Furthermore since the aim is to encourage saving and 
investment and since not all forms of new private investment 
require or need tax cuts, it might be beneficial to consider 
as an alternative the use of selective tax rate reductions. 
(b) Selective tax reductions--are designed to improve 
the balance of prospeottve gains and prospective losses on 
new :l.nvest1nent 1 without necessarily reducing the total tax 
burden on all taxpayers as a group. For example, allowlng 
the averaging of profj.ts for tax purposes over a number of 
years, to improve the prospects of average profits after 
tax, especially for investments subject to violent fluctua·~ 
tions ln C"leman.(l :for its product can be a useful incentive 
measure. It is said that the averaging of profits for tax 
purposes is considered especially important in such risky 
fields as mining, petroleum, rubber plantations, and the 
like. They have long production cycles and are subject to 
26 substantial fluctuations in prices. Such tax concessions 
may not increase compulsory savings currently, but it can 
result in increased current private saving for investment 
which is more or less compelled or induced by the selecttve 
nature of the tax (in vj_ew of existing specific ch£:l-nces for 
more profitable investment). 
Selective tax reductions may be achieved also by 
means of a reduction of tax rates. It could be made 
80 
applicable only to new investment or to specific categories 
of nevi .i.nvestment. One diffioul ty with selective tax reduc-
ttons is that discrimination can be alleged by those investors 
not given similar treatment. If on the other hand, this form 
of concession is not made selective, the result will be that 
the concession will be enjoyed also by particular investors 
who do not need any special encouragement. rrhey can reap 
windfall profits at the expense of total tax yield and 
realizable compulsory saving. 27 
(c) Tax allowances--tax rates may be inereased or 
reduced selectively to control either the alloce!don or the 
tlming of investment. Accelerated depreclation allowance is 
an example of this. Again, this would not lead to increased 
compulsory savlng; but it oould encour•age lnc:reased p:r.•ivate 
saving and investment because it permits the inveGtor to 
recover his investment over a 8hortel.~ time period out of his 
income, after tax, them if. the depreciation expense is 
~3.llooatec1 over a longer per:l.od. 
Accelerated depreciation has been used successfully 
in Canada to encourage investment, to prevent the 11idely 
27
walter K:r.ause, p;_9Q.U.Q..Wi.Q. ~l.92l!J.Q.ll.t. U3an Francisco: 
Wadsworth Publish:tng Company, Inc., 1961), p. 222. 
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expected post"t\]'ar depression. 28 It enabled investor•s rapidly 
to.wri.to off 1.nvestment as agatnst current earnings; result· 
ing in a lower tax liability during some short run period. 
11 It also 11 ••• helps to offset the impediment to investment 
arising from uncertainty as to the future.n 2 9 
(d) 'I1ax exemption of certain indus tries-- (which would 
mean the sacrifloe of current compulsor•y tax Bavlngs for the 
government) may also be considered if it could_ help induce 
increased pr•ivate current saving and investment ln new 
industries~ This concession may be granted over such pertod 
of time as the government sees fit. 
In the early stages of development, when private 
enterprise is reluctant to venture into new and possibly 
:risky investments, wher•e those 't'd. th loan funds or savings 
refuse to invest such savings and are more interested in 
preserving what they already have, and where attltudes pre-
vailing do not seem to favor taxation, thts tax exemption 
might help to give the needed stimulation. 
~rhe case for tax exemption for J..l§...tt£ industr·:'l.es is 
tenable from the point of view of the need for promot:1.ng the 
establ:tshment and growth of .n.mL industries. It j_EJ commonly 
accepted that nev-,r h1dustries have stronger cl1~?.:tn reactlon 
28Higgins, .Ql2 • .Q.ll., p. 515. 
29 Krause, lQ,g.. c.i t. 
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effects on the economy as a whole than the expansion of old. 
ones.3° It probably strengthens and invigorates the struc-
ture of the economy and provides the dynamism needed for 
susta:tned economlc grOit~th. 
One difficulty that would probably ai'j.se is wtth 
respect to administre.tion. It might be difficult to estab-
indust;ries v-Jarrant tax exempt1 on. If only certain groups or 
categories of ina.ustries are granted auch tax concessi on, it 
is most natural that dl scriminati on can be allege:d by other 
industrles not accorded the same privilege. If the tax con-
cesslon is granted on an aoross-the-bo<:J.rd basls, such tax 
concession (like selective tax reduction) 1!Jould be enjoyed 
by those lndustries ~t-Jh ich do not need such speci,?.l conces-
31 si ons. It also reduces t;he potential tax yield. 
Another important r•elated po1nt is the fact that for 
new industries that are prof'i table, tax exempt; ion is unneces~-
sary slnce they can afford to pay the taxes anyway. Por 
industries that do not prove profitable~ no income tax exemp-
tion is needed since no liability is incurred if there is no 
. ~ 32 profit or taxable income which accrued to the inuustry. 
)OHiggins, .QQ. • .g_i_t., pp. 5ll.J--15. 
31 Krauset OR· ~~t., p. 222. 
32 Ibid. 
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(e) Tax fOl"gi veness --Saving and capj_ tal for·ma ti on 
could also be encouraged and increased by tax-forgiveness 
on that portion of current income that is committed for 
reinvestment 1-111 thin the firm. 33 Th:i.s means again jucUclous 
foregoing of compulsory saving to encourage private saving, 
investment, and enterprise. For example, the following 
might be wholly or partly deductible from taxable income: 
" ••• the portion of income invested in new plant and 
equipment e.nd housing, held idle in savings deposlts, used 
to pay insurance premiums, or to purche.se sec uri ties issued 
to finance ino.ustrial expansion. u34 
It facilitates internal cap:ttal aocur:mlatlon in the 
sense that the firm is not subjected to tax dra:tns which 
could handicap further investment. F'urthermore, the usual 
absence of 'l·mll-organtzeo. cap:l tal markets or of f-).CCessi ble 
capital supplies for potential investors in underdeveloped 
countrles makes such tax forgiveness all the more justifiable. 
rrB.x forgiveness is similar to tax exemptlons except 
that in the case of the latter all of the lncome accruing to 
the industry is exempted from the income tax. In the case 
of tax forgiveness, only the l no orne tax due on certain porG· 
ti ons of the :tncome (say those committed for reinvestment 
within the firm, if such ts the cond.1 t1on requirecl to be 
34 
· Higgins, Ql2.. ott., p. 523. 
gl.t-
entitled to the ta.x forgiveness benefit) will be forgiven. 
HmJever, in a situation where a ~rticulo.r induntry decides 
to commit all of its earnings for re1nvestment within the 
firm, naturally all the income tax due on its earnings I'lill 
be forgi.ven (as if it t..rere wholly inc orne tax-exempt). In 
such a case, however, the act of reinvestment accomplisheS 
the aim of the tax concesEtiim--t118-t_of_p_J::'-or!lO-t-i-~:-lg,'----:p-~i-v-a-te:-----------
saving and investment. 
rl,wo countries that have made use of tax forgiveness 
c),re Sweden and Switzerland. 
In Sweden, deduction from taxable income of amounts 
allooatea. to speclal reserve funds for future invef.'1tment have 
been permitted. There is the provision, however, that such 
l"eserve funds shall be earmarked for const :r·uct :ton, for 
accumulation of inventories, for nurchase of machinery and 
equipment anCJ. for mlning and research. 'rhe government has 
the right to determine the time at which, extent to which, 
and the puvpose fo:r· which these reser·ve funds may be utilized. 
The government v-1ould appear to have greater control of busi·-
ness fluctuations in such a case, while encouraging saving 
and investment. 35 
In Switzerland, rebates of taxes on profl ts has been 
used for encouraging; internal capital formation. In this 
35 IQJ~ .• pp. 516-17. 
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connection, one interesting suggestion is given by Higgins. 
'l1he government cot:dd :allow a proportion of profits t.o go 
untaxed, in periods of expansion, provided the untaxed 
profits we!'e used to purche.se special non-negotiable and 
non-interest bearing bonds.36 These securities, Higgins 
suggests 11 • • • would be cashable in perioc1s of falling 
income ~:tnd employment, as designated by the government for 
certain stipulated purposes, such as purchase of capital 
equipment, inventories, or housing, payment of' 1trage bonuses, 
etc.u3'7 This method not only regulates the timing of invest-
ment, but also aids and induces private individuals to save 
in the form of government bonds, which can be used by the 
government for capital formatlon. 
In the long run, as the incentive tax measures bear 
fl"Ui t by stimulating private savings and investment, pro-
ductivity ls increased and hence real per capital incomes. 
'I'he nation • s taxable capacity and realizable compulsory 
government savings, as well as private savings can be 
increased further vihich can be available for reinvestment 
to promote productivity and higher per capita incomes. 
2. rraxes to be avoided--'l'his kind of tax is lev led 
not for the purpose of collecting them, but to persuade 
people to avoid certain actions j_n order that they may 
----------------
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avoid the ta.x. 38 Another name for th:ts might be negative 
regulatory taxes. 'l'axpayers, by avoiding certain actions 
(in order to avoid incurring the tax) '!f.rould be accomplishing 
the aims of the regulation. Certai.n actions or uses of 
savings, especially in the Early stages of development, might 
not be conducive to increased capital formation ano. might 
reta~('d groNth of the economy in general. Hence, it ltJ'ould 
be good to c1lscourage such practices. Examples of these 
are the hoarding of goods, hoarding of money ana. foreign 
exchange, l{eeplng land idle, and maktng speculative invest.-. 
"9 ments. ·7 
If these practices or uses of savings in less developed 
countries are subjected to heavy taxatlon, people t-Jould think 
twice before using their savings for such purposes. If 
people pershit on engaging in these pract:l.ces, the nation's 
tax revenue ancl realizable compulsory savings wlll be 
increasect. If they avold these unproduoti ve uses of sav-
lngs, in general, unless they failed to save or consumed : 
savings, the result would be that they "'d.ll be using their 
savlngs more prod.uctlvely. 
It would also !)rob~bly result in more progressivity 
of taxes in that those VJho would engage in such unproductive 
':l8 
.J Ibid. 
39Pepela.sis, l1ee.rs, and Adelman, ..9D .• cit., p. 113. 
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uses of savin;~s t..rould usually be those with more means. Tax 
collection in such a situation would be more in line v\fi th 
abl.li ty to pay. 
3. r:eaxes to compel output--Some kinds of tax levles 
can s<:1rve to compel increases in output on the part of the 
prospective tt?.xpayers as they are obliged to earn the means 
LI·O 
with which to pay the tax. This tax would be useful for 
increasing government re·venue wh:l ch could be saved by the 
government. It would be greater than a tax based on yield 
if the.t v-wre low. It would have the e,dded merit of stimulat~~ 
ing max:l.mum production. It probably "l.<Jould not d.im:l.nish 
volunt;:n•y saving vJh1le at the same tlme performing an 
invigorat 1ng regula tory function. I.~c>:~nd taxes and head 
taxes fall within this classification. 
Land taxes---In underd.evel()ped countries where large 
areas of land may be held. :'Ldle or cultlvated ineffect1vely, 
land taxes might be of some value in compell:l.ng or prov:l.ding 
more effective inducements to better and more productive 
land ut:i.l:1.zation. The prevailing professional opinion :i.s 
that an incre£we ln land ta.xat;ion tends to induce gain in 
output whe;:>e land ls under··Utilizecl, as landovmers soek to 
componsate for the added tax liabiJ.:i.ty wtth heightened value 
of ppoduot:i.on, say through more units of output, or upgl"'aded 
output, or both. 
---------· 
/._j,Q. 
Higg:\.ns, _Q.:Q.. cit,., pp. 519-21. 
T't-'110 examples of taxes 'to compel output are a) taxes 
to increase production on land, and b) taxes to redirect 
production on land. 
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a) Under taxes to increase production on land, a lump 
sum tax on land mlght be useful. It Cl.o~1s not impose any 
penalty on lncreased product:lon and as Higgtns stated,"· • • 
if farmt-:;rs are operating on the bacl<vm.rd-sloping portions of 
thelr supply curves, may even stimulate increased production.u 41 
If the tax is defined as a lump-sum tax per acre, large land-
o~11ners t1ould ])ay proportionately more in total tax. H 
• • • 
The tax rate may also Vl:>,ry according to the type of product 
so that the ~ore productive land would bear a higher rate of 
'-l-2 tax. 11 
SeveJ:"Bl countrles~--;·:)outh Korea, Yugoslavia, and the 
Soviet Union--have been cited as having land taxes which are 
fixed 11 • • • on the bD,sis of a standard a.ssessment, related 
to the 'normal' proc1u.oti ve capacity of the J.ancl, so that 
increases in output do not br-ing any j_norease in tax. n 4J 
There is no penalty on increased production, yet the tax 
would be :f:J8,yable even :l.f the land ~~Jere idle. 
Australia and. Net\T Zealand have also bem:.i e~Lted as 
lmposi ng lanc1 taxes on unimproved land values ln o:r:>der to 
l l ~ Ibid 
--· 
p. 521. 
---------------- ----
avoid barriers to land improven~nt, in fact to encourage 
it.44 
b) Taxes to redirect production on land--If certain 
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land areas could be more productive when devoted to the pro·-
cluct1on of other types of products, or to ;nore den1.red types 
of products (exports, for example) it would be of immense 
value if such land could be shifted profitably to such uses. 
In countries tvhere la:C'ge ar('Jas are withheld from oul ti vatl on 
or cultivated incompletely or ineffio:lently by large ... scale 
landlords, it has been suggested that the lump-·sum tax on 
land be gear·ecl to the potentlal rather• than to actual output 
of the land in question. If the land could be more produc·~ 
tive ·when sh:Lfiied. or rodireeted to other ust:::s, the i:noe:ntlve 
tax and the pros)Yicts of hj.gher income or product:1.on could 
induce the farmer to redirect produetion on the land accord-
ingly. Pe,nama and Brazil have been mentioned as l1aving taxes 
of this nature. 45 
Head. taxes--A head tax ean also be influential in 
increasing out; put. It is levied as a f' ixed amount per peps on 
ordinarily p.9.yable annually in cash. 'I'hl. s hen.d tt-:.J,x is sa:1.d 
to have the effect of irJducing added output; because it is not 
related to the volume of output or to the level of income 
d l..j,6 earne -· If output is increased, the head tax :ls not 
---·-· ·--·-----
l~6 Krause~ ..QQ. ill .. , pp. 223-24. 
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increased. If the output or income ls diminished, the head 
tax is not reduced. 
In the very poor and underdeveloped countries where 
production and income are at or close to the subsistence 
level# :l.t is said that added obligo.tlon tends to force 
greater worl{ <:~f:fort on the part of tho incHvldual who has no 
alternate way open to him for meeting the levy. If he 
desires to mai.ntE3,in hj.s customary level of living (t~rhile 
being able to pay the tax at the same time), :1.t becomes 
pressing und urgent for hlm to exert greater effort accord-
I-t? ingly. 
It needs to be remembered that great care need be 
exercised in setting too high a head tax in order that the 
resulting disposable lncornes may not be recluced to levels vlhere 
satisfactory nutrl t1on cannot be maintained. It mj_ght impair 
incentlves and decrease rather than lncrease, output. In 
certaLn parts of Africa, for example, l t l s clai rned.. that the 
imposit:l.on of a reletively heavy head t<:l.X has compelled mass 
migration into the citles, disruption of trlbal llfe and 
established proc1uctlon, a:nd created costly urJccmplcJment and 
L~8 
related problems. 
In underdeveloped countrj_es, however, where a rls:i.ng 
level of income is being achj.eved, the head tax might be 
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levied in order to recapture some of tr.te initial increases 
in income accruing to the population, in order to prevent 
initial improvements in productivity or such higher incomes 
from b\?ing dissipated in accelerated popula. tion growth or j_n 
increased leisure. It can also help curb the added demand 
for consumer goods which might serve as obstacles to the 
overall developmental effort. 49 
1. Income taxes- ... most underdeveloped countries have 
income tax laNs. Some of them tax personal income and 
corpOrEtte income separately 1 similar to the method employed 
in the Unitec1 States, but othePS rely greatly on a personal 
income tax. Business income becomes taxable onl;y· vJhen. it 
accrues to the in.dividual. It is also repor·terl that rate 
structures are pr>ogressl.ve, although not highly so. IUnlmum 
~~o 
exempt :ton levels are ordinarily high.:; It se(~ms reasonable 
that under such conditions not much tax revenue could be 
derived from income taxation. Furthermore, if enforcement 
techniques are weak, compliance cannot be exoected to be 
gem d. 
49 JJUJi. 
5°IQt1., pp. 218-19. 
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Some suggestions that might be useful to consider in 
an effort to increase collections from income taxation are 
as follows: 
a. Use of more steeply progressive rat'" struotures. 
b. Lowering of exemption levels. 
c. Adoption of a somewhat broader definition of 
income especHtlly in countrtes th<:t t currently tax 
income from business only as 1t accrues to the 
. ~1 
individual.::; 
d. Improvement of enforcement techniques. 
The first three sugge st1 ons are self·-explanatory. 
l>Ji th respect to the fourth one (improvement of enforcement 
techniques), a good example :ls the use of the surmise income 
tax, which is in effect a tax on luxury spencU.ng. The estl-
rna te of taxable income m<3-Y be revised upward tn the light of 
conspicuous consumption involving such items as large houses, 
many servants, expens :l. ve c~:1rs, and foreign tl"&vel. ~Phls 
system might be worthy of serious consideration in countries 
where est:lm<:1tes of :tnco:11e can seldom be checked. by reference 
to account books and where it is desirable to limit luxury 
spend1ng.52 
In the above example, the taxpayer , 1,<JOuld be presumed 
to have an income equal to hi. s expendi turcJs {u.nd any tangible 
------- 52 Higgins, .9.1?.· Qi.t .• , p. 52J. 
--------------------
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assets he may have acquired) which could be roughly· estimated; 
and. that the expenditures (and asset acquisj.t:i.ons) could be 
legally held to be presumptive, though not conclusive evidence 
of the size of the tncome. 1'he burden of showing that the 
income vms less, and hovr much less would have to be bor:ne by 
the taxpayer. All other practicable and available enforcement 
techniques, say simpllfyin:g tax returns, more effective com-
munict:'l.tl on ·Ni. th taxpayers, etc., need to be gl ven careful con-
siderat:lon too. 
In general it is essential to use income taxation in 
a manner that vJill not :l.nterfere greatly with capital forma-
tion in the private sector and increase rather than decrease 
opportuni th'3s for m.aking rnoney. For example, if through the 
use of income taxatlon~ the benefits of rlstng productivlty 
are not allowed to g6 to the classes who would tncrease their 
consumption--peasants, wage eaPners--but into private pJ:•ofits 
or public taxati6n where the prooeeds are t..:wed for further 
capital forrnatl on such e11d may be promoted. •n11 s means higher 
tax rates for non-entrepreneurs and lower tax rates for entrfJ-
preneurs. As capital formation is expanded, more and more 
labor can be taken into wage employment. Hov-Jever, real wages, 
by means of h1g)1"',., taxes or higher private ppoflts, are not 
allowed to rise as fast as productivity. The British, the 
Japanese, and the Huss:ian industrial revolutions all fit into 
this pattern •. ?3 
-----------------
.53 
Lm-J:ls, ml· .Q..tt., p. 235. 
-------------
In addition, it is especially important to promote the 
growth of private capital formation in those sectors that 
---- ----------
appear to display high growth potential. This indicates the 
speclal need for not overlooking the possible dlsincentive 
effects of excesstve tax penalties on incomes that rise 
faster than the rest of the economy. In certain situatlons 
where the government is forced to levy high taxes ,,_____.i.._.t...__-_,f._,_3l._,.1~o~u...,l_,..d,___ ______ _ 
be careful tl1at it does not dlscourage private investment 
5LJ. 
espec:i.ally ln these leading Gectors. 
2. Sales taxes-~-are levied on commodities ox• services, 
at final retall or some point prior to final sale, and some-
times not directly on any sale. Sales taxes are a for·m of a 
direct tax, so-called because the expectation is that inci-
dence will rest entirely or largely with the end purchaser. 
'I'his type of tax is now used by many unde:rdeveloped 
countries, although lt can be safely asi3Umed that collections 
can be improved. by more effective enforcement. ~)ome meas-
ures that might be taken to improve collections are: 
a) Insistence upon proper accounting as well as the 
issuance of sales receipts for each sale. Proper D.ccounting 
and the existence of evidence of sales transactions will make 
it more dJ.ff:lcult; for the vendor to und.erdeclarE-3 sal•3s as 
well as taxable income. The psychologlcal effect on the 
vendor (of the pos s iblli ty of being proved guilty 1-11here he 
----------··-·-----~ l'l} 
:J Pepelasls, l'1ears, and Adelman, .QQ. cti{., p. 11.3. 
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underdec:tay•es his sales and his income tax llabil.1 ty) can 
act as a deterrent to attempts at tax evasion in an environ-
ment vvhere attitudes are unfavorable to tax!..'1etion. 
b) Resort to added coverage--if only very few commodi-
ties are subject to sales taxes, an increa<H'J in the number 
or classes of commodities or tr&asaotions that will be 
subject to sales taxation could provide additional sources 
of tax revenue. 
c) An increase in sales tax rates, if the rates are 
low an compared to ,nore advanced societle s may be another 
possible consideration. 
This added or heavier coverage as well as higher sales 
tax :c•a.tes would, of course, mean 11 ••• contlt.mect denial to 
consumers of improved end-benefit, notwithstanding the 
generatJon of higher income in the course of development 
r.'5 
••• "~- which is necessary for the sake of greater pro-
duct:i vity and a.ccelerated economic grovrth in th:::J future. 
Once the social overhead capital is provided for, perhaps 
these and other taxes should be removed or reduced in order 
to leave more disposable income to private ind:i.v:Lduc:J.ls and 
promote their increased participation in capital formation. 
One ttwuld 1Hce to ~:1ee these farmers, and 1ahor J.n general, 
either invest for themselves or lend ~b other sectors out of 
t.' t~ .:>~Kr•ause, Sill· ott .. , p. 217. 
their voluntary savings if there per capita lncomes can be 
increased. ~'-S produotivl ty goes up, in the course of econom:to 
development. 
3. Import; and export taxes--I1any underdeveloped 
countries have found it desirable to rely heavily on import 
taxes and export dut1es as sources of revenue. T'hls is 
internati:i.. onal bo:rd.ers and because of the relative complete-
ness of reco:cds of goods moving in inteNJa t1 onal trade. 
Impor·t taxes may be levied. for revenue purposes. Dif-
ferent te,l rates of import taxes (say lm'J rate or no tax for 
neeesslties and high rates for luxuries) hc:we been levied or 
made use of by the governments of some underd.eveloped natlons, 
Tunisia for example.56 The Philippines has also made use of 
similar methods. In lndonesi.a, import surcharge r&ttes vary 
t57 from zero on neoeBsary imports to l.~OO per cent on luxuries.~ 
Under these circumstances, tax collections Dre more appropri-
ately related to inoome or ability to pay. 
Import taxes may also be used for the purpose of' pro-
teoting domeGtio :i.nfant industries. The tnx ralses the cost 
of imported oommodi ties and where demand it~ el.B-st;J.c can 
greatly diminish gross sales and reduce profits of dealers. 
l~6 
"'IHggins, Q12. _y~t., pp. 509··10. 
57l:l?J.d. 
~-
It encourages and stimulates domestic production of sub-
stitutes or similar products in view of the existence of a 
market for these commodities. 
Import taxes can also d:tscourage the importation of 
non-essential goods subject to import taxes and help con-
9'7 
serve foreign exchange which is essential for tho importation 
of neecled cap:i.tal goods. 
Export taxea are levied upon raw materials exports. 
Since the commodities exported will be paid for by the 
foreign purchaser, the belief is that the tax burden or 
ihcidence rests entirely or in large part on the foreign 
purcht:l.ser. '11ax revenue is, therefore, had. D.t the! expense of 
the foreigner. Accordlng to Krause, such a situe,tion is true 
·whenever the exporter country has a monopoly or Df!EJ.:r.' monopoly 
in the particular commodj_ty, and whenever the commodity· is 
cor1fronted by an inelastic deme.nd ln fore lgn m'1rl:rets. But 
nDt many countries would be in such a comfortable position; 
many primary producing underdeveloped co1.mtrlr:B hD.ve been 
known in the past to be at the mercy of world mclrket p:dce 
fluctuattons.58 
:3omr:; countries tn La tin A mer lea and As j_et cH'e reported 
to d{3pend to a great extent on expo:C't duties. An example ts 
glven by Krause relative to this matter. El ::::l<J.lvo.dor cur-
rently derlves about 30 per cent of its governmental revenue 
c:g 
_) Krause , .QQ.. .Q.J..t.. , p. 217. 
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from a duty on coffee exports, as compared to 7 p-::r cent in 
1940, and 20 ·_per cent in 19~0.59 mte a k b1 eat 
. J ~0 rem.r a .y gr 
increase in the proportion of governmental revenue derived 
from ex;)Ort duties is apparently an ev:l<1enee of the coun·~ 
try's wlllingness and ability to increase its production for 
export a.nd to compete in the world market. 'l'he c;over:mnent j.s 
en8.blt3d to fina1:1ce more capital formation out of such tax 
collec.tlons. Like import taxes, the export taxes enable the 
c0untry to increase its foreign exchange receipts which is 
needed for irnl)orting e:sGential capital goods. 
T'he use of E~xport duties has also been suggeB ted as an 
alternative to systems of multiple rates of excl1.a.nr;e, under 
which the government 1 s exchange control autho:d.ty buys and 
sells fore:tgn exchange at multiple rates. Unc1.er rouch a 
system the government can ma.lw a profit by buyi.ng foreign 
exchange earned by exporters at a low·er pd.ce than the price 
at which it sells foreign exchange to importers. 
In add1t1 on to the use of export dut.ies for revenue 
purpoGes, they could. also be used as a protect1 ve device for 
domestic industries especially if a country holds a large 
fraction of raw materials which are in heavy demand in 
industries located abroad. If a domestic industry is organ-
ized and processes such raw material either for the domestic 
:::l 
----
------ --~--- ---
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market or for export;, lt can buy such row material at; a lower 
price domestically thi:J,n a· foreign impor•ter can slnce it is 
free of export duty. On the other hand the foreign producer 
has to pay the export duty. Thie duty tends to raise the 
foreign producer 1 s coBts above domestic costs. E~uch. a si tua·~ 
tion can encourage the domestic processing of the raw materil:?.l. 
Norway o.nd ~~>t-,reden 1-la ve been cj.ted as lmposLag expo:t"t duties 
upon unprocessed tiraber in connection Nith their effort to 
encourage the locat1on of V<IOO(h.rorki.ng and pulp ln::Iustrles 
w1thl:o. thei:i:· 60 borders. 
Increased tax revenue potential exlnts if the volume 
of pritni':l.ry 9rod.ucts exportr::d can be lner 'ased .in the course 
61 
of a eotmtry 1 s econornlo deve~lopment effort. 
l.J-. l.k'md taxation--Most v~riteJ.•s agree that land taxa-
tion is of great significance in the promotion of economic 
growth in less developed countries. Land is the pri.nclpE<,l 
olement of ~~rea1.th and a very important sou:r'ce of income .. 
Its value is easily appraised and the land cannot be con-
cee,led. Its ownershlp carries considerable prc::Jtige i.n less 
developed countries. 62 In addition, it is a favorite outlet 
for personal. investment. 
Land taxes and other propex•ty taxes are commonly used 
as a sou roe of public revenue in unclerdeveJ.opcd eountries, 
60IQid., p. 218. 
62 Pepelasist, Mears, and i1delman 1 .Qll. Q.U., p. 112. 
---------
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although only little public revenue is currently derived .• 6.3 
Tax rates are usually low and l t is politically difficult to 
raise them. 
lvt-lld c 1 ted an Indian s tuclent as l:'J.a v ing said that 11 In 
land revenue policy, habit and precedent have accounted for 
more than wisdom. 11 He goes on further to say that 
------------
In addition to short-sighted expedlen.cy and. adminis-
lt-----------~t-r•a-t-1-ve-hJ:ex·t-ta-, -ce:rta-h1~conceptua-l-fa-1-1-a-c-i-es-have-----c----------
militated against the appl6Eation of modern principles 
of taxe.t:i.on to land taxes. 
For example, there :\.s a doctrine which holds th~:J.t personal:\.z-
ing of' land taxes v-.rould corrupt 1 ts assent ial character as a 
tax on a gift of nature and on a source of unear•ned incre-
ment. 65 According to ~vald, such a doctrine has oftentimes 
been erroneously used to justify a special status for land 
taxes. He brings out the need for discarding this type of 
think:\.ng in favor of the view that the same basic ori ter·H~ 
of equl tableness are applicable to land taxes as it is lqi th 
other taxes. 66 11his type of thlnking is evidently one of 
the reasons why it is politically more difficult to raise 
land tax. r.ates in underdeveloped countries. 
-
':P.here :l.s also a need for land tax reform. 1-\.s vJald 
suggests, a properly conceived and applied land tax offers 
one promising solutlon to some pressing ftscal problems in 
6''2 
·
7 Krause, .QJ? .• .Q..U., p. 218. 
61-J-\~ald, .QQ •. cit., PP• 185-86. 6.5 . .IQ.id.. 
.-, 
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less developed countries. 67 Some of the important benefits 
that mlght be deri veo. from a more effective and strengthened 
land tax are: 
a. Increased revenue yield. 
b. Elimination of tax deterrents to agricultural 
p·r·oducti on. 
------------
~----
---;---------
r~ _________ c _____ • _ I1-=o=-=r'---e=----e"'--'"'qui table treatment of t,sl,xpayJ;trs •. ______________ _ 
d. Possibility that it could encourage the com-
mercialization of agriculture. 
e. Prov:i.slon of desirable support for loeu.l government. 
As Wald states this might brace the country's political 
heEJ.lth iJ.nd could be o.n antidote to the temptation to col-
lectivize agriculture in order to raise large revenue from 
c.,(' ·t- ()"' 6 8 that ,,,. , , .•• 
Some useful measures that oould be helpful in trying 
to reform cmd strengthen a country's land tEJ.X ::;y-stem are: 
1. ;The disoarc.Ung of fallacious doctrines or the 
type of thin1<ing similar to the one me:ntloned above, in 
favor of the idea that the same basic criteria of equitable-
ness are applieable to land taxes as with other taxes. 
be improved. It; should fl nd a basis for g:t>eatc~r> uniformity· 
in treatment 1 - 69 in a sound land classification system. 
69Krause, QQ • . 9.:\,.t., p. 218; L~·ald, .QQ • .PJ..t., p. 208. 
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From the standpoint of equity and yield, some gearing 
of land tax assessment to the output of the land taxed is 
desirable. Although from an incentive viewpoint, a lump sum 
tax which is not related to current output might be prefer-
able.70 
3. Higher property tax rates appear feasible and eve.n 
meritorious in most countries. This is true in those u. • • 
countries in whj_ch ownership of substantial areas is con-
centrated in a few hands, with much acreage either withheld 
from cultivation or cultivated ineffectively. II Higher • • 
taxation could also compel better utllj.zation and lead to 
increased oupput.71 
4. Tax yields may be made responsive to changes in 
prices and product ion. 72 
In addition to the above it would still be useful for 
underdeveloped countrles 
• • • to inqulre into how closely their land taxes 
are consistent with the economic and social aims of 
national policy, and to decide whether these aims migh·b 
be served more satisfactorily 1f t~he1r present method 
of land taxation were revi,~d or if needed revenues 
were raised in other ways. J 
The individual underdeveloped country must consider for 
itself which of the above suggestions, ideas, or measures 
70Higg1ns, QQ. Qlt., pp. 509-11. 
71Krause, ~. Qlt. 72wald, ~o~. clt. 
73Pepelasis, Mears, and Adelman,~. Q11., p. 113; 
Wald, QQ. Qit., pp. ?1-89. 
----------------
--~· , _____________ _ 
10) 
appear most suitable and appropriate to its peculiar condi-
tions and needs. 
5. Social security taxes--are levied upon employees 
and/or employers, directly or indirectly, to finance public 
i-nsurance plans such as old-age and survivors' insurance, 
unemployment insurance, hospitalizatlon and disability insur-
ance, etc. 
If social security contributions can be increased say 
through increased membership, increased per capita incomes 
subject to the tax, or lncreased social security tax rates, 
it is possible that a large fund of compulsory savings can 
be accumulated. The more so can this be true as such a 
system reaches maturity, because on the basis of past experi-
ences of more advanced countries, contrtbutions have usually 
exceeded benefits as thelr systems reached maturity. 
The existence of such a fund could be very useful to 
the government in the following h1stances: 
a. If such accumulated reserve is held idle, 1 t -v1111 
be possible for the government to finance capital formation 
through credit creation without inflation. 
b. Such accumulated reserves may also be·used to 
purchase government bonds. With these funds, the government 
can finance some of its essential capital projects. It is 
interesting to mention here that in the Philippines, one 
idea that has been b1•oaohed is to use rc..,serves accumulated 
~-- -- -- -----
~------ -- ____ , _______ _ 
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through social security contributions as financial backing 
for a development fund. 74 While this idea may have its good 
and bad points, the fact remains that social security con~ 
tributions may be a potential source of compulsory savings 
for capital formation. 
The id.ea of social securj. ty taxes has also in the 
past provided special incentives for sav1ng_a_._____11any_c_as_es, _______ . ___ _ 
can be found wherein voluntary contributions to a provident 
fund to be deducted from wages have been put into effect by 
private companies. Such deduotlons from payrolls are justi-
fied in ter•ms of the need to build up reserves to meet old 
age pensj_ons# unemployment insurance, sickness benefits, etc., 
in short, to provide more security for society. 
The voluntary contributions to the provident fund, 
however, do not result in increased compulsory savings 
that goes to the government. But it nevertheless increases 
private savings (portion of which may be loaned for invest-
ment), by virtue of the more or less compulsory nature of 
the salary a.eductions (once the wage earner voluntarily 
becomes a member in the provlclent fund arrangement of the 
company). 
Ta~atj, on .Qf. agricul:t~ j.ncom~. Taxation of agri-
cultural income by means of various tax measures (accompanied 
?Ll·Krause, Q.'Q.. ,ill. 1 p. 220. 
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by effective and practicable measures to increase agricultural 
produc ti vi ty) seems to offer a le.rge potential source of tax 
revenue in underdeveloped countries, in view of the following 
considerations: 
a. Agriculture constitutes :!50 to 60 per cent or more 
of the national income. 75 In addition, the large size of ·che 
agricultural sector in most countries seem to support the 
strong presumption that a substantial port:'l.on of the required 
revenue can be gotten from that sector. 76 
b. It is less desirable to levy upon other sectors 
(especially those displaying high growth potential) whloh are 
expected to expand as part of the process of economic g:r•owth. 77 
c. The effe:cts on incent:\.ves of heavy progress l.ve 
taxes might be less unfavorable in the agricultural than in 
the industrial sector. In most unclerdeveloped countries, 
large rural incomes commonly orig:tnate in rent and interest 
which are usually non-entrepr•eneurial. Oftentimes, these 
rental incomes evaporate in luxurious consumption or capital 
flights which do not tncrease productivity in the underdevel-
oped coun.try.78 
It is, however, pol1.tj.cally difficult to levy upon 
agriculture unless productivity is growing so that such levy 
75Lew1s, QQ. Qii., p. 231. 
76 Wald, QQ. cit., pp. 181~82. 77Lew1s, l.Q.Q.. ,ci,J,; .• 
?SPepelasis, Meal'S, and Adelman, op. s..tt. , pp. 1:&3-14. 
__ , _ _ 
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can be effected without reducing the peasant's standard of 
living. The satisfaction of personal interests require that 
the peasant's or farmer's standa:ru~ of 11 v:tng be not decreased 
but be kept constant or if possible that they be allowed to 
share (even though only to a verJr small extent) in the 
resulting increase in productivity. 'rhis serves to emphasize 
~ 
----
--
--
the fact that an efficient agriculture is as imp"-'o,..r._.t..._..·a....,n"-'t..._____,t.._.o,.,____ _______ _ 
economic development as industriallzation. 79 
The experience of Japan has shown the importance ofr·an 
efficient agriculture. It has also shown" ••• any pro-
gramme for industraalizatiOl'l and heavy capl tal formation 
should have as lts counterpar•t measures for increasing agri-
cul tur•al productivity rapidly-·-not mainly Tfli th tractors or 
with new economic structures, but mainly tV"i th new seeds, 
80 fertilizers, pesticides, and water. 11 ~H thout this increase 
in agricultural produc ti vi ty, 1ndustrialize.tion might not have 
been poss:l.ble or could have occurred very slov~ly in Japan. 
It is also reported that in thts country productivity per· 
person engaged in agr•icul tur~e . doubled between 1885 and 
1915, but much of the increase 'tiJas taken from the fa:rmers 
in the form of higher rents or taxes and used. to finance the 
81 
rest of the economy. 
79 Hostow, QQ. Qit., pp. 21-24. 
80 Lewis, QQ. c1~., pp. 2JO·Jl. 
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lin important question to ask is whether the peasant 
farmers and landlords, (in underdeveloped countries) with 
government encotn•agement and advice, would . be willing and 
capable of launching programs to increase agricultural 
product;i vi ty similar to the example of Japan. Upon their• 
enthusiasm, willingness and capability does depend the suc-
cess of similar programa~--------------------------------------------­
Other examples of countries that were able to finance 
capital formation largely out of tax funds from agrtculture 
are Burma, Uganda, and the Gold Coast. The governments of 
these countrtes were reported to have withheld from their 
farmers a very large part of the increase in the priQe of 
farm produce since 19h5. Part of the pr>oceeds of such tax 
revenues were used to fire,nce economic development in other 
82 
sectors of the economy. 
Russia is another case where farm incomes p3r head 
were kept down, between the 'tt.rorld wars, in spite of' farm 
mechan:lzation and the considerable release of labour to the 
towns. Incomes per head were kept down by raising the 
prices of manufactures relatively to farm products, and by 
levying heavy taxes upon their collective farms. 83 
In trying to increase agr1.cultural productivity as 
well as in determining the revenue potential of taxes on the 
----
agrioul tural sector, the follo·Ning questions suggested by 
Wald are important: 
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a. What are the promising sources of growth in the 
agricultural sector, and how rapid a growth can be antici ... 
pated? 
b. Hill agriculture reap special benefits from the 
the practicable level of taxa t:ton in agriculture'? 
c. How large is the income surplus above basic living 
needs which might be absorbed through taxation? 
d. \~hat rate of agricultural taxation would. be most 
consistent with the expected transfer of resm~rces from 
agriculture to industry as development occurs. 84 These 
questions have been ment:l.oned, because the answers .to them 
can be helpful in dealing with the problem of lncreasing 
agricuJ. tural prod.uoti vi ty as well as in determining the 
revenue potential of' taxes on agrlcul ture in unde:r•developed 
countries. 
On the assumption that agricultural produot:i.vlty can 
be lnoreased rapidly, the next problem that needs to be con-
sldered is hot'/ to absorb funds from the agricultural sector. 
The follo\'ring suggested measures are relevant in this 
regard: 
8l~ 
Wald, ~. Q1i., p. 182. 
r.; -- ----
1. 
2. 
). 
'"'. 5. 
6. 
7. 
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Various types of land and produce taxes. 
Separate income taxes on agriculture or inclusion 
of agricultural income under a global income tax. 
Export taxes and multiple exchange rates affect-
ing agr·icul ture. 
Property transfer taxes. 
General or selective sales taxes which burden the 
agriculturalist as consumer or producer. 
Mandatory deliveries of agricultural commodities 
to the government at lovJ fixed pl"ices. 
17iscal monopolies, including government marketlng 
boards. 
a-. -}3a-tte-rm-ent----ievh3s-, -whh3h-m1-ght-be-i-mposcd-~·rhene-ver:~------­
the benefigs of development projects are 
local:tzec1. .5 
Most of the above measures have wide appllcabiltty, 
and not all of them would be approprlate in all countrifJ s. 
It will be necessary for the policy makers to choose from 
this list of fiscal measures the ones i\fhich seem most 
\applicable to the pecullar conditions in his country. 
It is at least hearten:i.ng to realize that the often-
times neglected agricultural sector can contribute immensely 
in trying to l:lft a country from a state of poverty toward 
the road to economic growth. 
~ ~ne,cal ~e:9 . .i.l1-:.:~..? l'illl.Qh JU:lJZ;b..t. J;?.s;. h~_l.Qf_u_l .111 
j,mproying ~- .ta.z gdmini§tratlo.n ~ t~ .§.!;ruotMr~ in JJn!iftr.-
The following general measures may 
usefully be considered in improving tax structure and tax 
administr•ation in underdevE~loped countries: 
110. 
1. Encouragement and insistence upon proper account-
ing--especially in countries where there are a large number 
of petty traders who keep no records at all, or in countries 
where a large proport4.on of income is earned in agriculture 
and where bookkeeping is virtually unknown. In additj. on, 
=-- -
--------
;:7-- ------------
11 The organization of marketing cooperatiVE-3S may help a govern-
-r---------·mB~l·t. c:wl-J:-en!J-t----ta-xe-s-1-n----t-he-agri-cu-l-t-u-ral-sec-t-0r·-..~11-8-6---------------
2 • rrhe establishment and efficient operation Of 
local goverr'Jatent institutions--which not only facilitate 
tax collections but also promote use of tax funds for local 
purposes. 87 ':Che use of tax funds for local purposes, espe~ 
cially those with clear demonstration effects, will be valu-
able in making the people understand the relationship between 
taxation, investment, and rising standards of living. As 
Higgins points out, tt. • • taxable capacity 1 tself is not 
unrelated to the degree of enthusiasm for the program of ~,1 · .. t 
expencU ture·. 11 If people's e:n.thuslasm for investments (public 
or private) can be aroused and directed to proper channels, 
it is not impossible for economic development to move at a __.. 
faster rate. 
It might be added that taxes in kind, say labor 
serv:l.ce.s which are d.iffioul t to measure, are probably more 
86 Higgins, _QQ. cit. , pp. 496 ... 9'7. 
87Pepelas1s, Mears, and Ad.elman, .QJ2.. ,git., p. lll~. 
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easily adminlstered at the local level. It is claimed that 
experience with community self-help programs indicate that 
if development projects are organized a.nd executed by local j\s o 
governments for the imrnec.Uate benef'i t of the local citizenry, 
a substantial volume of labor resource can be obtained and 
utilized for economic development. 88 
r,~~~~~-----q,.,--.--------Pa-xes-whi-ob-a-re-l-1-~e'l-y-t-e-se-unpGpuJ.a-r-'-Or.'-ti-i-:f.';f'~"--Cult-------
to administer from a distance--those involving assessment of 
land values, surmise income taxes and the like, ean probably 
be better administered at the local ilievel. This is because 
the local government officials are known to the taxpayers 
and a:r·e cons j_dered to represent them. 
It must be admitted that there is also the danger 
that personal favoritism and discrimination might be greater 
if such taxes are administered by local officials than if 
they are administered from the center. 89 Each underdeveloped 
country mus1; assess for itself the advantages or disadvantages 
of using this policy. 
4. It m1.ght be helpful to call certain taxes as devel-
opment taxes in order to gain popular appeal.90 For example, 
certain taxes might be linked directly by the government to 
specific development projects. This is likely to be helpful 
---·--88 Higgins, QQ. Qlt., p. 513. 
89 90 11. ~919~· Ib~d., p. J23. 
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because if a person knows Nhere his money is going and the 
worthwhileness of such projects, he will show less resistance 
in paying his taxes (than if he does not know vvhere 1 t is 
going and whether the go'.rernment will use the money wisely). 
In addition, certain capital expenditures by the 
government, say for irrigation or electric po1.v-er, necessarily 
of the benefit of such development. "If part of the cost of 
such projects is defrayed by special ad hoc taxas levied on 
the people in the area rather than from the general exchequer, 
it is conceivable that the resistance of people (both those 
benefitted and those not benefitted, sic.) to higher taxes 
may be diminished. 11 The people ln the area might even be 
encouraged to take more active interest in such projects out 
91 
of local patriotism. 
5. Intergovernmental financia 1 arrangements adapted 
by one country may not be suitable for another country. This 
may be due to differences in constitutional position, 
historical background' and other factors. rrhts brings to 
mind the necessity ~for" tailor-made 11 intergovernmental f1nan-
cial arrangements, or mix betNeen central 1:1nd local govern-
92 
ment in the fiscal process. 
9l ll E' i 
.I. G. Patel, "IVJobi11zat1on of esour•ces for 'conom c 
Development'' in Y.nd~rdevelopeg [tr§.§..fi., edited by Lyle H. 
Shannon (New York: Harper and Brothers, 19.57), p. 210. 
92Higgins, .QQ. c:i.t,., p. 512. 
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It is interesting to mention the Libyan experience in 
this connection. According to Higgins,, there is a provision 
in the Llbyan constitution, under which legislative powers 
with respect to personal income tax are in the hands of the 
central government, ~<Jhile admini strati ve pot-Jers are ascribed 
to the provinoi.al government. r:L'his is well adapted to the 
current aituation in the country for the following reasons: 
(a) it assures uniform personal income tax rates throughout 
the ·country; (b) the assessment of incU vidual tax liability 
and the expendi t~vu•e of income tax receipts are the preroga-
tive and rocsponsibility of the local authorities making pos-
sible rigorous tax enforcement; and (c) interprovincial 
rivalries and animosities are m1nimized.93 
It will be up to each underdeveloped country to seek 
the opt inurn mix between central and local contributions. As 
Higgins puts it, 11 Each has certain advantages whj. oh cannot \\1 'li) 
readily be transferred from one level of government to the,..,·' 
other. 11 
6. rrax administration could also be improved by an 
effective system of legal penal ties as \'Tell as the willing-
ness and ability to apply effective penalties. If ta.x evasion 
is not penalized effectively, how can compliance with tax 
provisions be expected to improve? 
93Ib1d. 
<::i--
It should not be forgotten that the effectiveness {and 
efficiency) of tax administration depends 1.n large part on 
the ability and efficiency of the people who run lt. If the 
tax agency of the government is poorly manned, tax administra-
tion cannot be expected to improve. Higher pay and more 
liberal benefits could most probably attract good and able 
7. In an environment of low gross national product, 
it may be worthwhile to consider morUfying the over-all 
tax structure. If the prevailing tax system has not resulted 
in accelerated gro~11th, it is possible that n.scal policy has 
not been adapted and designed effectively to the peculiar 
circumstances of the country as to result in grm:tter- tax 
yields and mors compulsory (tax) savings for investment. 
1( This j_s not to say that other faults lie else1,<Jhere than in 
the fiscal structure). No method is recommended ltlere for 
modifying a country's tax structure as thls has to be adapted 
to the peculiar circumstances of the countl"Y. 
In revising the tax structure, however, it maybe 
advisable to consider some combination of revenue measures, 
rather than relying on any one measure alone. According to 
\rJald, a good combinatj_ on should probe.bly provide for the 
following: 
a. A means of mass taxation which would raise la:r•ge 
amounts fr-om a broad. segment of the agricultural 
population without imposing excessive burdens 
on particular groups. 
b. A more exclusive tax applying to the l.<~Tealthier 
recipients of agricultural income. 
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c. 
d. 
One or more taxes designed to tap 't'rindfall 
incomes arising out of fluctuations .in export 
prices or out of domestic development~. 
Special taxes for regulatory purposes.9 
Such a system would probably be more equitable in the 
sense that each group will be taxed according to its ability 
~------~t~o-~y. Such improvement in the tax structure if politically 
acceptable, could lead to increased tax revenue. lt needs 
to be clarified at; this point (in view of the numerous 
previous references thereto} that taxation according to 
"ability. to pay" is not being glorified in this chapter as 
being the last word in taxation or as be:l.ng synonymous vr:l.th 
justice. Taxation according to ability ~ be a penalty on 
such economic vtrtues as industry, productivity, enterprise, 
necessary risk-taking, and thrift •. It must be insisted, how-
ever, that uncler the condltions px•evailing in many under-· 
developed countries 't'rherein the great poverty of the masses 
exist alongside the great wealth of the fe1.1, and in the 
absence of a better way, taxation according to ability to 
pay seems to offer more hopes for lncreased revenue. In the 
course of economic growth, when the problem of poverty has 
been alleviated, maybe this method ought to be modified. 
gradually so as to leave more diE3posable incomes to taxpayers 
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regar<lless of wealth or size of incomes in order to strengthen 
incentives in private enterprise and investment. 
It is worthwhile also not to overlook the following 
matters in formulating tax changes in underdeveloped 
countries: 
a. The prevailing balance of political power, 
-- --- -----
---
rj- --
e-o-onom1-c-,----s-ee-:1oa-l----and-i-ns-ti-tutLnnal_c on.~lb~i=n=a=-· t_,_,i=-o-=-n.._..__ ________ _ 
of forces shaping the government. 
b. It should be in line with the admlnJstrative 
capacity of the country so that taxes can be 
enforced comprehensj.vely and ,justly. 
c. Revenue-raising measures should c11ffert'n1tiate 
betNeen short-term (which are needed for finano-
ing urgent development projects) and 11 • • • lo.ng 
term tax reform directly a:r•ticulated to the 
steady encouragement of economic development.u95 
Failure to give due rege.rd to any important factor or 
element in the fiscal process may prove costly in terms of 
total tax yield and potential compulsory savings or even 
retard rather than promote the process of economic growth. 
VI. SUMMARY 
An increase in tax revenue or compulsory savings is 
essential ln financing capital formation especta1ly for 
9 5H1ggins, ..QQ • .Qll.,. , P. 1~'76. 
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building the underdeveloped country's social overhead capital. 
Lack of sufficient saving for this purpose is a serious handi-
cap. It becomes necessary to discover means for increasing 
tax revenu.e or comp'-:llsory savings and to provide that the 
government does not "consume 11 but invests it. 
It appears that there are available to underdeveloped. 
countries various measures which might promote tTi1 s end such 
as: 
1. Incentlve taxation. 
2. Specific measures for increasing tax revenue by 
improving enforcement and collections from different types 
of taxes. 
J. •raxatlon of agricultural income by var1ous 
measures accompanie<.1 by effective measures for inereas :\.ng 
agrtcultural productivity. 
4. Various general measures in improving tax struuture 
and tax administration. 
From these measures, the under•developed country may 
fino_ 1 t f:r.ui tful to consider those t;hat appear- suitable to 
its 11eeds ~ purposes, and peculiar circumstances :l.n its 
effort to improve its fiscal processes and to ach1eve 
increased. compulsory savings. It should be emphaslzed th.at 
the more heavy the use of non-volun.tary devices to secure 
savings, the less, ~.ncomes remaining constant, is left for 
voluntary savings wh:l.ch might finance private enterprise or 
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be loaned to the government for public enterprise. To be 
sure some advances: in social overhead capltal (including mini-
mum government service) are both pre-requisite to successful 
private enterprise and to the enlargement of total income out 
of t-vh:l.ch voluntary, forced, and compulsory savirlg may come. 
Once the soc lal overhead cf-J,pi tal is provided for, 1 t may be 
po-~s-n)l-e-ami-b-em.rf1--u-i_a_l_t-o----rB-d-uc-e-t;a-xe-s---gra-d:u-a'l--i:y-aocol"'d-i-ng·----------
to the px·evailing needs of the government in order to promote 
increased pr•ivate sav'Lng and capital formatlon. 
It needs to be emphasized also that strong and inspir-
ing leadership :ls needed in underdeveloped. count:r1.c1s--
especialJ.y people who think not in terms of self or personal 
enrtohment once ·they are tn the government nervice but in 
ter·ms of the common or national welfare. r.rhis could be an 
important factor. in energizing the people and maldng them 
cooperate and exert ever greater effort in lifting the 
country out of poverty tnto economic prog1•ess tlu:•o11gh 
democratic means. 
CHAP'rEH IV 
FORCED SAVINGS THHOUGH INFLATION BESUVl,ING Ii'ROH FINANCING 
OF INVESTNENT BY HEANS OF BANK CBL DIT OR NEvi HONEY 
11he aim of th:i s chapter 1 s to c1 is cover certain les w• 
sons in regard to securing forced savings f·or eaDi tal forma-
- --- ---
5 -- --- ---- ---- ----
i!-----'-------'l-1:; i-Gi.1.-tl'1-r'{1a-g-h.-i-nt'-l-a-t.-i-en-. -I-t-i-s-ge-ner--aJ.~l-y-he-10.-Um-t-i-nf'Ia_ti-on _________ _ 
may be caused. by demand-pull, income claims, structural 
frictions, or international forces, or by all simultaneously. 
'rhe inflation that is referred to here is of the demand-pull""" 
type resulting from the deficit financing of investment 
through bank loans or fiat money. 
iJ:he question may be raised. whether this c1emand-pull>~"' 
type of i.nflation can be useful in generat:\.ng forced savings 
needed for caplta1 forwation in under-developed. countries. ,p 
If it can be useful, to what extent and under what circum-
stances should the forced savings be secured and the real 
resources released from consumption to capital formation? 
If it can be bad for underdeveloped countries, should it be 
avoided entirely, . or can it be used as a very. last resort'? 
In the event that it is used as a very last resort, what 
important lessons, experiences, and ideas ought to be 
learned and borne in mind in regEJ.rd to its use'! 
This chapter is divided into the following sections: 
1. Impor•tance of the problem. 
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2. Ho'ti'J inflation, through bank credit or new money 
creation to finance investment, arises. 
3. How forced real saving is achieved. Ei-
l.~. i'Jhy underdeveloped countries generally are 
regarded to be more inflation-prone than developed countries. 
5. How individual underdeveloped countries differ with 
11--~~~----=r=--e=--gard.s to the use o:F.' i.nfl_at_i_QnaJ~y_mUtY'_TTtQJl_e_y_t-lS_a_me_ans_o_f _________ _ 
generatlng forced savings. 
6. In view of the,::many dangers that any type of 
lnflatlon may cL,mulate and get out of' control, it is worth-
while to warn underdeveloped countries of the disadvantages 
and dangers of inflation. 
7. Some advantag~;s of lnfla ti on in adc1J. tion to 
generating forced savings. 
8. The experiences of certain countries. 
9. Certain important lessons. 
10. Summary. 
I . Ir1PORTANCE OF ~PHE PROBLEH 
!1any underdeveloped countries are suffering from 
scarcity of savings--a primary handicap to capital formation. 
In the absence of other sources of savings, the governments 
of underdeveloped countries in their desire to accelet~ate 
capital formation and for reasons of poli t:lcal. convenience 
feel themselves forced to make use of bank loans or fiat 
~ 
. I. 
! 
money to flnance lnvestment. Oftentimes the new money is 
I 
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~created. merely to buy the real resources needed for capital 
I 
if or rna tion without intending an inflation (but inflation 
! 
!usually arises as a by-product). Sometimes, the new money is 
!created with the explicit intention of causing inflation and 
! 
:by means of it achieve »forced" (real) saving. 
\ I that -v\rh.tle tt1ei.t' general i~tenti on may l)e to p1~on1ote ce ..pi tt:1l 
\ 
\ I 
'\iformati.on, it is easy for any inflation (resulting from the 
\new money creati.on to finance investment) to curmJ.late and 
·~et out of con.trol. rrhey ought to ask the serious question 
f whether or not their governments are prepared and capable 
' controlling any resulting infl.atlon. If the inflation 
I 
'l be kept mild or creeping, but continuously under control, 
e benefits may be derived. However, once the inflation 
~ es to be creeping and becomes gallophl.g, the consequences 
~i 1e tragic as past experience has ver:tfied. 'rhey ought 
I 
I 
')W what may be in store for them once they engage in a 
o~ m of investment financed by new and inflattonary money. 
~y\ 1ght to learn certain important ler:~s ons and profit from 
\ 
~ triences of some countries ln the past as well as from 
ru\ 'leas of students of economic development. An aware-
a. 1 o\ hese lessons, experiences, and ideas 1s lmportant 
onl 'or the purpose of hJ.Creaslng savings fo:r• oapi tal 
ati )ut also for fostering the democratic means to 
e 
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II. HO~v INPLA'l'ION, THROUGH BANK CREDI'r OH NE:1:J MONEY 
CREATION TO FINANCE INVESTr1ENT, AHISES 
Generally, any of the three active sectors of the 
economy--government, business, and labor--can initiate the 
inflation process. Bernstein and Patel's discussion of the 
inflationary process is illuminating. rrhey point out that 
~rhe ordinary functioning of an economy should result 
in dj.stributing and using income in such a mf.tnner that 
aggregate demand ror output is eq?ivalent to the cost 1 
of producing total output, includ2ng profits and taxes. 
The process of irl;fla.tion may be lnitiated by the effort 
of any sector of the economy to secure a share of the 
nat:tonal output which is larger than T,-Jould. ~e provided 
by the ord:inary functioning of the economy. -
provided this d.one by the use of add.ed money. On the assurnp~ 
tion that the other sectors of the economy are not prepared 
to acquiesce to this increase in the share of output used by 
any one sector and. spend all of their money incomes, all of 
the sectors together will be try lng to get mor(s- of the 
national output than productiOl1. oroJ.narily proyjJleS. rrhis 
is the nature of the inflattonary process. they a.ssert, when 
the total effeoti ve d.emand, for all purposes (consumption, 
investment, and government) exceeds the supply of goods at 
current prices. 
1E. ~1. Bernstein and I. G. Patel, 11 Inf'lation in Rela-
tion to Economic Development, 11 from St..u§:.i§.§. .1n Ec..ill1..Q.!l'UQ. 
Pev~lOP.]1en.:t, edited by Ber•nard Okun and Richard H. Hichard.son 
(New York: Holt, Hi:nehart, and. \vinston, 1961), p. 43?. 
2.~bj.c1., pp. 1-!-38-40. 
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With respect to the inflation which can be initiated 
by the government sector, it can be said that under ordinary 
condi tj_ons a government usually finances 1 ts public services 
and public investments by means of taxes and loans from the 
pubLic. If 1 t Nants to expancl investment or build its social 
overhead capital in the early stages of development, the 
~~~ve control of or secure a greater portion of the national 
output and to devote 1.t to capttal for·rnation, not current 
expenditure. To be able to o.o this, in the abBfn1ee of other 
sources of sav:lng, a method commonly found convenlent is to 
make use of its power to create money~·-to iosue new money or 
borrow from the centr11l or commercial banks so thrtt it can 
buy the needed real resources for capital format j_on. If other 
sectors of the economy, business and labor, are unwilling to 
contract their spending for investment or consumption by the 
amount of the value of real re"sources being bid for by the 
government (and assuming the lack of idle cap~.wl ty 'V'Ti th whtch 
to increase production to meet o"ddea. effective c1Enaana. by the 
government), prj.oes will tend to go up. Inflation :ts thus 
initiated by the government. 
Businessmen or private investors can also tn:ltiate an 
inflat1.onary proc(JJSS. Ord:l.narily, they meet their need for 
loan funds or savings out of proflts o:C' savings lent to them 
by the public. If they desire to expand inveRtmex1t, the 
G ----
ordinary sources of savings may be found lnsufficient to meet 
their lnvet:Jtment nee<'l.s. In the absence of other sources of 
savings or loan funds it has to resort to bank loans (deposit 
money) in order to buy the real resources needed for capital 
forma tlon. If labor cloes not contract consumption by the 
amount of addi thmal resources which the investors need say 
consumption level, and in the absence of an J.ncrease in 
voluntary saving, prices vril1 rise--resulting in an inflation. 
Although the wage-push type of :lnflat.j_on is not the 
subject of this ~:tudy, it needs to be sald that lc:tbor has a 
key role in the inflation process. 
Its acquiescence (or the acqulescence of labor wlth 
monopoly power in constant money wages) is essential in making 
possible the direction of more real resources into develop-
ment.) In a sltuatj_on 1"lhere private enterprise ls capable 
of engaging procluo ti vely in certain investments, the govern·~ 
rnent may flnd. it useful to acquiesce in favor of business. 
However, if labor does not acquiesce there is thE'~ ever-present 
danger tl1.at the effort to stimulate development \~Jill not sue-
oeed and. instead 'ifJill generate a contJ. nuom:; inflD.tion through 
the pr:lce-wa.ge spiral. ~Phis is so because the competl tion of 
the government, entreprenuer and workers for a larger share 
3Ibid., pp. L~)9-41. 
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of the national product will raise prices although with a 
lag. The result is that inflation will mount ever so high 
to keep ahead of inflattng costs, if investment is to continue. 
Benham's and Holley's comment on the Chilean experience 
is relevant. 
By the mid-1950's inflation in Chile had become a 
consta~t process of redistribution of the national 
------- -----------
8 
t----------;income as the various sectors of-the economy--th'~e:;:----------_-__ -___ -___ -_ -__ -__ -__ 
( 
Government, the entrepreneurs, and the workers--
strove to increase their share of a natiRnaJ. product 
that was growlng only slowly, if at all • .J. 
Not much forced saving could. be realized under such a 
situation. Economic development has its costs and entails 
sacrifices. The acquiescence of labor in favor of business 
or government investment is neceG~Jary in order to direct more 
real resources to capital formation. 
III. HOW li'OBCED REAL SAVING IS ACHIEVED 
In the cases mentioned above, the rising prloes result-
ing from added money used by the government or by business, 
to buy the real resources for investment, assuming labor 
with monopoly power aoqutesces in constant money, wages will 
be the proximate cause of forced saving. To be sure there 
will be no increased saving of money. In fact, it is because 
consumers run out of money because of higher prices that they 
4 
F. Benham and H. A. Holley, li S,t1ort Iptro5i!J.Q.t.tQ.n to 
~ Egonomy of LatJ...u America (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1960), p. 110. 
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are forced to curtail their buying--to practice real saving. 
The consumers are forced to save. The real resources are 
bid 8lftTay fJ:~om the consumer goods industries by the investment 
projects--enabling the government or business to expand its 
scale of investment. Prices of cnnsumer goods rise and con-
surners• consumption falls if thei:r money incomes remain 
+----------'·A..l1Ed.~an't-.,-------------------------------------
In cases where money incomes are rising with the infla-
tion, the importance of fiscal policy, through taxation, as 
a means of absorbing rising money incomes and d:trecting more 
real resources to capital formation cannot be overemphasized. 
Without for example a high marginal rate of taxatj.on to mop 
up l"is ing money incomes generated by the infla t1 on to pre·· 
vent them from bej_ng spent on consumpt:l.on, forced savings 
cannot be secured. A high m9.rglnal rate of taxation (whl.ch 
must be saved and not spent by the go:v:ernment) is necessary 
to absorb the rising money incomes and pr-event them from being 
channeled into consumption which can nullify any expected 
forced se .. vings. If the rising money j.ncomes are not absorbed 
by taxes, they can be spent on consumption and can prevent 
real :c>esources from being released for capital formation. 
On the other hand, 1f these rising money incomes are 
absorbed b;.r the government by means of taxation and sEwed 
instead of being spent, consumers will run out of money. 
They will be forced to curtail their buying, t.o consume lesr:l 
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and to save thus releasing real resources from consumption 
to capital formation. 
IV. \>JHY UNDERDEVELOPED COUN'rRIES GENERALLY ABE REOAHDED 
TO BE f-10RE INFLA TION-PBONE 'niAN DEVELOPED COUNT lUES 
In Nhat respects do developed and underdeveloped 
tool devised for or better adapted to the economy of more 
developed societies? itJha.t follows is an enumeration of some 
of the differences in characteristtcs, circumstances or 
economic conditions between developed and underdeveloped 
countries which might partially explain why developed 
cot.mtrles have had more success with the inflationary financ-
ing of investment than underdeveloped countries and t-'l'hy the 
latter ought to be extremely cautious in arriving at a deci· 
slon to use it. 
1. In developed countries, idle manpower ex:l.sts 
alongside idle production facilities so that added money or 
increasing effective demand may well help to activate idle 
factors of production. Productj.on can be increased in 
rather short order to move against added money which can 
dampen possible price increases. 
In underdeveloped countries, however, production 
facil:i ties through rtJb1ch unemployed or underemployed man-
power and ill-used raw materials might be better used are 
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largely non-existent. As Krause points out, the problem is 
one of how to create in the first instance the production 
facilities that by their presence and operation can create a 
demand for manpower and r~w materials. "Their production 
facilities being generally designed for processing, an injec-
tion of new money ••• at best, can help create these pro-
and are capable of turning out products, there is an absence 
of more goods to move against the new money. 11 5 
2. Because of the scare! ty of savings or• loan funds, 
their borrower status and their rudimentary financial organiza-
tion, increased capital formatj_o:n or investment is more likely 
to be financed by credit creation (additional money) in poor 
countries. This is in contrast to more developed countries 
where a considerable part of investment can be financed out 
of retained earnings or loans from the public's voluntary 
. 6 
savings (i.e., from existing money). 
J. In richer countries there are also more entrepre-
neurs who prefer long-term investments in productive enter-
prlse. In underdeveloped countries there is lesser or little 
preference for long-term in.vestments because of unfavorable 
conditions and more preference for short-term ventures as 
5 Krause, gn. Qlt., p. 228. 
6 Neier and Baldwin, ..Q.Q. ru..t,., pp. 351-52. 
- -
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well as investment in unproductive activi.ties like land or 
real estate speculatlon. E:vidently these are the forms of 
investment which cannot be expected to j.ncrease productivity 
substantially which can move against the new money. 
4. Certain market imperfect;ions such as poor means of 
transportation also make underdeveloped oountrie s more 
1nfl~i on-prone. 
5. It is also politically more difficult to raise 
taxes in underdeveloped countries which can be used to 
absorb increases in income in order to offset or neutralize 
further inflationary pressures. 
6. The governments of underdeveloped countries are 
limited in their ce.paci ty to control inflation not only in 
the application of fiscal, but also monetary policies. At 
the same time, however, they are in a weak posit:l.on to resist 
the increasing demands for more government services especially 
of a social ~relfare character as pointed. out by r1eier and. 
Baldwin. 7 
It appears f:t•om the above that the prevailing circum-
stances in underdeveloped countries--say scarcity of savings, 
scarcity of capital equipment needed to be matched with labor 
and for increasing productivity, lack of productivity-inclined 
entrepreneurs, political difficulty of raising taxes--do not; 
7
.fbid. 
-- ----
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seem to provide the appropriate economic and social environ-
ment within which the demand- pull type of inflation can be 
successfully used in generating forced savings needed for 
capital formation. 
There appears to be some measure of truth in the idea 
that inflation is a tool that has been devised for more 
= 
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so that production can be increased when effective demand, 
through monetary expansion to fi ns.nce investment, is increased. 
In such an advanced country more money will involve relatively 
little inflation. 1Jlhey likewise have st1:-ong and efficient 
governments equipped and capable of making use of the needed 
fiscal and monetary tools that are effective in managing the 
inflation. 
It will be fruitful for each underdeveloped country 
making use of or contemplating the use of this type of infla-
tion to pay attention to the peculiar characteristics devel-
oped countries have t..rhich made the method sui table to the:tr 
environment or made them more successful in the application 
or use of inflationary financing of investment. Such pecul-
iarl ties or differences should be analyzed. in an effort to 
determine whether or not inflation through bank credit or 
other money creation can be successfully applted i:n under-
developecl countries. Economic policles whl ch are effective 
under a certain set of conditions cannot be logically and 
effectively applied. to another set of con.dit:tons. 
V. HOW INDIVIDUAL UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES DIPFEH 
WITH REGARDS TO THE USE OF INFLATIONAHY NE\v I'10NEY 
AS A l'1EANS OF GENEHATING FORCED SAVINGS 
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In addition to the differences existing between 
developed and underdeveloped countries, it is necessary 
also to show the differences between ind:l.vidual underdevel-
oped countries. The term underdeveloped country is generally 
applied to countries wlth per capita income of ~~500 or less. 
However, among these underdeveloped countries, there exists 
a wide range of differences in economic, social, political, 
and oul tural cond j.ti ons. 
The use of inflation, through bank credit creation, 
as a means of generating savings for development could have 
different results among individual countries that n ••• an 
amount of credit creation which would raise pric(~S by ten 
per cent in one, might double prices in another. 118 For 
example, different countries vary as to the extent to which 
full capacity has been reached and the degree of dependence 
. 9 
on foreign trade. Different countries also have different 
answers to each of the followtng questions:lO 
8 Lewis, ..Q.l2.. cit., pp. 405-·06. 
9
w111ard L. Thorp and Richard E. Quand.t, ~ g 
Inflg&tlon (New Y'ork: ~1cGraw-Hill Book Company, 1959), p. 136. 
10 Lewis, lQ~. ~. 
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a. \·Jho will get the inflationary profits and what 
will they d.o Nith them? Will they be spent on consumption, 
speculation in commodities; or will they be used to create 
new fixed capital, to buy government bond.s or will they be 
hoarded? 
b. Can the output of consumer goods be expanded 
longer the first stage of lnflation, the more time is there 
for inflation to cumulate. 
c. Is it the ktnd of economy where pr j_ces of esserrtial 
goods can be controlled fairly easily, v..ri thout a great grm.;rth 
of blackmarkets? 
d. Is there a strong trade union movement, which will 
turn a demand inflation into a cost inflation? 
e. Can the foreign exchange situatton be safeguarded? 
f. Is there a high marginal rate of taxatl on moppj.ng 
up fifty per cent of money inc orne as fast as it is generated 
by inflation? 
Different answers to each of the above questions require 
different sets of solution in regara to the use of monetary 
expansion for financing capital formation. 
In addition to the above, they ~lso differ politically 
or in politi.cal response to inflation. As :Lewis stated,some 
governments find it politically imperative to take measures 
to raise real income substa.ntiall y, even if this .involves 
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some inflation. In other countries, the public has been 
through quite enough inflation in recent years, for destruc-
tive purposes, and it expects its governments to keep a 
tight rein on money. 11 
The differences above mentioned bettrteen 1ndiv1dual 
underdeveloped countries and the variations in the answers 
response are also important cons:l.derations in determinlng 
whether or not to resort to inflation and to what extent it 
may be safely used in generating savings for d.evelopment. 
VI. DI:SADVANTAGES AND DANGEHS 01;, INFLATION 
In view of the many dangerB that the demand-pull type 
of inflation, like any other type, can lead a nation in't1o 
once it cumulates and gets out of control, it wot1ld be useful 
to ttJarn these undercleveloped countries of some of the dis-
advantages and dangers of inflation. :':lome of these dis·w 
advantages and danger's are enumerated below:. 
1. It is the most cruel of taxes because as is often-
times heard, it ts a levy without any regard for abillty 
to pay. The method is not selective and people who can least 
afford to save are usually forced to save. Among this group 
are people who have kept their savings into forms that give 
Jl 
. I~bj..Q... , p. 406. 
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them clalms on money--pensions, life insurance, savings 
accounts, bonds, etc.--sm0ner or later they will find that 
their purchasing power is going down. 
2. If it raises profits, not .all (perhaps only a 
third) of the increase in profits is saved. Some of the 
increase in profits Nill be used to increase consumption, 
some will be used to transfer funds abroad and some w~rl b""e.------:----------
used to acquire other assets at home which may represent 
relat:t vely poor economic use of scarce pro due ti ve resources. 
As Bernstein and Patel stated, only the remainder, say one-
third, will provide the net addltion to savings that is the 
necessary concom1.tant of the increase in lnvestment. The 
remainlng two-thirds has no other economic function than to 
be large enough to lnduce businessmen to save and invest one-
third of the increase in their profits •12 Of course, if 
inflationary profits are taxed heavily, government revenue 
or compulsory savings can be increased. However, taxes in 
underdeveloped countries are generally low. F'urthermore, if' 
the increase in profits is equalled by the reduction of 
voluntary savings of individuals,ther~ is no. net saving at 
all but merely a shift in income. 
According to some figures given by Buchanan, inflation 
increased saving and investment sligh~dy,if at all. This is 
12Bernstein and Patel, Q2. Qll., pp. 444-45. 
-
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borne out by figures on investment rates in Brazil, Chile, 
and Colombia wherein gross private investment as a percentage 
of gross national product did not increase at all between 
the years 1946, 1947, and 1948 when expansion of bank credit 
was very large. With less inflation, prlvate investment in 
the United States dur:l.ng the same three yee.rs formed higher 
~-~----"p-r-sp-e-r-t-l-e-n-s-ef-g-r-es-s-n-s~-t-1-G-}ga.J;--p!!-O-d-uo-t-.-l_J~~------------------
3. It is economically wasteful--changes in the value 
of money makes the conduct of business harder; rational 
calculation gets more difficult; alternatlves involving the 
future cannot be weighed as l>.~ell as if the :neasure, money 
were to remain stable. Easy money and the assurance of jobs 
induce some relaxation in the determination to put forth the 
best day's work possible. 
It also cuts a community's long-run capacity to produce. 
The physical capital built when prices were lower '~ill gener-
ally be carried on the owner's records at a figure below its 
replacement cost. The depreciation costs used ln. fixing 
selling prices wilJ. not be high enough to permit the ow11er 
to replace his capltal equipment. 14 
4. Since inflatton reduces the purc.hasing power of 
money, it is logical to assume that inflation can. discourage 
----------------
13 Buchanan, ..Q:Q. • .Q.li. , pp. 311-12. 
14Lowell C. Harriss, .1'..hft A;ne!1gau Econom~ (Homer,wod, 
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1956}, p. 725. 
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voluntary money savings. Inflation (the instrument of forced 
savings} has long been charged with diminishing ordinary sav-
ing as the savings (at least in the form of money or claims 
to money) lose their value. 
If inflation :ts moderate, it may not entirely dis-
courage voluntary monetary savings. It is possible for 
\j----------;i-n4-i-v-;;\-€l,~o1a-l-s-tH:>-rGd:uoe-"bo-s6m.-e-extent---ttre-i-r-cronsu:mpt-ton-and.-------__ -_-__ -__ -___ -__ -___  
increase their cash savings in order to maintaj.n the same real 
value of money whlch they need for daily acti.vi ty. 
On the other hand, if the value of money :ls deterior ... 
ating and seems likely to continue, the holding of money sav-
ings becomes less attractive. Confidence in money can be 
lost. It will encourage a flight out of money into goods or 
commodities and encourage speculative activity. 
There is also a tendency for savings to be misdirected 
away from productive outlets to short-term projects or the 
holding of stocks of goods, gold and foreign currency, 
because of the uncertainty on price l'ises. 
5. It ts easy for inflatlon to begj.n spiraling in a 
poor economy. Once inflation begins, it is difficult to limit 
it to amoderate amount. As Meier and Baldin state, govern ... 
ments of poor economies, in::::tead of allowing only a mild 
inflation, are more llkely to be tempted. into deliberately 
using inflation as an easy way of financing increased expend-
itures. Inflation can cumulate and as has been experienced 
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in Chile, it is difficult to stop inflatlon once it has 
started because of vested j_nterests of persons who have come 
to rely on its continuation.15 
6. Long-term lending can also be discouraged because 
the price rise wipes out the benefits of the fixed interest 
income. If money is loaned at an interest rate of five per 
rate, no interest income is accruing in real terms. 
7. When inflationary profits are easy to come by, 
pressure for efficiency in production is reduced and resource 
malallocations can be sizeable. In a recent stud.y, it has 
been estimated that Chile is foregoing between a fifth and a 
fot-trth of its normal output as a rcsul t of inflation. 16 
The demand pull type of inflation, like any other 
type, can easily cumulate. Once it cumulates and gets out 
of control, it can lead a nation j_nto many dangers and pro-
vide many disadvantages some of which were enumerated above. 
These dangers and disadvantages ought to serve as a strong 
warning to underdeveloped countries to exercise great care 
and wisdom in arriving at a decision on l•lhether or not to 
make use of inflationary new money to f1nanoe investment;~ 
l5Meier and Baldwill~~ QQ. Qli., p. 352. 
16l'P4.il· 
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VII. SOME ADVANTAGES OF INFLATION IN ADDITION 
TO GENEEATING FORCED SAVINGS 
In the beginning, the question was r<3rised whether or 
not this type of inflation cran be useful :ln underdeveloped 
countries. If so, to what extent and under ~'~hat circum-
stances should they try to secure the forced savlng,,..s___'::'n~e_...,e...,d...._ed""'---------­
for capital formatlon? 
Inflation, through bank credit and other money c:rea-
tion, enables the government or private business to buy the 
:real goods needed for lnvestment. This is especially con-
venient and useful for governments who find it politically 
more difflcult to raise taxes needed to flnanoe capital 
formation. Inflation al. so shifts r•esou:rces from those whom\) 
inflation forces to save to those who plan to invest. 
In addition, inflation also has the follm...r:tng uses or 
advantages: 
1. It is one way of expropriatifl..g the property of the 
middle and upper wealth groups. 17 For example, the govern• 
ment may create money or is\3ue bonds in exchange for the 
property, say landholdings, of the middle and upper wealth 
groups. There :ts, however, some doubt as to how effectively 
this policy can be enforced or h~far this practice or policy 
17 6 Harriss, QQ. p1t., p. 72 • 
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can go on without arousing or incurring the ire or losing 
the confidence of the people in the government. There is 
deceit involved if the inflation is planned and sooner or 
later this will be discovered by the property owners. In 
Japan and Hussia, this sequence of events--government purchase 
of lands t1i th bonds and subsequent infla tt on--appeared to 
2. Inflation cuts the burden of debt of the govern-
men·t; as well as other debtors, inasmuch as less sacrifice 
is involved in paying a given number of <lollars of interest 
and princj_pal. The creditors, of course, suffer a loss 
equal to the gain of the debtors. In addition, it can dis-
courage or make less attractive the extension of loans or 
buylng of bonds in the future inasmuch as their real values 
(unlike private equities) decrease as the value of money 
depreciates. 
3. A small contlnuing price rise raises tht:) ratio of 
profits to hwestment, in money terms c:md. can stimulate 
business. As Lewis suggests, p:t:>C>fi ts coulcl grow and invest-
ment '!tJOulJ occur even if there were no inflation. On the 
other hand, a little tnflation from time to time increases 
profits as costs lag behind prices, and speeds up the rate 
of capital f'ormatlon. 18 It needs to be remembered that the 
inflation that is referred to here is a situation of moderately 
18 
Lewis, QR. Q1i., p. 236. 
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risin.g prj_oes ~11'1 th the government continuously in oontl"ol of 
the situation. Because if the inflation cannot be limited 
to falrly steady &tnd certainly small amounts or ceases to be 
of the creeping inflation type and becomes galloping or run-
away, inflation had better be a void.eCI. entirely in order not 
to result into greater hardships on the economy. 
the relative merits of inflation and deflation (in developed 
countries) favored moderate inflation. Depreciated money 
resulting from the tendency toward a secular r1.se in prices 
in the past, has assisted the new men and emancip.8.ted. ·them 
from the dead hand of the past. New wealth ~-vas benefitted at 
the expense of the old and it had a loosening influence 
agains~ the rigid distribution of old-won wealth. 19 
Not all inflation is therefore bad. Gradual or creep-
ing inflat1on as a result of bank credit or other money crea-
t1on to finance investment or creation of essential capital 
goods, i'l"ith the government continuously in control, has 
certain advantages. It enables government and business to 
buy the real resources needed for expanding investment. A 
small contlnuj_ng price rise (with the government continuously 
in control) raises also the ratio of prof:tts to investment 
and encourages further investment. Inflation also produces 
-----
19., ,' 
Krause, QQ. cit., p. 228. 
-~ 
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lhl. 
usually shifts incornc f~om those who consume to th(::>se itJho 
save and invest. 
makes.the imposition of dom0at1o oontrols difficult, quite 
wiL~ requ1r~., <Ustr•etHJ bor:t:"Ot-rlng or elr.>e thH c:oun.tt•y will have,, 1 
to d.eprec:i.G. t~ 1. tu our'NHl¢Y oontlnuous1y as inflatl on cumu·~ ·.1 
absorbing profits fro~ genuine production. If the infla-
tif;m ir3 m~J.x•iwd enough • it m:1,n i:Mluce extcH··nal c~:J.pi tal 
flights 3tld discourage or repel foreign 1nvestments. 21 
20" t·leter and Baldwin, .rm • .QJ..ii., pp. J 53"".~5~5. 
211?1'' 1''' QY'l. ..,;~ i+ ·-)· '" /).')0~")1 
/o<J J,.. Q J --,~'t.· ~- 1 l .!'1 it 1'";!.,. '-...,. • 
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countrtes be aware of the possible dam~ers and pitfalls once 
they embark on a program of deficit financh:1g of investment 
by means of bank loans or fiat money. If the inflation can 
be kept to fairly moderate limits of the creeping inflation 
type Nlth the government continuously tn control of the 
si tw::J.tj_on, inflation can be useful in generating forced 
However, once inflation becomes marked and gets out of hand, 
:l.t can result in uneconomic use of scarce resources thus 
defeating the very purpose of economic developmerrt effort. 
VIII. THE EXPERIENCES OP CKBrrAIN COUN~J.lHIES 
Pre-eommunist China is an example of an underdeveloped country 
that made substantial use of inflationary money during the 
period 1939 ... 1950 in order to finance defense and development 
expenditures. Gradual inflation however, cumulated, gre'lfJ into 
dangerously large and uncont.rollecl proportions and finally 
became a galloping inflation. The result v-ras that lt laid 
to waste an entire economic and political system. Inflation 
in the words of Chiang Kia Ngau was 11 ••• the harbinger of 
a Communist triumph. tt 22 
22 
Chiang Kia· Ngau, !be J.:pflat~.ooo:rl: ~.l, :r'h}? 
Ex:Rerl_t:mce .1n C_b.ina, 12...12.-l.2.5.Q. (Ne~\' York: Published jointly 
by The Technology Press of Massachusetts Institute of rrech-
nology and John Wiley and Sons, Incl, 1958), pp. 368-69. 
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Some of the factors or events that were responsible 
for the galloping inflation in pre-Communist China are as 
follows: 
1. 'J.lhe executive domination of both the budget and 
the banking system. As Chiang Kia Ngau polnts out, if the 
government budget is in the hands of the politi.cal leader-
~ni--p-instead------ot----oeJ.ng closely scrutinized by a properly con-
J stituted authority and the central ba.nk plays the role of 
j government disbursing agent, the ability to create money may 
1 become a curse j.:nstead of a boon to the economy. 23 This 
brings to mind the need for an institutional frame111rork fo1:~ 
budget control and the need for having a central bank that 
is j.ndependent of the political leadership. Such watchdogs 
can act as powerful checks on unsound management of the 
. 1 . "" 24 government s financial sy."tem. 
2. Overzealousness in promotlng economic development 
as well as defense expenditures and the absence of necessary 
sources of financing or savings led the government to 1.ssu.e 
excessively government securities which were forcibly sold 
to banks and a. process of relentless deficit financing 
through direct issue of nEn.oJ" curr•ency or fiat money followed .• 
According to Chiang Kia NgEm the government firE;t monopolized 
23 ~ •• p. 366. 
2 4l.h1.<.l. 
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the banks' portfolios and followed this process through by 
par>tial natj.onalization, reflecting a lack of proper respect 
on the soundness of private banking and enterprise. 25 
The excessive creation of new and inflatlonary money 
and lack of proper respect for the soundness of private bani{-
ing and other government measures destro.yed the people's 
people's money and. hindered the growth of .modern banking 
institutions. 
J. The mushroom growth of state ente:t•prise due to the 
slow growth of private enterprise is another indication of 
the lack of proper respect by the government on the soundness 
of private enterprise. In a free enterpri~,;e economy wherein 
production, distribution, and consumption dec1sions are left 
in private hands, it is important to give all the encourage-
ment, support, and stimulation to private enterprise. When 
the government monopolized the banks' portfolios, it is 
evident that private enterprise was left with very little or 
inadequate sources of loan funds needed for investment. In 
addition, various measures instituted by the government which 
led to the loss of the people's confidence in banking institu ... 
tions aggravated the prevailing scarcity of loan funds. 
2.5 ]~., pp. 368-69. 
---------------
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1+. ~I:he poor or costly transportation facilities which 
can make possible transfer of agricultural products from 
where they are produced in plenty to areas where they are 
needed is another of the causes of the inflationary spiral. 
In a large country like China, the problem of distance 
between producing and consuming sectors (say of agrlcul tu:r-al 
.5. Fore1.gn assistance (foreign alCl. for development 
and defense expenditures) can swell local incomes and spending 
and if not accompanied by increase in production for sale or 
absorbed by increased taxation, can contribute to the infla-
. tiomary spLral. ri'his points to the necessity of considering 
and. guiding the reclp:i.ent country's ability to use and 
absorb foreign ald or loans j_n order not to lntensify infla-
tion thr•ough the so called demand-pull on prices. 
In ad.dltion to the above lessons or facto·:r"Js contr•lbut-
ing to the inflatiomJ.ry spiral in pre -Communist China, it is 
interesting to point out that in the successful management 
of capital format j_on through forced savings (resulting from 
inflationary financing), it is necessary to enlist the 
support and cooperation of the educated. and intellectual 
group. If as in the case of China, most of the :intellectual 
group are receiving fixed incomes which do not rise \'Iith 
inflation (government service, teachlng profession and other 
occupations with relatively fixed incomes), a cumulative 
----- --------
- - - --
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inflation is bound to produce disaffection in the very group 
whose cooperation, according to Chiang Kia Ngau, is essential 
to the success of the government's development program. 26 
Inflation in pre-Communist China has produced discontent and 
disaffection not only among the· masses, but also among the 
educated and intellectual group. How can popular support 
~rhe above lessons from the Chinese experience should 
be seriously considered by underdeveloped countries who are 
planning to or are already making use of monetary expansion 
to finance economic development. If they feel that they are 
not in a position to manage successfully inflationary financ-
1ng of economic development, it might be altogether wiser to 
take all immediate and possible measures withln their power 
to control the cumulating inflat:l.on and br:l.ng the inflation 
to a halt if need be. They should. learn and pr•ofH; from the 
experience of other countries and apply immediate practlcal 
measures that are suited to their peculiar problems and cir-
cumstances. It is important to profit now from the mistakes 
of other countries and prevent any parallel developments 
from te.king place for the preservation of our free society. 
The ,rurner,ie.uc§. of Chll~. Chile is an example of an 
underdeveloped country that has rnad.e sub~>tantial use of bank 
26 l.J2.1Jl. , pp. 368-69. 
credit creation to finance industrial expansion. In a study 
rnad.e by Paul T. Ellsworth, he points out that during the four 
years 1939-42, there has been a rapid expansion of Chile's 
means of payment mostly in the form of bank loans, a major· 
portion of vJh ioh have been extended. to development institutes. 
He points out that as of late l9l~2, money supply "· •• had 
the government and development institutes 30L1. per cent, and 
27 loans to the public 66 per oent. 11 
'.rhese newly created funds have been directed toward 
the production both of consumers 1 goods and producers' goods 
although most of sa1d funds Nere directed toward. the latter. 
The index of industrial production for those older established 
industries predominantly engaged in consumers' goods produc-
tion rose in 1941 by 14 per cent above the 1938 average oom-
parea. to building which rose 48 pE"3r cent (measured in phys1cal 
terms) during the same period. 
It appears that most of the funds were dlrected towards 
the provi8ion of capltal facilities as reflected in rela-
ti vely small ,increase in the consumer goods productlon com-
pared to the relatively high increase in building construe-
tion. In addition, Ellsworth points out that Cluri.ng the 
perlod 1938-1942, the conntry's industrial system acquired 
2 ?p T [~ h Ch 1 : ,., • rn i !. • aul • !..llswort , 1.;~;§., ill! .t:.g_ouo .. nll. .1.!1 dt:ans~.1o:o, 
(Net.q York: 'l'he Macmillan Company, 19'-f,5) 1 pp. 121-~~3. 
relatively 11 ttle ad.di tiona1 labor pov;er. P1~oduct1 on of most 
linesjhave increased owing pg.rtly to completion of add.it:lonal 
plant capacity, partly to increased mechanization or improved 
utilization of exist lng plant, and partly only to a modest 
increase in the numbers of available workers despite the 
absence of much sl8.ck in the supply of labor. 
~L' ~~~~~~~~}=:c;l,_ide-r:l-tJ.-y-,~t-B.e-y-ma-de-mure use or cap1 tal tntens i ve 
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equipment than of la.bm• intensive ones which could have been 
helpful if practicable, in absorbing available labor power·. 
Despite the industrial expansion in Chile, it is not-
able that agricultural output during the per}. od l939-19l.f,2 has 
remained almost constant. According to the Estadistica 
Chilena, DecembEn·, 19h2, as cited by Ellsworth, agr1cultural 
output f'or said period were 
1937-38 
1938-39 
1939-4·0 
19LJ.O-J.n 
1941-42 
as follows: 
Quantity Index of 
-· __ J)"..QductiQll.--
98.5 10~~ .h 
100.1 
97.9 
99.0 
F'ood production has failed to keep pace tiTith the 
growth of :\.ndustrial output. 'l'he financing of ind.wstrial 
development through bank credit expansion appears to have 
imposed forced saving on the Chil~an people. In spite of 
the rise in money incomes, the volume of gooCJ.s available for 
consumption or for sale to the public has not increased pro-
portionately. By the end of the year 1942, Ellsvvorth points 
= 
::::; ____ _ 
~ 
-
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out thclt wholesale prices rose 91 per cent and the cost of 
living by 83 per cent. 28 By the consequent rise in prices, 
the mass of workers in the consumer goods industries have 
been forced to consume less so that those engaged in expand-
ing productive facilities might, with their earnings, acquire 
the means of livelihood. 
creatiGn has imposed forced savlng in Ch1.le, . such a pol:tcy 
in a. country vJith per capita incomes of ~~~100 per annum, 
would involve heavier sacrifices on the part of the poor 
people il'l the form of reduced standards of 11ving. Prom the 
point of view of industrial development, easy rnoney condi-
tions, or inflationary new money has promoted 1nc1ustria1 
growth. But in terms of sQcial policy, the merit of indus-
trial growth achieved in Chile through credit expansion is 
/ 
not unquestionable. Under such conditions, Ellsworth's sug-
gestion might be worth considering--that ie, whether it would 
have been 11ri ser to temper the speed of the nat.i on's growth 
somewhat, relying upon savings and possibly increasingly 
progressive taxation to f~~~nce industrial expansion. This 
way, he points out, reduced standards of living might be 
avoided, the danger of ented .. ng uneconomic li.ne s of proc1uction 
would be reduced, and mor~ time would be provlded for the 
------~----------
28Ibid 
-·· 
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acquisitlon of the technical knowledge essential to success-
29 ful operations. 
'rhese important lessons apnear to be worthwhile con-
sidering in the Chilean experience: 
1. 'rhe need for balanced growth of agriculture and. 
industry or the lmportance of not neglecting, but lnstead, 
t1. ve. .So long as agricultural output for sale to the consum-
ers is sufflcient, one of the most important basic needs of 
society is provided for, which can contribute greatly in 
dampenlng fur•ther upt'lard price pre:':jsures, reduce food import 
requ:lrements and eliminate or reduce balance of j)a;rments 
definite. It will also reduce the hardship imposed on the 
consumers who were forced to reduce consumption too much by 
virtue of the inflation. 
2. 'rhe need for s trengtrwning its export trade or 
developing and diversifying its exports in order to increase 
foreign exchange earnj_ngs to alleviate the bal<-J.nce of pay-
ments problem. 
3. The importance of an effective system of internal 
taxation to absorb increases in income resulting from infla-
tion also cannot be overemphasized in its functlon of helping 
neutralize too much inflettonary pressures. As :~;omeone hac.; 
-
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said, a little inflation is alright, but too much of it can 
jeopardize the chances of economic development. 
It might prove enlightening and beneficial for other 
underdeveloped countries contemplating to use or are already 
making use of' bank loans or new money to finance lnvestment 
to comp8.re their problems and experiences with those of Chlle, 
the Chilean experience. This would enable them to discover 
differences and similarities in their problems and prevailing 
conditions, and might suggest practical nolutions to their 
problems rele.t:'L ve to promoting capl tal formation through 
credit or new money creation. 
on infl8.tion durj_ng the years 1919-23 and the years follov-ring 
is. relEJted by Bresciani-IJ.'urroni. At the beginning of infla-
tion in Germany, according to him, public confidence was 
maintained for sometime despite the rise in eurreney j_ssues. 
The public was still unaware of thE~ pb!!)XJ.omenon of monetary 
depreciation and they attributed the rlse hl prlceB to other 
causes. The inflation even stimulated production at the out-
set becaase of the divergence between th(-3 intern.al and external 
values of the mark. \\lith each new issue, however, public con-
fidence in money weakened more and more.3° Inflation began 
----~-·---
30
constantino Bresciani-Turroni, 1~ Ecj)nQllu~ .9t 
In.flation, fl .;?~~ of Q.urreng-y: D~rec:l&.tl:..Qn .ln Pf2lil Wa;r 
Germa11x. J-21!±.-1.2~.3. (London: George Allen and UmAJin Ltd., 1953), 
pp. 402-03. 
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to ·exert a clisad.vantageous :i.nfluence on the German economy. 
As he goes on to say, it soon led to a disorganization and 
limitation on production. It annihilated thrift or personal 
savings habit. It made national budget reform impossible for 
years. It . . . it destroyed incalculable moral ancl intel-
lectual values. It provoked a serious revolution in social 
of usurpers of nat:lonal property, whilst millions of indi-
viduals 1/fere thrown into poverty.n3l ~rhe l:nflation also 
spread the spirit of speculation among all classes. 
rrhe experience of Germany, like the runaway inflation 
in pre~·Communist China, is another sorry chapter in the 
history of inflation. rn1e bad effects of the German hyper·· 
inflat1.on, some of which are mentioned above, presents 
itself' as another serious war'ning ;;md reminder to under-
d.eveloped m:~tions contemplating the use of or are already 
making use of bank credit m~ other money creation to financo 
capital formatlon, to exercise great care and wisclom in the 
management of j_ ts monetary and fiscal affairs. ~f.lhey should 
not fall into the ;;;ame mistakes that Germany anCl proe-Comrnun1.st 
China have fallen into lest they mc:-).y be trying to achieve 
economic development a.t the sacriflee of freedom, in the 
event tha.t inflation becomes galloping. In such a si tua.tion, 
--
JllQ.iq. ' pp. 403-04. 
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they may· be mer·ely trying to deliver themselves from the 
slavery of poverty by surrendering themselves to the slavery 
of Communism or Totalitarianism. 
The simple rule that the best time to cure a disease 
is by prevention seems to apply fittingly to inflation in 
underdeveloped. countries--to prevent j_ t from getting out of 
control or bet-ter yet, to ma-:l<:e w.m-o-r-otrre:c-ava-1--:l::a-b±e-a-l-tel"'""---------
native method.s for· financing capital formation for develop-
ment :-3.nd to use lnflat 1onary financing of development only 
as a very last resort and only if it is assured of lts 
capacl ty ;:::roB abilt ty of keeping the same wl thi:n moderate or 
controllable limits. 
Other lntereating aspects of the German experience 
may be cited here: 
1. This experience evidently supports the common 
notion that inflation not only causes a redistribution of 
existing resources, but also stimulates the production of 
new resources. By imposing a restriction on consumption 
(forced saving) on many classes of society, it allo"tiJed a 
part of the producttve energies and resouPces to be released 
and employed in the mr~lnufac1;ure of new instruments of produc-
tion. 
11'he sad fact about it, hot•1ever, is that resulting new 
capital created (as in the~ iron and steel and engj.neering 
industries) were later revealed as useless except in particular 
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cases. Bresciani-Turroni points out that only those large 
concerns; say the great chemical industries, which followed 
a policy of adjustment and concentration during the deprecia-
tion probably profited in a lasting manner from the infla-
tion. 32 But these particular cases are only a port1.on and 
not the whole of Germany as he points out. It appears that 
inflation stimulated capital formation of the wrong kind 01~ 
the kind which is not urgently needed or not conducive to 
long-term economic growth and welfare of the economy as a 
whole. 
Another instsmce of forced saving in the German 
experience was noted during the first phase of the economic 
recovery (1926). Bresciani-rrurroni points out that during 
that time there was no accumulation of idle material 'll'teal th 
although there was a great abundance of available forces of 
labor. In January, 1927, there was still a large number of 
unemployed persons (about 2,000,000) receiving benefits. 
Dud.ng the year 1927, employment increased cons j_derably. An 
interesting questlon he asks is from where did the sustenance 
for the new workers come? In the absence of accumulated idle 
material wealth and of the new workers l'lhO were engaged in 
capital goods prod.uction, the sustenance for the workers 
newly taken into service must have come from the forced 
saving of many other individuals. Such a fund or flow he 
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claims was created during the expansion itself through the 
forced savings of many other indiv1duals.33 
The German experience demonstrates also the importance 
of gaining the people's confidence in government money. As 
Bresciani-Turron1 stated, after the ?anking crisis of July, 
1931, many Germans were seized by panic and feared a deprecia-
tlon of the mark, the convertibility of which into gold had 
been suspended. owing to the serious diminution of the gold 
reserves of the Reichsbank. This condition was followed by 
a wave of hasty purchasing of goods--a flight out of money 
into goods. This phenomenon did not last long because the 
public soon. became convinced that the Government had firmly 
decided to G>]pose monetary inflation to maintain stable the 
mark exchange.34 
This particular phase of the German inflation illus-
trates the importance of regaining confidence by energetic 
declarations as well as concrete constructive measures in 
support of such declaration. It needs to be stressed that 
confidence based on such declarations can only be maintained 
and strengthened if the public knows that the issues of 
money will be strictly limited. 
33~., pp. hl5-16. 
34I'h4 A. ' 402 ~ p. • 
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IX. CERTAIN IMPORTANT LESSONS 
\vhat follows is a brief di'scussiori of certain mea.s-
ures, guldes or reminders adopted from the writings of 
various authors on economic development which might be use-
ful to consider in the fruitful or safer use of inflation 
G -- ----- - ---= 
through bank credit or other money crercrt-i-o:n-to-gen~H·•a-te------------
forced savlngs for capital formation. It needs to be borne 
in mind, however, that the investigator is not recommending 
the deliberate use of inflation in view of its sorry history 
and in view of the fact that,\most underdeveloped nations 
(unlike the more e,dvanced nations)\are not yet prepared v\lith 
effective fiscal and monetary tools to manage the inflation. 
In addition, their underdeveloped nature makes them more 
inflation-prone than developed countries and hence it might 
be wiser to avoid its use entirely.\ In the event that infla-
tion through bank credit and other money creation is made use 
of to finance capital formation, it would be wise to be aware--
of certain measures, reminders, and guides in the vJ1 se manage-
ment of inflation, resulting from bank credit or money crea-
tion to generate savings for development. 
1. r.rhe effect of 1.nflati on on capital formation 
depends on the purpose of the spendlng causing the inflation. 
If the inflation is due to the creation of money for the 
purpose of creating useful capital goods, such as irrigation 
I 
l 
I 
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systems, roads, etc., the effect of inflation will naturally 
be an increase in these useful assets, without regard to the 
use made of possible inflationary profits. If on the other 
hand, the inflation is due to the government creating and 
spending new money to pay higher salaries to civil servants 
or on making war, there is no forced saving. There is merely 
a shift in consumption and there is no reason to expect 
accelerated capital formation.35 (An exception to this is 
if there are domestic industries that can manufacture equip-
menta or ammunitions for wat', in which case the effect will 
be an increase in such equipment or ammunition or possible 
expansion of domestic industries producing them. 'rhis situa-
tion, however, does not usually exist in underdeveloped 
countries.} 
With respect to inflationary profits, voluntary busi-
ness saving and capital formation can be increased if there 
exist productivity-inclined industrial entrepreneurs who 
invest inflationary profits. This situatlon is more likely 
in developed countries. Japan and Russia may be cited as 
examples of countries wherein inflation due to creation of 
money for financing capital formation has accelerated capital 
formation, although in the case of Hussia, the state acted 
as the entrepreneur.36 
35Lewis, or' c~"" p 405 ~· ~·' . . 
36.lJ21d. 
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that the new ~oney be used for f'in~ncint agrluulturnl exten-
rapidly brjng n~w fertile areas - ·; '1 un~ar aultiv~tion.· 
'l'he u::_;e uf l'KcvJ money for 
added ~oney within a shorter time oeriod which 4s n0cessary 
D.nd ·.~uDndt :rocommenft, it ls de~:lirt:Jbl.e to f)I'onote the :nob.'ili.ty 
') P, 
c oun te t'Vi:\ :1.1 :l ng u owr:::: T'Fi tc :~ .xc 0 c> :; l ''i3 01~ :lee or 1-.;·Ei.!"':~ 1 n e:r·c ::tn e ~; • ..J ·) 
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). In connection with point No. 3·, it would be help-
ful also to avoid projects or investments which take a long 
time to execute or require much foreign exchange. If schemes 
take a long time to execute, inflation has a longer time to 
cumulate and it would be more difficult to offset or neutral-
ize even when the projected investments start bearing fruit. 
In addition, most underdeveloped countries are shor~t·---------------------
foreign exchange with which to :tmpor·t the necessa!"y equip-
ment not produced domestically needed in connection with 
such projects. 
This does not mean that investments of the above 
nature should be entirely ruled out if the expected ultimate 
returns are bount:l.ful or will contribute immensely to eco-
nomic p:r•og:ress say leading sectors or sectors which display 
high growth potential. As Lewis argues in relation to this 
point, the choice between these and. other investments depe:ads 
simply on the rate of interest.39 
L~. If inflation through bank credit creation is going 
to be effective in financing capital formation, it is of 
primary importance that the people's confidence be maintained. 
In the better run countries, monetary authorities alternate 
short periods of monetary expansion with sharp per:tods of 
restriction instead of increasing the supply of money 
continually from year to year. As Lewis points out, bank 
credit moves three steps up and one step'down instead of 
moving upwards continuously. 
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In short, it :t s best done in small doses at a time. 
The creation of new money can thus promote capital formation 
without provoking galloping inflations and at the same time 
keeping the people's confidence in money as well as in 
' . 40 government bonds. · 
In situations where the people's confidence has been 
lost, the en.ergetic declarations of leaders as well as 
actions to limit the money supply has in the past served to 
regain the people's confidence as in the case of Germany 
after the banking crisis of July, 1931. 41 
The idea of attacking severe inflation from the sup-
ply side.of commodities and factors is relevant also in 
trying to regain people's confidence • 
.5. Gradual or creeping infle.tion to finance new 
capital formation is useful if it is effectively controlled 
by an efficient government. However. if inflation ceases to 
be creeping, gets out of control and becomes galloping or 
runaway, it can lead to untold misery and'failure as has 
been e!ltperienoed in pre-Communist China and also in Germany 
during the period 1919·1923. 
40 Lewis, Qn. 91~., pp. 224-25. 
41 Bresciani-'J~urroni, ..QQ.. ill_. , pp. 1.~02-03. 
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6. Governments with efficient administrations oan 
try to prevent inflation from getting out of hand by fixing 
maximum prices, by rationing essential consumer goods, and 
by licensing new investment. People naturally tend to save 
a little for personal security. If they cannot spend their 
money on rationed essential consumer goods, their tendency 
will be to save their money in the absence of other attrac-
tive aJ.·ternatlve s.nd more pressing channels of spending. 
Saving (voluntary) can increase and will be brought into 
equilibrium wtth investment. 
According to Lewis, this is one of the secrets of sue-
cessful war finance in the United Kingdom and the United 
States during the second world war {during which prices rose 
only by about 50 per cent in spite of the magnitude of the 
war effort). ~:rhe other important weapon was a very high 
marginal rate of taxation, which sucked up 50 per cent or 
more of income as fast as they were generated by the war 
financing. 42 
The above techniques can only be useful or effective 
in countries that have efficient administrations and existing 
idle resources. Most underdeveloped countries have less 
effictent administrations and also lack idle plant capacity 
by means of -vJhich production can be j.ncreased. in response to 
42 4 Lewis, QQ. Q11., pp. 22)-2. 
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increased effective demand, that their efforts to control 
inflations do as much harm as good, say if inflationary 
profits make it more profitable to produce uncontrolled 1.nes-
sent1.al articles, or to create a network of blackmarkets and. 
to encourage bribery and corruption as Lewis suggests. 43 
l .. r-------------~?.~e significant role of monetary policy in the 
I process of managing an inflation cannot be underestimated. 
1 In a large and continuous inflation, rising prices and an 
expanding money supply move in parallel directions. If 
there is no steady addition to the money supply, it is con-
ceivable that the price-wage spiral would come to a halt. 
This does not mean, as Bernstein and Patel argues, that 
prices and wages cannot rise without a steady addition to 
the money supply. The capacity of the public, Bney· : ... s'ayJ, to 
adjust itself to variations in liquidity is limited. This 
limit is OI•dinarily approached if prices and wagos rise v~hile 
L~4 the money supply is unchanged. 
The continuous rise in prices could not ord.inarily 
occur unless some means were found to fj.nzmce the prevailing 
scale of production at the higher level of prices and costs. 
At any given time> the amount of money that the public holds 
is generally adequate to finance production, consumpt:1.on 1 and 
43l1U,.t;l. 
44 Bernstein and Patel, .QQ. • .9ll·, pp. 440-L~l. 
-
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investment. A rise in prices and wages reduces the liquidity 
of the public and for this reason as Bernstein and Patel go 
on to say, tends to bring the inflation process to a halt. 4.5 
Inasmuch as the monetary authorities have the power to 
create and expand the supply of money, they should also have 
the willingness, courage, and ability to reduce the money 
supply in order to keep the inflation under control. They 
should also make wise and effective use of the tools of 
monetary policy such as: 
1. Buying or selling in the open market. 
2. Changing the rediscount rate. 
3. Changing the reserve requirements. 
4. Applying selective credit controls. 
5. Influencing business expectations.46 
If inflation through bank cr-edit or other money crea-
tion for the purpose of financing capital formatton is going 
to promote economic deve1opme!J.t, monetary authorities should 
have the al'>ility, \'1illingness, and courage to make effectlve 
use of monetary policy in order to keep the inflation under 
control. 
8. The role of fiscal policy is of equal significance 
in the process of rnana.ging an inflation. If the increases 
l.p .51.12.1d.. 
46 Thorp and Quandt,~·~., pp. 154-59. 
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in income ca11 be absorbed by taxes, the liquidity of the 
public is red.uced. and effective demand-pull on prices can be 
reduced so as to dampen inflationary pressures. It is neces-
sary that the government have at its disposal, as Krause 
stresses, the means to. check unwanted pr:lces movements should 
they arise or threaten. 11 Fiscal policy techniques (tax and 
expendj_ ture policies) and their interrelationship are poten·!i 
instruments of control on the monetary and price structure. 1147 
Some inflation~can(Jbe of benefit; but too much of it, 
as expE.>rience has sho·Nn, can jeopardize economic development 
- 48 prospects. 
Increases in taxes are, of course, deflationary in 
their effects. If it is reinforced by anti-inflationary 
monetary policy, (or if monetary and fiscal policy are 
synchronized, as has been done in the United States, the 
United Kingdom, Canada, Australla, and Indonesia},4?. it,is 
reasonable to expect more fru:ttful and less wasteful r>esults 
in the management of an inf'lt:t ti on for the pur>pose of promoting 
development. 
X. SUMNARY 
As much as possible and .in the long run, 1 t is mor·e 
beneficial for the economy of an underdeveloped country 
47 . . 8 Krause, QU. cit., pp. 22 -29. 
49 Higgins, QQ. Qli., pp. 506-08. 
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striving to increase capital formation to make use of the 
following domestic sources of financing (in the following 
order of priority): (a) voluntary savings; (b) compulsory 
savings from taxes; and (c) bank credit in investment chan-
nels or projects which will make use of idle or unused 
resources (without withdrawing resources from capital forma-
tion currently going on) or t<Jhere unused resources will pre-
vent it from being inflationary. Another way of saying this 
is to make use of bank credit in as uninflationary way as 
possible. The use of deliberate inflation (through bank 
oredi t or other money creatiOl"l) with expected forced saving 
needed for capital formation should be used only as a very 
last resort. Developed countries are in a better position 
to make use of bank credit and new money. As pointed out 
previously. they have the efficient administrative machinery 
(for both monetcJry a.nd fiscal policy), political stability, 
existing idle resources and. capacity to keep the inflation 
continuously under• control. An injection of new money can 
usually stimulate business. Underdeveloped countries, on the 
other hand, are politically less stable, have very little if 
any idle capacity, have scarce unemployed resources (except 
underemployed labor}, usually have ineffective or deficient 
monetary and fiscal policies. rl'hey are generally more 
inflation-prone and there is the danger of inflation cumu-
lating and getting out of hand. 
G-- ---- ~--------
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Of cou1~se, the decision whether or not to make use of 
inflation on the part of the government (including the regu-
lation of the supply of money and credit) is a political one 
and as Lewis suggested, has to be made in terms of political 
al ternatl ves. 50 In arr:lving at this decision, hov-.rever 1 1 t 
will benefit the underdeveloped country to examine thor•oughly 
its capacity to manage the inflation and keeping 5-t con-
tinuously under control without provoking any rune. way infla-
tion. It will be fruitful to give due consideratton ·to the 
following: 
1. The extent to "Jhlch full capaoi ty has been reached 
and how long it will take befo:rc1 the ne\-J capital to be 
created (f:lnanced by new money) will start bearing frutt to 
offset price increases. 
2. 1'he exj.sting per oapi ta incomes. If' the consump-
tion level is alr•eady very lov·l, forced saving due to the 
infla:tion has the effect of reducing consumption further and 
can arouse much social discontent. It may be better to forego 
any forced saving in this situation or when forced by cir-
cumstances to make use of bank credit, to use it in as unin-
flationary way as possible. It is importan.t that the con-
sumption of the poor not be reduced further but be maintained 
or if possible increased. So long as pesple have sufficient 
-------50 Lewis, QQ •. ~., p. 406. 
food, clothing, and shelter. they are likely to be more 
satisfied, strong, and inspired to promote ana. preserve 
freedom and democracy. 
A?s:suming the agricultural sector displays growth 
potential, it is absolutely essential that thts sector be 
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strengthened and agricultural efficiency be developed to the 
fullest extent possible. Where the capacity to expand agri--:_:-----------
cultural production is limited, it is essential that the 
country 1 s export industry, as was the case with Japan, be 
developed and diversified so that the nation can ear•n the 
foreign exchtmge with v.rhich to pay for essential imports. 
Great success could probably be achieved wlth inflation, if 
agricultural efficiency and productivity is increasing in 
proportion with the economy's needs. 
J. The existence of strong trade unions \1ho can turn 
a demand inflation into a cost inflation must not be over-
looked. The acquiescence of labor is important in making 
possible the direction of more resources to development. 
This is without pre\')ud.ice to the fact that labor unions have 
their contribution to Make in enhamcJing and uplifting the lot 
of the laboring class. 
4. To whom will inflationary profits go? Wherr' w3.ll 
they be used.? Will they be spent on luxux•y living? Will 
they be hoaro.ed, used for speculation or flown abroad? Or 
. will they be spent on the creation of productlve oapi tal 
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goods? The government's policy concerning investment 
stimulation, spending and taxation have to be adopted to the 
nature of the answers to these questions. 
5. Foreign aid and loans, although very good from a 
political ana. humanitarian potnt of view, can swell local 
incomes ana_ spending. The economy's capacity to absorb them 
ought to be guided. If productlvlty i.s not increasing at tne~-------­
same time that income and spencl ing are grot•ring, foreign atd 
and loans can contribute to the inflation. The experience 
of pre-Communist China llas shown that foreign aid and loans 
can contribute to the inflationary spiral. 
The other important lessons presented in this chapter 
should also be judiciously considered by und.erdeveloped 
countries in generating forced saving through inflationary 
financing of development. 
1i'1nally each underdeveloped country has its own 
peculiar conditions and circumstances. r.rhe success of its 
policy concerning inflation depends greatly on how effectively 
it adapts its policy to its prevailing peculiar conditions 
and circumstances. The stimulation of grow·th achieved in 
more advanced countries by means of inflation through bank 
credit or other money creation cannot serve as a bright 
promtse that underdeveloped nauJons can ach:l.eve the same 
measure of succesr3. In the same me.nner, the failures experi·~ 
enced by pre-Communist China, Germany, or Chile tdth inf1.ation 
is not a symptom or indication that underdeveloped countries 
will also experience similar failures. But lt is better to 
be conservatlve, to be extremely careful and on guard all the 
time so that the objective of generating forced saving (needed 
for capital formatton and development) may be achieved without 
endangering freedom and democracy. 
=-- ---
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CONCLUSION 
This thesis arose out of two challenges: the first, 
to find. ·Nays to secure more adequate savings which are one 
of several requisites of growth for underdeveloped countries 
(or any other country); the second, to respond if possible 
to the Communist challenge that their Tt:UJ.y is the only prac-
tically possj.ble way to secure the requisite savings. 
The Communists claim that theirs is the only way to 
economic progress and industrialization for all but the 
exceptj.onally fortunate people (as the Unlted. States) and 
even for the exceptionally fortunate, their way t-Jould prove 
far, far, faster. 
Why is this held to be true? It is true, they say, 
in its barest essentials because only Communism can get the 
neeo.ed saving from a poor and ever more po~;11er-popula ted 
country and can see that the savings are used for the most 
strategic types of capital goods--machines and materials to 
make machines--and a bare minimum of consumel' goods. 
The method of dictatorial Communism r'ests on its tv-JO 
essentials: (1) state owner•shj.p of all material means of 
production, and. (2) an all-embracing national planning rest-
ing on the full force of the Party. Government ownership 
and complete government in1tlat1ve sums it up. Only those 
-
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things and in the quanti M.es prescribed. by the plan are 
intentionally produced. The plan calls in essence for a 
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minimum production of consumer goods and a maxj_mum produc-
tion of the most strategic capital and military goods. 
In fact it has been said that the essential reason 
for the creat~ion and perpetuatton of the :3oviet dictatorship 
has been to force the needed sacrifice required in saving on 
the peasants and workers. It is doubtless on this ground. 
that Communism, ·t>Ji th its d:lctatorship by a limited party 
group; is recommended as 11 the only way 11 to leaders of under-
developed countries. In short Communism is recommended to 
property-indoctrinated leaders of underdeveloped countries 
less for its ideal justj.ce (though, of course, thts ls always 
' 
claimed) than as a stark necessity for economic progress. 
How else are you going to get the required se.ving from poor 
and rapidly inc~iw:g populations so eager to increase their 
consumption {not their saving)? 
Analytically the Communist type of srwing ~uz what 
economists have referred to through the years as "direct 
capital forma.tionn meaning that the usual Eltep of nrl-.2!:. sav-
ing was omi tte<1. 'l'he classic example was the f'arme.r who 
used his time to build a rail fence--no prior saving. Their 
is s1mu1 taneous saving implioi t in the product:t on of a 
capital good which does not lend itself to direct consumption. 
Lacking faith in human nature and the power of good 
leadership. the Communists exclude more than minlmum 
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consumption by directing all resources beyond those required 
for that minimum into 'tdirect" capital formation. 
Three klnds of savings {i.e., voluntary, compulsory 
from taxes, and forced from inflation) were discussed and 
numerous measures to increase over-all social saving that 
can be realized from each of them were presented in this 
study. Of these three methods, voluntary saving is one that 
ought to be wholeheartedly encouraged, promoted, and pre-
served. This is desirable not only because voluntary saving 
involves the greatest amo:.mt of freed.om but also because it 
can enlist the enthusiastic initiative of those who m1n and 
profit from the savings. 
IJ!he second type of saving (compulsory tax saving), 
represents the amount realized from the excesB of tax col-
lections over the amount of current government expendl ture or 
consumption. ~Che real savlngs secured through taxatlon are 
of vital importance in connection with the bullding of a 
country's basic social overhead capital goods. These capital 
goods are essential in creating appropriate conditions for 
the growth of private production, saving, and j.nvestment. 
Various measures designed to increase compulsory savings Ivtn•e 
presented and eye..l4-a.ted. 
The third klncl of saving considered (fo:roed saving 
through infla'Cj. on) is the one that involves the least amount 
of freedom and is the one that is least recommended. Notwi th-
standing the fact that the verdict on forced. savlng must be 
~ -
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very largely negative, it has seemed important to discuss 
the method rather extensively inasmuch as numerous non-
economists since Horld \V:ar II have though·!; that they have 
discovered a convenient and valuable method of securing sav-
ings and. one particularly valuable for ha:rd~ressed under-
developed countries. 
It was found that deliberate inflation can be use-
ful only in limited situations. For example it can be use-
ful only if it can be kept within moderate limits and in 
investmc~nts that take a relatively short time to bear fruj.t. 
This way, the inflation has little time to cumulate and the 
resulting increased production can be achieved. quickly enough 
to dampen or offset the inflatlonary pressures. Otherwise, 
it 1-·.J'Ould be better to avoid inflation entir-ely in order not 
to inflict undue hardships on ;poor people and r:lsk possible 
dangerous political consequences. 
In addition to the third kind of saving consldered, 
it was euggc~sted that bank credit or new money should generally 
be used in as uninflationary way as possible--say tn channels 
of investment that make use of idle labor and other resouroes. 
Such uses of new money will stlmulate direct capital formation 
without unduly interfering with the oapi tal form•3.t:t on currently 
taking place. 
A large variety of ways and means for adding to tote,l 
savings have been set forth by the writer, a resume of which 
can be seen in the summaries of the three (J) precedin~ 
chapters. rrhe 't\lri ter believes that in the aggregate J they 
do give the cause of f:r•eedom in the matter of 11 saving 11 a good 
flghting chance. 
The lTlethods of freed.om (for increasing saving for 
capital formation) involvlng self-discipline, inltiative, 
thrift, industry, enterprise, and risk-taking by the indi-
vidual in his effort to promote his self interests (which 
saving also benefits society in general) may possibly be 
slower in thf!~ short run. However, the rate of accumulation 
under freedom has a tendency to accelerate in the long run 
as proved in the experiences of many cleveloped free countries, 
and may ~::till prove to be the faster method. over the long 
pull. This is not impossible when considered in the llght 
,of the common notion that the urge to provide for self and 
family is generally stronger than the day-in and day-out 
urge toward. patriotism. But the question of which method 
(democratic or Communist) is faster is a matter• for future 
history to decide and cannot be judged by us conclusively 
at the present time. 
It needs to be said, however, that even if the 
combined powers of all these methods were Judged to be 
somewhat inadequate in view of the undeniably huge :i.nvest-
ment requirements of economic growth, the case :for freedom 
would still not. be hopeless if these under•developed mitions 
could look to the developed nations for modest help con-
ditioned upon their own self-help. Inasmuch as developed 
free countries have a great stake in the whole family of' 
1'7.5 
free nations, it does not seem too much to hope that the 
developed. nat1 ons may have the means as well as the willing-
ness to provide this sssistance voluntarily in the form of 
loans or grants. 
-
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